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WHAT'S 
I DECEMBER 22, 1990 -- 
I Kitimat Centennial Museum 
| presents "A BRUSH WITH 
I '  C()LOUR" paintings by Ariel 
Han& Des Edwards, The show 
runs from Nov. 21 - Dec, 22. 
Museum hours: Tues. - Fri. 11 
a.m.- 5 p.m,; Sat. 12 - 5 p.m. 
Closed Sun. & Mon. 
*****  
JANUARY 10, 1991 --  The 
Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival Committee reminds 
competitors and teachers that 
the deadline date for entry into 
the festival is Jan. 10. The 
festival dates are March 10- 23, 
1991. Syllabuses and entry 
forms are available from Sight 
and sound in Terrace, Kitimat 
and Prince Rupert; from the 
public libraries in Terrace and 
Kitimat and from the 
Secretary, Box 456, Terrace, 
B,C., VgG 4B5 
ADULT FEMALE SUR- 
VIVORS OF SEXUAL 
ASSAULT GROUP. Every 
Wed. 7 - 9 p.m. Call 635.;4042 
for further info. 
* . ****  
BATTERED WOMEN'  
S SUPPORT GROUP. Every 
• Tues. 7 - 9 p.m. Call 635-6447 
or 635-4042 for further info. 
• k 'k'k 'k ~ 
TERRACE DUPLICATE 
BRIDGE CLUB meets at 7:15 
every Wed. at Caledonia Sr, 
See. in the cafeteria. E~,eryone 
welcome. For more info. call 
Ellen Smith at 635-4096 or 
Dave Comfort at 635-4875. 
W 'k t. 'k'k 
TERRACE CO-DEPEN- 
DENTS Anonymous. Meets 
Monday Evenings 8-9 p.m. at 
Skeena Health Unit. the only 
requirement for membership s
the desire for healthy and 
fulfilling relationships. Contact 
Mary at 635-5518 
ALANON MEETING. Family 
and Friends of alcoholics meet 
Mon. nights 8 p.m. at Mills 
Memorial Hos.pital,psych. con- 
ference room. Contacts: 
Noreen 635-6938 or Sharon 
638-1836. 
/1' ....... ' -'~;.~*.*, , * * ' '  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ~. : , : .~ . . .C .~-  ~ '~;  ~.~.,~ ~ ;.. , . -_. . ' : : . - . ,  
-[',',g.S~d~sup~R~ O,oOb ::', 
I " fb'~:,:'any :~i~rSonsi.. h~i~g' ,an. " 
I ostomy or  needing one-in the 
/ future. A chance to share pro- 
blems, concerns, information 
and receive support from 
others in the same situation. 
Call Terrace 635-5905 or 
Kitimat 632-5951. 
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG 
SISTERS are now underway. 
The first A.G.M. proved to be 
a success with enough people 
present to fill all executive, and 
directors chairs. The next few 
months will be busy trying to" 
get totally functional by spring. 
But, we still can't do it without 
you. Anyone interested in 
becoming a Big Brother or 
Sister, or if you are willing just 
to help please feel free to join 
us in this worthwhile project. 
Meetings are held every third 
Tuesday of the month. 
• WED. NITE VIDEOS will be 
held downstairs atthe Kermode 
Friendship Centre at 7:30. Now 
playing: Educational videos on 
Alcohol and Drugs. For further 
info. call 635-4906 (Mon. - Fri, 
8:30 - 4:30 p.m.) 
CO-DEPENDANTS 
. ANONYMOUS, is a 12 step 
• fellowship specifically designed 
for those who wish to improve 
• their relationships with others. 
If you have problems forming 
: or maintaining intimate rela- 
.tionships, these meetings may 
help. Videos and educational 
material are part of the format. 
,: Meetings are 8 p.m.-9 p.m, 
! Mondays at the Health Unit 
: .Auditorium. For more infor- 
mation phone 635-5518 or 
638-8714,. Newcomers very 
: welcome. 
, 'k~r ¢¢ ~r* 
- . Cont'd B14 
. i The Terrace Standard 
' .  offers What's Up as n 
! public service to its 
• readers and those com. 
mnnity organizations in 
• ; the area. 
. Items for this section 
are for non-pro f i t  
organizations and for 
' those events in which 
;' '~there is no cost to gain 
~ admission. 
, : : To meet our produe- 
' ' t ion  deadlines, we ask 
~ 'that ill Items be submit- 
~i:i /ted,/by noon on the 
:~ FRIDAY preceding the 
: ~.I_ ~,'.~ foIiowing .- week's  Issue; 
'. [ .~e~.alsoask that Items be 
• .:,.:>j ,i ~ type~vrltlen or be printed 
Others hear story 
, • , . ' ,  
Aids virus . . . .  boosts I 
Kecia Larkin is going to die 
some day. Then again, so is 
everyone lse. 
But the 19-year-old's chances 
of dying sooner than later are 
made greater because she has 
the HIV virus which leads to 
AIDS. 
Yet the  prospect doesn't 
bother Larkin who has been 
conducting workshops for teens 
and other groups since she 
found she had the virus. 
"We must realize tlie poten- 
tial in ourselves," says Larkin 
who recently toured the nor- 
thwest. "You shouldn't limit 
yourself." 
Larkin is one of 250 women 
in B.C. known to have the 
AIDS virus which lowers the 
body's immune system to 
disease and illness. 
She contracted it from a per- 
son with which she was living 
just over one year ago. The rela- 
tionship began about a year 
before that. 
The person moved from 
Toronto to Vancouver knowing 
he was HIV positive but did not 
tell Larkin. 
'~He was in an accident. It 
was only in the emergency room 
that I found out - -  when they 
(hospital personnel) said 'Did 
youknow he is HIV positive?'" 
remembersLarkin. 
The news made sense to 
Larkin who had~i~een ill for 
about a month:~before her 
boyfriend's accident. 
Those symptoms, she says, 
are common immediately after 
KECIA LARKIN found out a year ago she is HIV positive. The news 
has Prompted Larkin to give workshops to teens and other groups 
...;a ~rson  becomes H!,V:p0sitiw: . . . .  
sex and it went handi ~ h:andi" . . . . .  ,u, u~ uemm aug I norance saidi~You know lhave tl!e Virus' ~:i about= the H IV  virus~ ~ut"they 
- says Larkin: .... " " - " '  " "~" an~,i!tj,w~n,t<,fr°m .ther~,~'o .S aid also find more young people 
Her lifestyle up until then was L=u~m. - . . . . . . . .  than expectedwant to know 
Her workshops concentrate 
"That blew me away. I 
didn't want to end up 
dead within a year. I 
knew though that if I 
stayed On Hastings St., I 
was going to die soon. '" 
I 
on choices and reality by telling 
young people they have options 
in life and by telling parents 
they should be aware of what 
their children are doing. 
"The emphasis is on peer 
pressure. I say you don't have 
to fail into it. It's a trap. You do 
have a choice," says Larkin. 
"Sex isn't part of being a 
grown up.• You don't have to 
have sex to be a grown up. Sex 
doesn't make you a grown up. 
There's nothing wrong in 
waiting," she says. 
Lark in and boyfr iend 
Clayton Pompu find there is a 
about the virus and about 
AIDS. 
"We can't afford to tell kids 
babies come from storks 
anymore," says Pompu. 
"AIDS is not a course you 
can take in school. We have to 
do something now," he adds. 
Larkin's workshops have 
taken her all over to the pro- 
vince and next month, she'll be 
going to Ontario. 
She finds the workshops act 
as a therapy for her own situa- 
tion. 
"Sitting in front of people 
and talking, saying I know what 
they are going through helps. 
For me, that's what needed. !
feel I have something important 
to say," Larkin said. 
In the meantime, Larkin goes 
for regular blood tests to 
monitor the presence of the 
HIV vi/'us in her system. 
Her tour through the nor- 
thwest was sponsored by several 
groups, including the Terrace 
District Teachers' Association. 
one of drug abuse. The accident 
occurred while she and her 
boyfriend were stripping an old 
Vancouver warehouse of copper 
tubing to sell to buy drugs. He 
touched a live wire which 
resulted in losing half and arm 
and bad burns on other parts of 
his body. 
Larkin visited her friend in 
the hospital and became bitter 
toward him. Their relationship 
soon ended. The HIV news was 
confirmed through a blood test 
she had. 
"That blew me away. I didn't 
want to end up dead within a 
year, I knew though that if I 
stayed on Hastings St,, I was 
going to die soon," says Larkin, 
She entered a detox centre 
and then moved to Victoria to 
live with her mother. 
Her first step toward conduc- 
ting workshops began when sit- 
ting through others on suicide 
prevention, alcohol and sexual 
abuse conducted by her family. 
"They all knew but they were 
Five local people were among 
the 645 students receiving 
acknowledgements for finishing 
course work at the University of 
Victoria, , 
Patricia Philpot received a 
diploma while Ian Arnold 
received a bachelor of arts. 
Kyra 'Williston received a 
bachelor of science v~hile Dina 
MacCormac and Yvonne Reid 
both received bachelor of social 
work degrees. 
The academic honours were 
presented uring fall convoca- 
tion ceremonies Nov. 24 at the 
university. 
Students and teachers are 
reminded that the final date for 
entries for the 1991 Pacific Nor- 
thwest Music Festival is Jan. 10, 
on the reality of life. She and friend Clayton Pompu were in the nor- 
thwest recently on a tour sponsored by various groups. 
" " i t "  " ' r " , :  . . . . .  f l  - . ' " I "  ' ,  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  , ' -  . - "  . . 
Outdoors sing 
fest on Sunday 
Wear warm socks, gloves, 
dress appropriately and bring 
a flashlight. 
That's the advice of com- 
munity band leader Jim 
Ryan as the  ensemble 
prepares for its third annual 
candlelight carol singalong 
6:30 p.m., Dec. 16 at the 
bandshell behind the library 
in Lower Level Little Park. 
On the program is half an 
hour of nmsic by the com- 
munity band and other 
organizations. Carol sheets 
will be made available.• 
"Last year people had 
candles in tin cans and 
children had sparklers. It was 
really, really nice," said 
Ryan. 
He said churches and other 
groups plan Christmas events 
around the singalong. 
It's just one of the several 
Jim Ryan 
outings the band undertakes 
at Christmas. 
Two weeks ago it played 
during seniors night at the 
Co-op and it provided the 
music for the official kickoff 
in the Skeena Mall of the 
Salvation Army kettle cam- 
paign. 
Sound stores in Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert and 
from libraries in Terrace and 
Kitimat. They can also be had 
by Writing the •festival secretary 
at Box 456, .Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4B5. 
Donations are also welcome 
and can be made by sending 
them to the festival, at the 
above address, Attn. A. 
Knezacek, 
Those interested in applying 
for the Joan Spencer Memorial 
Scholarship.will find an applica- 
:tion form on the inside back 
1991. corner of the syllabus. 
Competitors are also remind. :/, ~ , , , , ,  
ed that rules have been revised . .TII~ !~:Kermode Friendship 
and should be ~read carefully Centreims given $I,000 to the 
before filling out  ~the entry ~alva ~' - . . . . .  f~s~.o,.~o 
. - : '  . . . . . . . . .  . t t o n - A , , , , ~  ~ ,.-,,,o,,.,,o 
" " ~' ' r  ~'4 " .  . '  ' ". "" k~etfle;campmgn. 
The !991~festtval: takes place, i; : ~Made~laSt week, the donatton 
March 10 23 and close,to 2,000 ~ s • " ~' ' ' ""i' ' ~ ";"i:i (one'o[' two made each year• by 
entries areexpe~ted. .~ . . . .  the'friendship centre The other 
i 1'he.s.yl!a~i~a@d en!ry f0!ms .~ !~i duriilgihe Army's'Red Shield 
are availaOle', lr0m,.~igiR a,u .~J~a~p~g~i~.; ~, , , 
Monies for the donations 
come from bingos held by the 
friendship centre. 
~t .k ~r ~t ~t ~t 
There's a new telecourse 
beginning next month offered 
locally .by the Emily Carr Col- 
lege of Art and Design and the 
Open University. 
"A Survey of Western Art I "  
explores western visual tradition 
from Stonehenge through the 
early civilizations of the ancient 
Near East to Gothic art. 
Two units are based on the 
"Art • in the Western World" 
TV series with four additional 
programs. 
The course airs on the 
Knowledge Network on alter- 
hate Mondays, beginning Jan. 7 
wlth/re~ots on Sundays at 3 
p.ni',,'be~innihg Jan. 13. 
Mor~ !nt'brmation is available 
by.cOni'dciing the Open Univer- 
sity~iai~"660-2200, toil-free at 
~,:Jiiii!~:Cont"d B3
SHANDA SKODE and Gary Parnell correctly matched 10 hints to 
10 Canadian children's books and won book cei'tificates from the 
, library as a result, The contest was to encourage an interest in 
C,~'nadlan literature, 
. t  
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A CT scan potluck par~!; :~ ~ !  LIDAY D at the Elks hall re ently 
great success, raising 
toward the piece of e q u i p m n t f o r  thehos itai. ~ e_re',_ • 
It was organized by a group ":~ by i' 
of musicians and their families rvonne Moon 
with music ranging from rock 
and roll to blue grass to country ' " 
Wednesday, Dec. 26,1990 will be publish-. "". 
and some good old-fashioned 
fiddle tunes. 
There was also great food to 
go along with the music. 
Special thanks go to Bey and 
Clair Campbell who came all 
the way from Prince Rupert to 
help. , 
Music was provided by Bob- 
by Ball, Barry Bolton, Earl 
Crawford, Jacque Desjardins, 
Norman Desjardins, Robb 
Grant, Dave and Barb Hickey, 
Jim Larkin, Lucien Levesque, 
John Pequin, Roseanne Pearce, 
Glen Shepherd, Jack Zahodnik, 
Tony Maziek, Dick Laisiceur, 
Laverne Zelinski, Allan Collier. 
Thanks to John Pequin and 
daughter Kelly who made 
posters for the evening. 
The organizers thank all 
those who helped to raise the 
money and to the Elks Club for 
a donation of three cash calen- 
dars fo r  prizes during spot 
dances. 
The people involved in 
organizing the evening were 
Hazel and Gordon Hamilton, 
John Pequin, Roy and Audrey 
Alaric, Norman and Germaine 
Desjardins, Russ and Gall Kirk. 
It shows what people can do 
when they pull together. 
Dave Hickey and Tony 
Mandzick provided the sound 
equipment. 
i. -k .k .k ,k .k 
The large cover of snow 
around Terrace did not keep 
people away from the Ter- 
raceview Lodge tea and craft 
sale in the afternoon and even- 
ing of Dec. 4. 
Tables of crafts and baked 
goods were out for everyone as 
were tea and goodies with 
Dec. 10 and today, residents are 
going to a party at the Northern 
Motor Inn. 
There'll be carolling by the 
RCMP at Terraceview Dec. 17 
and on Dec.-20, the cadets will 
take everyone on a tour around 
the City to view the Christmas 
lights. 
• k .k .k i..k ,k 
While I was up at Ter- 
raceview for the tea Dec. 41 saw 
the lovely painted windows 
done by Irene Homer and Don- 
na Wagner. 
They are sisters and 
volunteered to do the windows. 
And I 'm sure you have see 
other painted windows in and 
around Terrace with Christmas 
designs. I 'm sure Donna and 
Irene have done around 50 win- 
dows - -  nice work. 
Irene has done most of her 
work on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and is getting ready for 
an art show next May in Fort St.. 
John. 
She said her sister, Bertha, 
who lives in Fort St. John is 
busy making arrangements for 
the show. Irene also says she 
wants to do more shows. Good 
luck, Irene. 
A very large turn out of 
seniors from the Willows, Ter- 
raceview Lodge, Tuck senior 
housing, Twin River Estate and 
all around Terrace gathered at 
the Royal Canadian Legion for 
an evening featuring a delicious 
dinner. 
The many volunteers were al! 
there and ready when the 
crowds started to arrive and I 
must say all were very friendly 
dent Marg Cromarty opened the 
evening by welcoming everyone. 
Muriei O 'Boy le  said a 
beautiful grace. 
While the workers served the 
dinner t O the tables, everyone' 
was asked to stand and raise 
their glasses for a toast to the 
Queen. 
The dinner was prepared by 
Marg and Howard and other 
workers. 
When dinner was over the kit- 
chen staff and all the servers, air 
cadets, were asked tocome out 
so everyone could say thank you 
for the beautiful evening. Ap- 
plause was given. 
Then Fred Berghauser, on 
behalf of all the seniors, gave a 
very special thank you to the 
legion ladies and others for a 
lovely evening. 
A few draws were made for 
lovely Christmas table centres. 
Winners were Eric Turner, Kay 
Varner, Tess Homburg, Opel 
Cyr and Dick Heyink. He's just 
moved to Twin River from 
Slithers. Welcome to Terrace, 
Dick. 
The Northwest singers then 
entertained everyone by singing 
Christmas carols. 
It was then the turn of the 
Moth Balls to entertain the 
crowd. 
A large congratulations goes 
to all at the legion who came out 
to help make this an event a 
great evening. 
I was also told by friends at 
the Willows that the drivers of 
the Handi-dart bus who picked 
up'the seniors were very helpful 
and kind as they made sure that 
the people getting on and off 
friends and - family at Ter-  and most..;gracious . . . . . . . .  thebus were well looked after. 
raceview.-.~ . . . .  = ................. , . .:, . As you.entered4h~legion you.,,  
At~ ~'~"i~:/n~:** thechr i s tmas  were greetedby.avery,grhcious,,- 
ed on Monday, Dec. 24, 1990. The  ......... 
deadlines for this issue are as follows: . . . .  
ADVERTISING 
Display & classified - Wed., Dec. 19- 5:00 p.m. 
EDITORIAL 
Letters to editor and contributed copy i 
- Thurs., Dec. 20 Noon 
I 
The deadlines for the issue of 
wed., Jan 2, 1991 
Are as follows: 
O 
O ADVERTISING 
Display & Classified ads - 
Thurs., Dec. 20- 5:00 p.m. 
EDITORIAL  
Letter to the editor & 
contributed copy 
Friday, Dec. 21 - Noon 
The Terrace Standard office will 
be CLOSED from Sun., Dec. 
2~/90 to Tues., Jan. 1/91 In- 
elusive. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS & 
HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
STANDARI~ 
SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
638-7283 
lights, were .turned on for. the 
first time to mark the season. 
So, now when you look up to 
the bench, you will see the big 
tree, all in lights. 
Anyone who wants a bulb on 
the tree, go to Terraceview and 
for $5, it will be done. 
Proceeds from the tea go to 
the activity centre for Ter- 
raceview residents. 
Pay and pull winner I was 
Dan Wittkowski and for l~ay 
and pull II it was Ethel Tehl. 
Sandra Mantel won the cake 
while the tea table raffle went to 
Phyllis Hull. 
The child's table and chair set 
was won by Marion Schlegel. 
The Salvation Army gave 
gifts to Terraceview residents 
gentleman at the door and you 
coat was helped off and looked 
after. 
As you were seated, you were 
given a Christmas corsage and 
than you were quickly served a 
refreshing drink. It was all in all 
a very Christmas mood. 
Then, at 5 p.m., when 
everyone had arrived and was 
seated, legion auxiliary presi- 
This Festive Season, 
don't let your gift 
packages get tied 
up in security 
I,'or your personal safety, all 
parcels carried on board aircraft 
may be opened at tile security 
screening checkpoint. 
This festive season, don't let your 
gift packages get tied up in security,:. 
Wrap all carry-on presents at your 
destination. 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
h'om your aii~pbrt staff : 
. .  ~.~¢~:~:~;:::~.:~`~:~:~.~.~.~;~!;:;;~!~:.~.~;~:~!~:¢.~.;~.~;~!;~;~;:~;;~ ~.:;~,~ :~i:i, !,:~! .~: 
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h i i i 
When Autoplan claimants 
were asked,"Were you 
satisfied with  L .,., ",-I 
our service?" 86% said I 
We hate 
Ye . 
"No" for an answer. 
At ICBC we never stop trying to please all the 
people, all the time. 
Every year we ask people who made property 
damage claims if they were satisfied with the 
service they received. Last year, once again, the 
vast majority said "Yes" 
As far as injury claims are concerned, most people 
chose to settle their disputes through their adjus- 
To nobody's urprise, people also .want courteous 
service. And 95% of respondents agreed that's 
what they got from our claims st'aft. The same per- 
centage believed that sufficient ime was taken to 
deal with their claims. And, despite the intricacies 
of claims adjusting, 81% of claimants aid, yes, 
their settlements were fair. 
These ~sponses suggest we're doing many things 
ters or alternatives tocourt action, such as media- right. And this year we~ working even harder at 
tion. In all, 98% were settled out of court last year, , getting"Yes" for an answer. 
rather than flu'ough long!and ~sf ly le~lacti0n. ~~: ~: :  
.. . . . . . .  " ~ ..... ~ ' ~ N ~/Together ] l  w~e c~ ~lv  e 
. . . . . .  kJ |~ .~m~. , ,  insurance costs down. 
A I J 
f 
( "+ '  ders  
~ a t t e n d  c e r e m o n y  
( The local guiding' movement 
continued to+build up its 
membership with a ceremony 
Nov. 27,at Uplands'SchooL 
:.iiThht W~ When tweenies, 
those at the first level of entry 
. into the guiding movement 
/inderwent a passage to the 
brownie level. 
~• The enrollment ceremonies 
were. conducted for the Third 
Kitsumkalum Br0wnles. 
"ThOse. tweenies ~;ho became 
brownies are R0byn Poliock, 
Chantal Freeman, Meghan 
Janes, Alesha Boyko, Mara 
A eckley, Anna Wittkowski, 
Er in  Hovanes. .  and Sara  
Richardson. 
/::At:,the same time, two new 
leaders took their oaths to 
b'ec0me more involved in the 
guiding movement. 
-Helen Smith .and Aileen 
Thomas were enrolled by 
guiding district commissioner 
Kathy.Davies. 
:::Local members of the guiding 
movement take part in a variety 
of recreational, educational nd 
community involvement ac- 
tivities. 
.+: 
AT TOP, Pamela Kurth, Erin 
Hovanes and Mare Beckley 
pass from tweenies to brownies 
while at the bottom, district 
guide commissioner Kathy 
Davies swears in leaders Aileen 
Thomas and Helen Smith. 
++ T h i n g s  t o  te l l  y o u r  d e c  
You and your doctor are might forget. - 
partners in your health care. As ~ , The name of the dru~ Why 
one of ' the ~p'aftfiers,-:there-are `=+. :' ..=+ ," . : - - j~.. ,  ~ll~:+,,,~;~.+, ' ' .... ' Is it+needed? ........... ~ ........ : ........... ',+, 
when seeing your do :~_b~ab0ut ~ n  ~ ~=, . . .  .... m-di~in~ ,,--  --" i,t~;;,'*~" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o .  
a problem relating .to your : ;+ • HOW can you expect o feel 
prescription medicine. 
,Things to tell your doctor :  
Your doctor needs a variety 
of  information in order to 
diagnose r your problem and 
prescr ibe the appropr ia te  
medications. To make sure you 
don't • forget anything impor- 
tant, 'make a list ahead of time 
ofv:the things you want to tell 
your doctor. 
The list should include any 
problems.or specific symptoms 
you are experiencing. List all 
the me.diciiie you are taking, in- 
cluding:prescription drugs and 
n0n-prescr ipt ion items like • 
Your PrescripUon 
For Health., 
&niors Drug Action Program. 
aspirin and laxatives. Finally, 
note your allergies and any 
medicine which may have caus- 
ed a negative reaction. 
Questions you should ask :  
Your doctor will tell you a 
number of things about the 
medicine being prescribed. If 
any of the following are missed. 
be sure to ask. Jot down the im 
formatioh if you th ink you, 
t 
once you start taking it? 
* Possible side effects? Should 
any of them be reported? 
* Anything special you should 
know about  tak ing it? 
(Avoiding alcohol, care in driv- 
ing, etc.) 
You might also ask if there is 
anything else you could do such 
as exercising or changing your 
diet that might help your condi- 
tion. 
The first step in safe medica- 
tion use is to get things straight 
before you leave your doctor's 
office. So...before you take it; 
talk about it. 
Join us for an evening of fine dining in our elegant dining room. All dishes 
are prepared while you wait, so relax and enjoy an evening of fine dining at 
it's best. - 
I 
Prime Rib - -  yorkshire andau Jus. 
~ Solved with baked notate 
..:' ::.: ,! 
. . . . .  Seafood Fettuclni ~ /~; 
Fresh shrlmp and Canadian scallops ~.'::. '/.:iii:!"i:!::.:!i:::y. 
- • ] 
i 
, . ~::r.-HOURS: ! ,.~,:,~ ' 
Sunday .  Thursday  - -  S:O0 n.m ... o.nn ,, m , - , , , ~, ~ l l l l  ~ev v ll~lll l l  
• Fr iday& Seturday  - -  S:O0 p,m, - lO,OO.p m 
;:~,., : . .  - • _.  • 
~ .MOUNT LAYTON 
, . HOT SPRINGS 
~/~_,e'~/~... RESOR~: LTD: 
from front . . . . . . .  
3W n::/: =". :!::?: I !  
1-800-663-P711, or .by calling 
EmilY Carr College of Art and 
Design at 687-2345, 
***** 'k  
Two young readers matched 
lO hints to I0 Canadian book 
titles and received• book cer- 
tificates as a result::, -:.. ...' 
Gary Parnell. and ':Shanda : 
Skode, both nine years.old,. 
entered the contest .sponsored 
by the Terrace Public Library, 
The contest was undertaken 
to encourage the interest of 
young readers in Canadian 
literature. 
One of the Canadian book 
titles was the Paperbag Princess 
by Robert Munsch. 
The hint? Princess Elizabeth 
had to outsmart he dragon in 
order to win Roland. 
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Air only. Reaffictions apply 
Must book by Dec. 15 
4736 Lakeloe Ave; 
Terrace. B.C. 
635-2277 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
DECEMBER, ,1990 
SUNO~ . MONDAY 
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Gymnastics ~dets  
P- -  Order of 
Royal 
IZ( I~ rple 
:'" Montessorl J 
_Associallon I
Terrace Figure | 
, Canadian (~ Ten'ace Lltlle I 
. Paraplegic ~.  ' Theatre ;: 
Association 
NIsga'a Tribal Klnette Club of J Council Big 8rothero &f 
Terrace Local Big Sisters" .J 
| '~r Paraplegic 
Associatloe Kinsmen Club of [ 
Council :Terrace ROute. ] 
Terrace Local ~ • 
:~'~Torraco Little 
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Gymnastics Air Cadets 







':":Doors 11:30 a.m, Games 12:45 
We've got some , 
Ideas 
at the 
!: TERRACE STANDAR D 
' ,i .. -] 
That's Right! 
You can do. your 
Christmas shopping and 
help to support the 1991 
Northern B.C. Winter 
Games at the same time! 
! LOOK AT THE SELECTION OF OFRCIAL ~~ 
I NORTHERN B.C. WINTER GAMES ..... ~r~ 
I SOUVENIRSII : 
I ""Sweat shirts • Ball caps . ~~~/ .~ 
I. o Golf Shirts , .Lapel pins ' W ~ : ~  
I , .~  : __=- All proceeds go to help"eup~rt the Nodhem B.C. 
~ / ~  ~.< ------ WlnterOamea . ~--.~_~I = 
NORTHERN 8C~ WINTER GAMES 
i l I IDDNI~9;~gDi_  So,,,Como On Down To The 
::::.'--- ~Y:~ TERRACE STANDARI~ 
, ,  "% . : ,  "' ,., , , ,  . , . I ' ' 
• ' s, J 
, , /~~ " , HOOn 
.'::V~"~~jS:, ... ! 'J ~i}!i~Ii%"8 a.m,:.i Noon • I ~ ~ 
= . , ,  ) 
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Kinettes D . . . .  0 Vo ~b :~~' : ,  !i<; L A NfimBe age. • o r n '  u r  :: :>: i - , :~ , : , : - ! lqP l~:a , . . . :  
R-E-O¥ C:L-E,,,:.., ' 1-800-667:4321 ,-,n,~w,=,:,~,. ; [ . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 800 1441 
. _ _ _ _ . _ , . . , , ,  . ....... . . . . . . . . .  . . . 
: .  , ,,., ........ . ., 663  
lmpurtellR / 
role in I Canada,s saving place 
:our area 
I - NeW Yem:EV:~ Oanaa, 
'I LYi:iUli'tp l~ic. :f5O~i~!(1)kets per
lm'smb'eO.', For more InformaUon 
I contact the branch " . 
" *.; " , ' "  , :.';-;;,~;,'; : 'v.',, 
By YVONNE MOEN 
': The 10members in the local : " /  ~i. 
" Kinettes play a .very important ~ " 
-role in our community. ' ' -~,. 
i:~ They're now selling peanut ' . . ., 
~brittleatW°°lw°rth°nFriday Moon ligh.t Madness  " evenings and on Saturdays until, .Ch s mas in suppo  of the 
Special Olympics. 
:!. ,You can .also .buy the peanut ~ . 
brittle at Flowers A]a Carte. ' 
The Kinettes are also going to  
be 'going up to Terraceview ONE DAY ONLY Lodge to visit the residents with ' i' " some Christmas gifts from a 
wish list drawn up by the 
residents. 
: Tliey :are also making up 
comfort kits for women at Ksan 
House, consisting of necessary  THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1;j items such as toothbrushes, ~ l~ i. ~ : ': 
Soap, etc. " 
tes is supplying oodies once a ' " :i ' ' 
month to the Happy Gang when 
they- have their  regular 
meetings. ! 
Inthe new year, the Kinettes 
are going to conduct a babysit- 
ting course for' young people. 
That's to be followed by a 
heart dance in February in addi- 
tion to their helping with the 
Mothers' Mar~h. "; ? 
The Kinettes also hold bingos . . . .  . 
once a month, on .Saturdays ' -~ ,: .~ 
between 4:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. : :: :: :.. 
They want to use proceeds to " ' !: ; : 
go to the kiddies' camp and to 'i: - ..:, 
;help decorate the lounge at the 
hospital. . . . .  
l f  you think you would like to ) A L L  D A Y  join this very active club in our ;~  
community, contact Sheila s 
Pearce at 635-3351. 
Anyone between the ages of 
21 and 45 can apply for 
membership. 
.I OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES 
OlVlAnl 
I *  i. 
re.urn, rooM 1 5% DISCOUNT 
: :: .uwoom ALL 
Firewood should be 
seasonedbysplitting r'.~'\(~ O: _ ADVERTISED OR SALE E N77,~I~ 
and stacking it at )l~ c°~'L~'~ L\~a'~?= ' MEN's ~ ~:SZ/0~ OF' least eioht months ~\~ MERCHANDISE IN THE 
Your w00dpilebef°re it is urn d, ,,,- C~,\_.,.,~x s _~, -~,I~,.. ,.,.,~_ ~u 
should be covered in ""A ~ " -  /",4 SH/ON ,I?Ns pl H "16 ~co~.~\o~s;c~'~,~Oos ~. DEPARTMENTS LISTED .. F4SH,- ,~ qCCE.£'-"S and snowoffbut  way that keeps rain ~k~, ,~rV  ed~ £L s oe,~, ~o~. o~ ,o HERE: Marked Oe, SOR/~Sl .
allows air to circulate ot 3,~.'~ 
through it.Dry, ~ )5, ,36 
seasoned wood 
l ,  A message from the 
BRITISH COLUMBIA  
:~. LUNG ASSOCIAT ION ENTIRE  SELECT ION 
BOYS' 8( GIRLS' 2-6X 
ENTIRE SELECTION OF AND GIRLS' 7-1 4 SELECTION OF CHRISTMAS CANDY AND LATEST FASHIONS ENTIRE 
GROCERIES INCLUDING Marked Dept. 19 LADIES' BLOUSE & 
SWEATER FASHIONS= GIFT BASKETS & MORE~ ~ Marked Dept. 25 
Marked De Or. 16, 50 " 
TERRACE ALL OUR IN-STOCK I 
"7°p~ot-~)°~,'.J.%a3~,","~ ENTIRE ...;EL 3N OF SELECTION OF ~u. 
" '~  " CLOCKS, DECORATIVEpLuS TOYS AND GAMES! ITEMsHOME ENTERTAINMENT 
• i WALL CLOCKS, INCLUDING: TV'S, 
.~ .~: '~ '~-~ ~Lt . /~/~ ,,~ ~ L .  OUI::{ JEWELRY ,]'EMS! ~ M a r k e d  Dept. 37 STEREOS& 'TAPE PLA Y~I~S 
. . . ,  i Immi  ii  ai 1 
ENTIRE SELECTION OF OUR ENTIRE ~N.STORE ENTIRE SELECTION OF ~~~j[pq.O.~, COMPUTERs, SOFTW SELECTION OF. -!" ; 
AppLIANCES INCLUDING ,' ~:i IJcensedPremlse, Vc~'S)MarkedVP""~a- ARE, ---_ GLASSWARE,_ _ CRYSTAL_ _ I ~ N  0 k 1 . , • 
' HOURS= ' AND LATEUf-i.u,[APES GIFTWARE PLUS N.kI~ES!'. 
Monday  Oe~/VlOVlES DECORATIVE FIGURINES! 
to Saturday Marked Dept, 41, 42 
7 a.m.  - 8 : ,30 p.m. - - _i 
Sunday 8= 
"°" " ' "  
8a.m.- ;3 p.m. Canada's savin.c' " / ' " "  CHRISTMAS Ril3URS:' / 
• Me,.- Set, 8 a:mo.~ 'J::1:'j)jn.f 
~ REASONADLE v;,  ~ . : p!m;  - ,  PnlCES ,: " ,,, ' '~  . , , . . . . .  . , . : ~' ;  \ , ~ . ,  
I I II ] I I ] II IIIII Ill I I II ] I [ I I1 I" 
I 
i 
Througlt,a curious operation' day ,  the clatter ' Of moose: ' 
of time ;and perception,, the navigating., a thinly: riffle on 
distance between winters seems ' another .  • , ,  ' 
shorter now than it did a decade Theriver in winter is cold and 
ago. loW' andclear. :The steelhead lie .' 
: Boyhood summers eemed to in  the deel~r pools and glides. 
last years vnow. a two.month They ate difflcult, i reluctant 
span whistles' by in the t ime ' i t  fish, and special because:'of 
takes to/ turn ' around. My' that,. There/ is  a:satisfying 
father, whois:in his seventies,, predictability, about winter l. 
tells me years "becomemonths rivers in Skeena ..2 or, at least, . - . . . .  
and months days as one • gets there used to be~ ins at the base of the alders lin- 
older; such is the tyranny of ./ ini:thelast two Decembers I: ing i t s  banks - -  i a height it 
time. . . . . . .  , ~ I take comfort in the fact I hav e arrived at the river.~ to find generally .reaches in  the ,first 
them high with rain and runoff.: spate waters o f  late: May when 
In the first : week" of las t  rising :temperatures begin to 
• December, Mike Whelpley and melt the Nelson Glacier, production of atmospherically 
I took a run upa fav0uriteriver • Rising temperatures are the : unfriendly gases have createTda 
usually impassable* by:boat f in key, to the problem --winters situation wbere more o f  the 
low winter:fl0ws and f~ound it SO are:. getting warmer .and •less- sun's energy reaches the earth's 
swollen by rain that the beavers predictable, and unpredictabili- surface unhindered and less is 
in its upper eaches were sitting tY l  ~ is :'the: hal lmark o f  
atop their ledges to escape the Greenhouse Weather ..... ' .  
rising waters. : ' ,  Man has been striving to heat phenomenon will '~ ~i,: be 
Duringthe Christmashol'iday up the places in whichhe lives' devastating: our food andwater 
last year I hiked into the Kit- since shortly after he acquired 
sumkalum River to find it lapp- the use of fire. In his/quest to 
share this affliction with all 
men, and because of the season 
of short days and long • months 
is something I've come to enjoy. •
'Winter is the season of: 
monochrome and mist and flat 
light. It's a time of slow move- 
ment when long silences'accen- 
tuate the sound of the river and 
the forest: the calls.of a flock of 
trumpeter swans winging 
toward a favoured pond one 
; ...... : ' " : !~ '  ' Tenace SlandardWednesday December 12': 1000'- PageB5 
' ~i~ ~::  , , ,  " ~ ' : :  r i , ~ ': ,~ ~'i , (/, : ~11.  " " " ' : :  ' . . . . .  • ' ,  
' : ' ~;" ;~" " ' :  '" ""',: i " ' "  " ' ,' " "'! ' ~ " ~ i ' ' ~ . . :  
our coastfines ~e all threaten, among the oPt ions ,  But  
ed, Largeareas of the earth, ac- ultimately the large meaningful 
cording to reputable scientists measures will have to betaken 
- -  men not usually susceptible by politicians - -  we will have to 
Lo hysteria -- will become put heatonthem. :~. 
uninhabitable. So far the track gecord of 
Those. who  doubt the: Politicians has not been good.  
greenhousei is under construe. • Fo r example,/in April Of this 
tion will be hard:pressed to ex- year ,  mere months after ~the i 
plain whY .~ five of the hottest Earth Day.festivities - - the~ 
' years on record occurred in the White House reneged on a pro- 
heat up his indoors he hasi up- 19.80's/,why America's wheat raise tO contribute $25 million 
parently, managed to heat up crops were devastated by ithe to an international fund ,that 
the outdoors . .  : drought of  '88, why hurricanes would help •third world coun- .... 
The burning of  fossil fuels, of remarkable force swept tries wean themselves away 
deforestation and increased through theCarribean, whyun- from ozone-depleting 
precedented heatwaves afflicted chemicals. The reason giyen by 
China and why unseasonably administration officials~ for 
warm Winters have been oceurr- withholding the' contribution 
ing the wqrld over. , was that  providing such help 
There are a number of things might incur demands from 
ableto escape. . "~ .' we can do to help slow down the those third world nations that 
The effects of this ::cruel greenhouse effect: driving fuel- America do something in turn 
efficient cars, recycling, plan- and that might fetter economic 
ting. trees, using better insula: growth. 
supplies, what remains i of Our tion, saying no to CFCs and Don't these fellows know we 




ZONE MEN'S INDOOR 
soccer playoffs for the Nor- 
thern B.C. Winter Games 
two weekends ago saw Ter- 
race's Skeena Sawmills elect 
team repulse a stiff challenge 
from a 10cal all-native team. 
The Terrace selects were 
expecting competition from a 
second all-native team -- 
from Greenville -- but they 
were unable to make the Dec. 
1 zone playdown at the 
Caledonia gym. : 
Skeena Sawmills prevailed 
~in ~the: best-of-three ~.contesL~i 
defdating' the' Terface"all- 
native team in two straight, 
8-2 and 7.5. 
Squash 
finalists 
LOCAL JUNIOR squash 
players put in strong perfor- 
mances to power their way 
into the junior final at the 
Cook's Classic Squash and 
Racquetball tournament in 
Prince Ruper[ Dec. 2. 
The junior event was an 
all-Terrace final with An- 
drew Brown defeating 
brother Chris Brown for the 
title. Prince Rupert's Mack 
Hardy picked up third. 
The tourney's Vets 35-plus 
event saw. Terrace's ,Lennox 
Brown pick Ul~ third behind 
Rupert's Eric Baker and 
Dong Kydd. 
• Elsa Murphy, of Terrace, 





hockey team was looking 
tough but choked in the final 
in a:5-21oss to Houston at  
Kitimat's minor hockey tour- 
nament Nov. 17-18. 
The Totem' Ford midgets 
are one of the strongest 
teams in the northwest, and 
proved it by. going *Unbeaten 
through" ithree -:.games" of,: 
round robinactionto take 
s~ond Spot ln4he ight-team 
tourney." 
Terrace's Dennis Bannister 
was named to:the tourna- 
ment all-star team. 
On the same weekend, 
Terrace Lions atom hockey 
team were outscored 8-1 by 
Hazelton .in the final of the 
Smithers atom tournament. 
The Terrace ,team settled for 
second, ahead of third-place 
Houston. 
The Terrace Kinsmen 
atoms posted a shut-out vic- 
tory over a Smithers team at 
'.he same tohrney before fall- 
Ing 7-6,to Smithers' Hoskins 
'Ford atom,team, ~. ,. 




TAKEDOWN: Karate enthusiast George Bell puts John Raposo on the mat during karate practice 
at Clarence Michiel scfiool Thursday night. The two now hold brown belts and train three niggts a 
week with the local Chlto-Ryu style karate club, 
Fitzpatrick still 
on the sidelines 
Houston tops 
tournament 
TERRACE -- The powerhouse 
team of the northwest 
Houston -- proved their 
strength again at the Terrace- 
hosted recreational hockey 
tournament. 
They shot their way to a 6-3 
final round victory over the 
Kitimat Tricks to clinch the 
tournament title on the Nov. 
24-25 weekend. 
The ~10-t6~ tournament 
drew pi/t~,~i~'Y~'~:om across th~ 
northwest. Teams competing 
were: Stewart, Kitimat Tricks, 
Houston, All Seasons, Kitimat 
Ocelot Oilers, Skeena Hotel, 
Friel Lake, Inn of the West, 
JHW-Kitimat, and Norm's 
Auto Refinishing. 
Houston put together a three- 
game undefeated record to  
make the final, ou a 12-4 win 
over All Seasons, of Terrace, a 
6-4 victory over Skeena Hotel, 
and a 7-5 win over Inn of the 
West. They just kept right on 
rolling from there, doubling the 
Kitimat Tricks 6-3 for the tour- 
nament title. 
The four Terrace teams at the 
tourney found the competition 
stiff. 
All Seasons defeated Norm's 
Auto, but fell to out-of-town 
teams in their other three 
games, including a 5-4 shootout 
loss to the Kitimat Ocelot 
Oilers. 
Skeena Hotel beat the Oilers 
5-4, lost a 6-4 decision to 
Ho~, -~er~ ~ked 6-0 by !he 
Kitimat ?Trick's',~ "then dropped 
another game 7-3 to Stewart. 
Inn of the West got off to a 
winning start, dumping Friel 
Lake 9-2, before being edged 
7-5 by Houston. They pressed 
on with a 6-3 win over Kitimat's 
Ocelot Oilers-and a 5-3 victory 
in a rematch against Frid Lake 
for 3-1 record. 
Another local team, Norm's 
Auto Refinishing, hammered 
Kitimat JHW 8-0 before dropp- 
ing a pair of 6-4 decisions to the 
Kitimat Tricks 'and to Friel 
Lake. They ended up 1-3 on a 





Terrace's Kempo Club hosted 
TERRACE --  New York Islanders goaltender eventually returns to normal in another third of Terrace 
Mark Fitzpatrick, of Kitimat, remains on the cases, with the remaining ones never ecovering. ~ Bronze ~ Bernice Liu of 
NHLiteam~s injury list indefinitely with a His Vancouver specialist had noted improve- ': Prince Rupert and Voltaire 
mysterious idebtlitatingdisease.: ' . , ment in the last four weeks and Fitzpatrick now Reyes of Prince Rupert 
• The disease,~ knowfi as EMS (Eoiinophilia ~ believes there's aboutia:50.50 chance he could Shied (teens) 
Myalgia Syndrome)il ~c0nstricts :, the/fiiajor. •return and play again' this season. Gold --  Joey Lee, Kitimat 
muscles and restricts mostiof Fitzpatrlck:s body ' "But with this thing there/couldbe a lot of ira- Silver --  David De Medeiros, 
mofions. ::, /,: / .: : ii"i!i, ' r~ ' : lil ',: ' provement for a' couple gfweeks, and then the Kitimat 
, He hasn't playeda.h~key game this' seas0n as .-,next week it's back to st~e one," he said. Bronze -- Monica Williarn% 
a result, ol~,~ng:a m~.fbl.each i n thi~ !slmders.' i "Obviously this is abigsetback..At first I was Prince Rupert and Stacy Russ 
goal-tenmng roster. FR~atrick Was New:Yoik)s ? really shocked ab0u~ it.,i YoU 'don't really think of Prince Rupert 
starting-goalie l~t yeltr,' Playing,47 games and, an~hing like this Could happen to a young per- • Shied adult • 
figuring prominently In their playoff drive, son who's healthy. I iwasishocked, but I think (whlle:iO. blue belt) 
"I'm going tomiss two thirds of the season for I'm now over that stage~P~..: , '= Go ld"  Sandor Komios, Ter. 
Fizpatrick said he's:doing therapy at least.- rae~. ! ~ ".' -. . :". ~ 'L. ,':, 
S{[ve/~':.:- i David Falardcau, 
a Kempo-Ju Jitsu competition 
Nov. 24 and 25 which drew 
competitors from martial arts 
clubs across the northwest. 
Results are as follows: 
Shlai (to age 8) 
Gold -- Gregory Conrad, 
Terrace 
Silver -- Andrian Liu, Prince 
-RUpert 
Br0hze -- Gisselle Liu of 
Prince •Rupert and Heston 
Sturko of Terrace 
Shied (to age 12) 
Gold -- Caleb Liu, Prince, 
Rupert 
Silver -- Darrem Bentham, 
three times a week and is also swimming on his 
own to try to recover from the possible career- 
ender. But he says right now it's mainly awaiting 
game. 
"1 guess rest is the biggest healer ight now," 
he said. " :- . 
He said the doctors Wfllget a better picture of 
whatever improvement he's made after he comes 
off the antibiotics hds npw on to control the in- 
flammation. :!i:~', ~:~: " 
Terrace 
Bronze -- Gaston Desjar- 
dins, Terrace 
',, Shied adult 
(blue, brown and black 1st dan) 
Gold " James Brown 
(black), Prince Rupert 
Silver -- Tammi Medeiros 
(black), Kitimat 
sure;, he said. "But what happens with the final 
third is still kind of up 'in the air. I'm Just going 
to rest and try to get my health back." 
Most of the 1,500 cases of the disease in North 
America are believed to have been contracted 
from a badbatch of an amino-acid boosting 
vitamin =supplement from overseas. Fitzifittrlck 
said theNew York State health department is still 
1 vmigatlng how he picked it up. :, /= 
Tb. ~e's'¢6 ~own dare for the.disease', he udd. 
~lch-bemme~,~rse,ln 'about athlrd 6fi~e~[i' 
.y 
Bronze-  Rodel Bautista 
(blue), Prince Rupert 
Kata small 
Gold -- Caleb Liu, Prince 
Rupert 
Silver -- Voltaire Reyes, 
Kitimat 
Bronze-  Oliver Reyes of 
Kitimat and Adrian Liu of 
Prince Rupert 
Kata medium 
Gold - -  Har/-y Chemko, Ter- 
race 
Silver -- Bernice Liu, Prince 
Rupert 
Bronze --  Fred Sandhu, 
Prince Rupert and Kristy 
Bryant of Prince Rupert 
Kata adult, 
(white and yellow belts)~ --
Gold -- David .Wolfe and 
David Falardeau of Terrace! • ;, 
Silver :-- Steve Richdale~ 
• K i t imat  , . , ,  i : ,  
, . 'Bronze .~. James Bildwifi, 
Prince Rupert • '~ .',.. i!:: .: ", 
:.':" ' Kata adult : ..... ' 
,L .(green•and,blue ) 
Gold --. ' Rodel ::'.BaUtis~, 
• .PrinCe Rupert "~::"i//,~ .•:~ 
. ~ Silver --Sandor Komlos'and 
,~ Larry, McPhers0n, of Terracei'/ 
~ii:'Bfonze --  Chris, Odlina:~ 
:'~Kititnat " ~:' 
- ,i. . . . .  (Ka  a adult .... 
(brown alid black*bell, 1st dan)i 
Gold --  Bryan Sykes (black), 
Kitimat 
Silver -- Tammi Medeiros 
(black), Kitimat 
Bronze --  Richard Rose 
'(brown), Terrace and Tim 
Parker (red)c Kitimat '~-,, .i:~:~:i~ 
#1 ~.  
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Sihowt me mat aooroach n   "' ::/,i ,First responder amen 
"" '"' " . . . .  : , '  ', " •" ~ ~  Qames in i98i. The:sp()rt 5as • r''>:"' i ,,,D.ICKENS,,, : •!....::~ ~',: , ,  
' , ' - - - -~L . .  ~ /~- - - - , f .  . beendominatedbyTerraceand| Cu.,.,).,,,,,,.~,,~,......:~j~.~ti, , ,.~,.,', first in the "p'rovi • ~ l t~ l l l~ l~ ~=:~..,'/[:_.~ Prince Rupert with Qu s el J '  ~ nn~°um,~o:O L '=,  "~,~"r '~  ~ ' ! / : [  "4;';i ) 
• " ". " ' . " " • - ~ ~.  having won. their first gold i . . . .  . . . .  : " : ' ' Update ' medal onlya'fewyearsago . . . .  PRICES DRASTICALLY ,:. ""- ' 
- -~  r~ES . " " , ' . RglMIP.glt . , :  " " ='~ ;" :  . . . .  . .  ~ .  Water polo at the Games will /./,.,,k,~,.,:.,~,l,....=~..'.: 
' . :  : ,  ' ' , , .  , ,  ",";,,:'.!;""," ' . ,,"' :female in the water at:'ali ti~es, I On: all coats lncluding fun fure, "~d.:-~ ~~[-~i] " ' " "  =';"= • 
' d,sclphne' Karate,. •.andiS respect.f0unded°nIn the J°Ying dud'8 the•'Winter Games : ' T h " e , s '  o e often.consider" F 4 . . . . . . . .  t ... '. ana . . . . . .  meyage' wtu a'r''e.p,ay!2 yearSaccoru,nga.~d 'UPto 1• ' /4  . . lengths, J sokats , .  . . :. dras$es,.. . ~..,... •. "' ::~ .  ~|J::,.~.. :"in. =.L.,.... " . : • i ! "~ra  n [  ~ JL  I :1= , 4"  ~" A r A 
. . . .  , . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  , .... ¢~I obea,  th. :B C., W,..r..Pol~, A=.n , . l .  | co ordinates & slacks ' "? . .~  [!;'I .'.'!l " "  IL' 
• ' : " " . . . . . . .  "" , ~'- ". . P 10-.., don tournament rules fOr gold, ' , ' ' " " " , 'm r " '  ' ,  1 '% F ; : , , ; 
r.students learnto respect thmr Water:polo began asasport silveror bronze'medals 4 days  on ly  Dec., 13,  :1.8 : ' [~ i , ! i !  ....... • 
peers, their ihstrucors and most in England: In::the '1870's and r It will be an intere tin or t  I . . . . . .  , " . . . . . .  ' ' ~- "" ! ' / '  I. = : .  
of all themselves..:, ' ' " reached N0rtk America 1in the : " • . . . .  . . . . . .  !s 8 SP~ I. . , cHRidTMASH,'.;ns;" 7:".""../,.,L:~:I -"-' .. 
• As each student develo-s earl Dar t ' - ' ' ; ' "  " , , _. - towlmessaswlutnegarate, vn- . u , ,. , vv  , .... , , : , . .n  "~ 
abiiir" theircon . . . . . . .  n-r - r~ ___~_p._,= o~ mts.,cemu.W, the .  tries in karate a re for :  Junior., | Deo. 14 ...... . ....... ,..... ...i..i....;.~ ........... : ..... , ..... '9,.Midn~t,:,i ! 
y ,uenc¢ auu= pr¢-~¢muaygame~sam~xtureot 02  o 15-y~m'-0id), boys and [ Deo. 10., ...... ,.... ..... L...,.....,..... ......... ....,..,lOa,m...-Sp'.~;~[ . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' 
' t :dmth:: .r ear;s 0b1~;: ~o;Clr.'.i b~ke! '  . . . .  . , 1,, .ho,ck, eY and girls kata=:white and yellow, | Deo. 17, : 2,1 .......... ::;.;'.;,..:;:;,,..;'..,.;.,;....;,.9a.m..- 0P~! . . : ]  -.-. 
. . . . . . .  • . ' "...- ",..-'" ".... -4 ' . .  • orange an(l' green, blue and- 13oo;22 ;, ." '  . . .".'.i~.. ;.~....~.;i;-;;.;. ...... .ga,m.-Gp~l~.'. 
. decisions about life. Physicaily, "Play cons,sts of, twot0amsof, brown and bl~'ck, boys and girls | .so 28:'" '"':':: "'r''4q' :~:~'" •~ ':•,'•,'.10am~s~i~)! 
:karate is very challenging and seven .piay~rS"(three fo i~ 'ds ; :  kumite o ra f ige& green, blue I ',.,^^'.~;(::'""-""'"i""k':iv't""th'"LT":'::'Y'"'t , , , '  L g ~'~-:, i 
requires dedicated effort over a three defensemen a.nd a goalie) -:~ - - --  ~, .- . . . .  1 ~'=~,; "~'~.,.,;.....,,;..'..; ~;'.',:,'L ,.;. ,i,,,,,,,,,,, . . . . .  m. -,,p.m.,\ I 
" • , " • , : , , " ;  . . . .  +.',,(~,:,nrown a ~?t)lack,team Kata . ' ,  .:.~..~ '~,.'. ,.. . . . . , .~".. ' .~ .:~. :;.. . , :  " :. " r'iO.gpe]~Jod 0ftlmeteachmg pa= attempting.to: deposit an m-. & kumite '•  , ••  I ' , '  . . . . . .  , . . . .  , , , , :•:( •~ I
tience and becoming an ex- flated rubber ball, in their op. " We look forwardto seeing / ~ - --:i. )"~ '4620,  Al.:akolse Ave;.:. i.I time the Justice Institute of 
tremely rewarding discipline.: ' ponentS i1 ~ x' 3 Inetre net thus these graceful and disciplined 1 ' / '~  : /  / , r//~ ~ Terraco, B C. =' ., .~ - | ,.B.C. has offered the first 
Karate in Terraceis.under the scoring . . " ' . , . . i . .  " "arfici"ants o f '  et another "art I ( _ 1 ~ ~  ~ ~-L~ ~,==~ ,-~ ' • : ' " I :responder t aining program. 
guidance, of 6th' dan Semei  There .are -two • referees, of theVNorthern r;  C Winter | ~ ~ "Lo /o .~]  ~ ~. , '~ ' ,  ~,,,,~ ;~,,, ,  - "| /~i' ' In 'the past, paramedics 
David Akutagawa who is one of overseeing the p layand who ~ • . . . .  " ". . / [ ~ ~-'~ hLo~, b~t-~ rn./~uu,~ uo~- ,~,  ~ I had t0  Start from scratch 
,, ,, ~ames at the l lrst week ena  In ' - ~ ..: [ the most respected instructors in may eject players, for  fouls , February. " " ~ ~ Fax (604) 635-4547' over the phone. Canada. / ':when they arrived at an acci- 
He is currently in Mex- however as much of the play dent scene,,' says paramedic 
We: are better than half way 
to:our goal f0r billets so let's get 
the~!iast ones attended .to right 
away! Perhaps one or more of 
the:-billets you take~will be com- 
tseting the the ancient and ex- 
Citingportion of the martial arts 
known as karate. 
Oldtimers Division Standings: 
Term G W L T GF GA 
RiversideAuio 197 9 37475 17 
NMIOkies 19 5 9 562 73 15 
Ter. Timberrnen 13 6 ~ 250 56 14 
Convoy Supply 20 4 12 463 11612 
Rec Division Standings: 
Term G W L T GF GA 
All Seasons 20 14 3 3 10972 31 
Skeena Hotel 20 10 6 4 10984 24- 
Inn of the West 19 106 310081 23 
Norrn's Auto 18 5 11 2 80 92 12 
Nov. 25 
Terrace Timbermen 5,Riverside Auto 
Wranglers 3
'kI~fOrthern Motor Inn Okies 9,.Conv0y 
:'Nov. 27 
Inn'of the West 9, Skeena Hotel 5 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 7, Convoy 
Supply 4 
Nov. 28 
Terrace Timberraen 2, Northern 
Motor Inn Okies 2 
Nov. 28 
All Seasons 7, Norm's Auto 
Refinishing 3 
Dec, 1 
Inn of the West 5, Riverside Auto 
Wranglers 3 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 5, Northern 
Motor Inn Okies 4 
Dee, 2 
.All Seasons 5, Convoy Supply 2 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 6, Skeena 
Hotel 2 
Dee. 4 
Inn of the West 11, Northern Motor 
lan Okies 2 
All Season~ 4, Skeena Hotel 3 
ico certifying as a "world level" takes place beneath the water 
judge/referee. ~i "fouls" often, go undetected 
Mr. Akutagawa will be and water polo is :,Considered 
technical director;of:the karate quite a.rough sport. 
events at the' Noi'thern B.C. Water po lo  :was first in- 
Winter Games. : troduced into the Olympics in 
sport We ~ill be en- 1900 and into theB.C. Another Winter 
/ KOLBASA /, .Chdstmas ~ 
, / ,O  RINGs :' ~ TURKEYS 
' Old Country  /COKE CLASS IC  
CLASSIC (.4 ~ 
, , ,m 
~ • ~ ~EA.  ~ . ; /  :~" I1~. i2- 10 . 
M/'~aple. Lea~'f " \  
CKTAIL  " _~eas0ns CO ' ~  i 
I - - ("" : from 
\2 .69 . :  \Copporsido 
Copperside IV 
~-891 Clark 
Ter race .  635-6624 




on Furnit re for every room in'y Home 
directo~ Tony Williams from 
:.the institfite. 
: :. ?'Now, with a trained first 
".responder on. the scene, 
',they'll quickly find out 
~what's been done, and can 
~begin their care from there," 
• . he said. " ' , ' 
'". :"First' responders are train- 
/ed to stabilize the scene, en- 
i'sure there is,no further risk 
, from fire, gas spills or other 
• factors and get a preliminary 
':picture of the extent of in- 
,.juries. • 
.' ' They are also trained to 
i keep seriously injured peoi)le 
• alive until a paramedic ar- 
rives. 
The first responders pro- 
gram• is considered more ap- 
propriate" training for acci- 
dent and fire situations than 
is industrial first aid, says a LOCAL FIREFIGHTER Dean Tetreau was one of 26 people i~ the province to recently complete a 
press release from the justice course for emergency personnel in dealing with accident victims. He'll now train counterparts in the 
institute., area. 
Ti ps for a n a icohol free -Xmas " / : ) " i 
ab.uD~ d ~c°utk~°~¢sl'hto t i~11nC°h°~ • . ' r m ' Here is an example, of a 
such as heart and liver disease, Did  0 '¢ festive drink: 
"' " " "l~n~se'Ti~nd ,-n y u, 
I PINK CHRISTMAS FRUIT.  
.a~y.: yp " e s?. ese. , . .  k ow , that . . . .  : l~  ~ [L~ 1 ,' , ...,. PUNCH 
~' ;a re  known and yet the . ' / l ~  ~ I -  ~?~,~!:: ' 2 bottles (750m1) of white 
Igrape juice . 
~¢~et~l  attitude ,towards drink- c0ur~esy Skeana Hea~1~i~n~ | ~ 1  ~:,-~4,~!~ ~ 1.5L cranberry juice cocktail 
tug'f in:our 'society is one of l - - - - -~- -~ '~n ln i l~  , 1 can,.(340ml) frozen pink 
tolerance. ' . . L - .__=======__~ .. i :  'lemonade, thawed 
Alcohol is freely and readily . . . . .  1 bottle (750ml) soda water 
available and considered by underway we need to recognize pain relief or to help you get to Combine  ' ju ices and 
many to be a necessary part of that we have options regarding sleep (it actually disturbs your refrigerate until serving time. 
social functions. Most of us are our use of alcohol. Here are normal sleep patterns.) Put ice in punch bowl at serving 
aware of the advertising that some tips for sensible drinking: 4. Think of how your decisions time. Add juices and soda 
equa/es drinking with pleasure , D~.  , ,our dr ink in  o regarding alcohol use influence water. Serves about 35. 
and success. , ' , .  - :="  ~ ~ your family and friends The choice is yours. From all~ 
In ~ an 1989 opinion survey Den~lo.ur . , ._ For those who wish to avoid of  us at Skeena Health Unit we uecme m aovance now 
taken throughout he Skeena - - .  . . . . . . . .  all the negative personalconse- wish you and yours a healthy, mucn your tnmtt win oe Health Unit 2214 out "of 2472 . . . .  quences of  alcohol tibuse, in- Merry Christmas. 
r nd sip your orlnKS ,, ,, espo ents (nearly 90 per.cent) - -  . . . . . . .  ciuding the morning after . , . . ,  
felt that alcohol abuse is a ma- ."T start .wttn a non-amonono feeling, there are many non- What are your questions and 
or health roblem in our corn drink tf thtrsty j p • " - ' alcoholic beverages to  be tried concerns? Write us at: 
munities. This concern reflects - -  drink with food but avoid and enjoyed. During drug and "Did You Know That" 
an awareness of the heavy per- salty foods that create thirst, alcohol awareness week in 
sonal, family and social costs of 2. Say "no thanks" with con- November these drinks were c/o Skeena Health Unit 
3412 Kalum Street 
drinking to excess, fidence, highlighted. The variety is only Terrace, B;C. 
With the Christmas season 3. Avoid the use of alcohol for limited by your creativity. V8G 4T2 
~,~"  t ,  ~ "? .  
Dairy Queen Salutes 
Games Volunteers 
~. ' ! ;~ ,~~,  :.,'( Dairy Queen salutes Northern 
~ ' ~ : .  B.C. Winter.Games volunteer, 
! ~ ! , ~ l ~ ~ =  Pat Irving, who ass sts the 
~ / ~  Games effort in any way she 
~ )  =.," : ~ l  can, Including sou~en!r sales. 
~ ~ b ~  ~ 8he earna a . . 
~ ~  ~ FREE Single FullMeal Deal 
from Dairy, Queen. If you 
would like to be a volunteerl- 
~ ~ ~  please call " " 
~ " ~  ~'~ 635-1991 
PAT IRVING 
Souvenir. Sales 
~--~- -_~ ~ 
~= .~,..<[ = 
NORTHERN BC...~WiNTER GAMES 
U ~ ~ ~' i  ~ ' l [~ l [O~ ~i  4532 Lakelse Ave. 
M~K=~ S la~.a  220~10 eapa¢ll; JAN.  18"1'O27 '9 l  
t~SW I~$OS u~, 
~'~ L I$4STANI~I~Lo  S INNR4uO.CONNQR s4~rr~N~ 
ZIOCP'~I4RLt~p GEORGE MICIIAEL RODERT pLANT ANn MANY MOREl ). 
R IO  blmf i~dib l1 '4br~4cl t ; |  B~0~elch~l~udbea¢~dgiolmdle¢lo0ay'ilop~om~lnl~ 
 "ql "== I °" I1"1 
| I I ^ =.,=,o,^ ..=~ I .,', I.:,s I .. I ,, II II I 
_1 II ,.~,~,,.,,,~c.,,^~,, I I I I II IL_. I 
Nll""~°""'°'~"°'~'~ I I I I II /_;4/'"' I 
J l . r~  ~l ' "n '  " ' ' " , " "  I" I i l ~I-"V,~,I 
- - f L l  
Those  bookMgs  ¢~ he  made a l  any  Iravel agent  In lhe  clly 
• CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
~ 635-6181 
~ r  "~-~- Skeena Mail  
T R AV E L 
A/  m 
i 
4; ' ' ¸  J . ,~ 
[., . , . . ' . . . • 
~ i ~ ,  , . . . .  
, .! ([.' 
i~~Z~ 
',.~;~ i ~  ~.~.:~t',~.'~ ~" :,~ > . . . . . . .  v, =~. ,~, , . .~. , . ,  : . . . .  .,,:~i~,~i : ., 
' . . . . .  r . . . . . .  i i f " i i ) 
. . . . .  _A  : 
" : :: : i :: i TAKE WINTER! BY STORM: 
" :. '. Nomett~e:what  mother  heture  ~r~/S  y0Ur way, you'll feel secure  in the  ~11 new l !~l f l  Suberu  Legacy  Wagon From the  ~ (  ' ':: 
: ; :i ": :  most ' innovative'  mindsof  Jepen'CO~'es: '~. ~er  w rJa r~markabiv  advanced mad hod  nc~ ebili~es, SubmmN leoendar~ f~ll ' t ime ' 
; ent, i:lock ' ",:;:"~ ........... 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  : /,~iiY 
• i ~/, i ! !~;,~i~:,~ :~ : >!:i ~v:,~ &~ ~i!~!!:~i&~i~,~i~i~i~i,~!~ ~i~ ~ 
< Y ¢'~" ~z,.~r.~.y~ ....... , . 3y16 I:~S t 
k ~ , "  , . . . .  I~.,' " - '~->"~ " '~ ,~,"~ ',~- ~ ~ ,~'~ ' ~ ,' . . . . . .  ~',~ "~'~ ~., 
i ~'~,.~,.:' ..... ' . b ~ " '!:;::, :"!:~/!,~i 
i: , ' ~ i  . ' " : :  ' ',' " " ~ ,! '  . " . ' .  " " '  ' "  ' , . . . . .  ""r'~ : '~,"-i ~ ' ; , "  " , ' '  • ; '-.' ,' '" 
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STA 
i HOME PLAN ,:, +,:, 
I 
N i The Open design o f  this homo ' f ight. The. llvlngroom featuree 
~(~tl~ 11 esp0cial ly on '  the main f loor ,  a gas f i replace to edd ie  cozy .  
%~zv  _,l',;', makes it l ive much larger  atmosphere on a cool  even ing .  
I l l  I foP:a hi l ls ide lo t  and the l iv ing bedrooms and a spacious f~iml iy 
~!l' rooms are  or iented  towards bathzoom. The master sulte 
i • , a . .v tew on ,the' street .side. has its own ensui te  and there  
" ~------~-"q ~ Ii ? " ~ ....... The' - roomy./ ki{chen comes 
. . . .  Comple'tO w i th  an Bat ing Space 
• MBR ~ BR ..... ~ :  ' ;end ls ; ; r ight 'noxt  to the dining 
,,-0x,~-e ~-- '~ ' - -~ l  ~ ,,-ox,~0 Width :  44 ' -0"  " . . . .  " ' ..... ~ which 'wiU make 'ontor -  
C ..... Ii  11 IIr-,  <<i °' 1 
w,c Depth: 331-0  I! Ling !.a breeze: There is 
a la rgo .pant ry  just around a huge storage area. The 
~ Main  F loor :  1247 ~] .  f t .  : corner..-'..and opposite a io easily 
Ity , room wi th  access to  
, Basement  F loor :  946 sq. f t , ,  re~,  yard from the main 
FP "~~ ' ; " ' "  " ' - 
~ ! 1  DES IGN NO.  C-161 .. , , :  
I / ' 1  
' / KITCHEN 
LR DR 1 z~-6Xt~-O IRill 
14-6Xt9-0 '9 -0X I0 -0 .  J I ~ ~  
MEMBER TERRACE REALTY LtD. ~.  _ . : ' - .  I i LL-IF-- I ~ _ _  : . .~ 
~,~ _ ~  DECK Ma i r l  F loo]r  ~ LEPAGE_= ~ 4635 Lazelle Avenue 
- 638-0371 Associate Broker Network FAX: 638-1172 BR ~:Z ~ .0-',-=.o, . . . .  o . . ;o  , .  0 o , , , . , ,o  • 
I ' ° ° ' " °1o l  . . . .  ° • I ~ ' ~  ~: :  n'.~ ALL THE COMFORTS OF 3713 KRUMM ROAD TRI-PLEX REVENUE Ii" ; !  , ~  7:: >. Hi1 P Home needs upgrading and some investors... lully 
, l Jli _M. 
For the 
,) h,~rlrnnm f.II hn(:~rnpnt h rn~ repairs Nice large property with rented.,.newly painted,.,some 
• ' " solid built home Electric heat 5 renovations completed in the with Nat. Gas heat and a full length . .  _ • . . . . .  , 
oearooms z wasnrooms m, ease sundeck in front. The lot is situated , , - sundeck area. Close to the hospital 
ment with suite Asking $79 500 and easy to the downtown 
~1 I J~- - /  OA MLS 
- e ----11 I= next to a designated park area and . , access 
very private. This is an ideal First or area. By appointment only...require 
I '" m, ~ ~ p R AGE | LOOKING AHEAD retirement home, ready and waiting FANTASTIC FAM LY some notice. 
• , ~. . . .  ~- - :  |Raise your family in this oldtimer 4 for immediate possession. Asking HOME 
• I FAMILY RM cJ ~ ~ ~ ' 12-6 X 20-0 Ibedroom home with fireplace, nat. $57,000 only:call for details now. Spaclousandcomfortabta 1,4O0sq. 
~!! <~' | 14:'6 X t V-O ,,,, , ~  I gas heat, 2 baths, carport and MLS ft, home in Ideal family location. 5 INDUSTRIAL SITE I ~.,,~ .~- I woodstove and subdivide the poten.!, i -' bedrooms, 21Ill baths, family room i Excellent building location just west 
;", ' " ' . . . .  " ' " ' " ~  " "~ / tiaf Horseshoe located No, 1 . . . . .  ' off kitchen plus~ rec r~6~fi"in~fbllyl o'f'O;C. 'Tel'shop'~on Ketth';~Avenu~, " 
• |residential lots in the future. Asking • finished basement. Recently over 5 acres on the Industiial cor- 
. redecorated and carpet so lust rider, city services available. MLS 
THORNHILL - HIGHWAY move in and enjoy. 
I COMPACT STARTER HOME FRONTAGE 
| . . L , ' - -  I ~ o m ,  nat. gas heat, cosy Zoned highway commercial this 1.2 THE RIGHT NEIGHBOURHOOD 
" - Basement F loor  r ~cated  in the Horseshoe, acre parcel of land is one of the last AT THE RIGHT PRICE NO. 1 THORNHILL 
940 sq. ft. with a separate garage remaining highway frontage proper- Mo r tr.r,i~d h . . . . . .  COMMERCIAL for storage, priced at $44,500. . . de n, well cons . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ...... 
T h r o u o h  ~ ~sr~i~heL~;tdeve~°~;gh~r~aof full basement, only 7yrs old and Located on the Highway16 East ac. 
House  P lans  Ava i lab le  _ . .  o . .  0 y located in the Horseshoe 3 cess road, close to Copperside 
• Attractive % of an acre lot, nicely access road this lot provides high bedrms fnlce be,, window in the Store, cleared and ready for 
treed, an ideal home site or trailer vts~inli~n d  oeasy access. Asking living room~ nat. ga's heat and car- development..98 of an acre. Ask- TERRACE ,o, Priced at $11,500 MLS ,, . . . . . . . . . . . .  port. Asking $84,900 Exclusive. inn $98,000 MLS 
BUILDERS - 
CENTRE M 
Ralph Gndlhskl '.' "Rusly Llungh Sylvia Griffin Joe Barbosa 
635,4960 L --838"5784 R.I.(B,C,) 
_ - _ | " , 
is p lenty  o f  room: for  c lo thes  
in the largo closet. In  : the  
basement there is a good-sized 
foyer at the center,  a family 
room, bedroom with bath and 
garage accessible 
to the home from either  of 
two conveniently located doors. 
FAMILY HOME IN THE 
THORNHEIGHTS 
Hear new 3 bedroom, full basement, 
1,192 sq. ft., gas heated home, 
.cathedxal.. entrance<, ,patio. doors~4o. 
rear sundeck, carpet and vinyl 
floors, priced to self at $82,500 
MLS 
A HOME TO APPRECIATE 
Ouality built, modem 4 level split 
over 1,700 sq, ft., plus basement, 4
bedrms., brick fireplace, patio doors 
off dining to rear deck, Jacuzzi tub 
in master ensuite, 2", x 6" framing, 
spacious kitchen with pantry, dou- 
ble garage and"trpe paved 
driveway, first time offered. Asking 
$129,500 MLS, 
3207 Munroe ,  Ter race  
63 5-6273 Ch~tsl Godllnsld 
I CLOSE LAKELSE LAKE TO 
14 x 70 mobile home on 76 x 200 
lot at Lakelse Lake. Extra load 
roof, extra insulation, tdple storm 
windows, Asking $34,900. MLS. 
Call Mike, 
ACREAGE AT LAKELSE 
LAKE 
ideal for homesite or recreational 
,property, Hydro and telephone 
servicos available. 5,42 acres 
$19,000, 5.13 acres $19,000 
and 4.9 acres $21,000. For more 
Information, call Mike, MLS 
SKEENA RIVER VIEW 
Approx. 20 acres of treed tand,'~ 
approx 20 km west of Terrace. 
The property has a creek rurmlng 
through iLFor more information, 
call M!ke. MLS 
GOOD LOCATION, QUICK JUST LISTED 
POSSESSION An excellent investment or live in 
Over 1,400 sq, ft. of living area. 4 one unit" yourself. Fourptex, 2 
brms, 2 baths & ensuite, n,g. heat units up, 2 units down in a good 
& water, finished bsmt with rec central location, Both upstairs 
room & wet bar. Double carport, units have a fireplace and have 
large sundeck, For more into, call had recent ronovations, For com. 
Dave, Asking $93,500. MLS )lete information contact Dick 
Evans; (EXCLUSIVE) 
LARGE BUILDING LOT HORSESHOE BUNGALOW 
located on south side of town near We have just listed a 1,305 sq. ft, 
hospital & park, ,77 of an acre. 4 or 5 brm home in the 
Lot has boon cleared, Asking Horseshoe, 2 fireplaces, n,G, 
$32,000 MLS heat, fenced yard, new sundeck 
and a double carport with paved 
drive. Comfort & convenience in 
GREAT STARTER this family homo, Priced at 
for couple er single:. 10 x 42 $79,900. MLS Call Dick Evans, 
mobile !'vlth ~ l  3~J~lditlon. All 
in ex(~i~q[c~lkIRlfl, Includes COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 
frldoe, st~,"~'asher, dryer, deep Centre of downtown, 1,728 sq, ft, 
freeze & most furnishings, Oulck concrete blk bldg. Fully leased 
possession. Calf Dave HOWl Ask. $108o000. 3,800 sq, ft, 2.storey 
Ing $8,500. MLS commercial/retail/warehouse. 
$130,000. Call Dick, 
'il/  PRUDEN & CURRIE LTD. 
BEAT THE GeT - -  
Buy your NEW home now. 3 brm 
full bsmt home with many special 
features: mid efficient n.g. fur- 
nace & hot water, 2 x 6 construc. 
LOCATIOH, LOCATION 
Super family home just minutes 
from schools & shopping. Offers 4 
brrns & den, 2 full baths and large 
ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE MAKE AN OFFER 
3 level split on quiet street on the on this 3 brm split level In prime 
Bench. Newly redecorated. Offers Horseshoe location. N.G. heat, 
4 brms up, 2 baths, fireplace, roe bay window, 'corner firoplace, 
COZY & COMFORTABLE 
2 brm. home on Molitor. 795 sq. 
it. with 3rd brm in full basement. 
Small shed, 61 x 177 fenced 
~)" 7 " " "47  ' ~ - ' 
John Curde "Dick Evan~ Dave Reynolds 2 John Evans JW Dqver: Go~le Sheridan ' ~ka IMleUer 
.. 636:9.690. . 636,7068 03B,31iG. ' 630-006L 63i1'7070, 636.4781 ; 0304771, 
2 
tion, storm lock shingles, family room down. Drive by 4711 room, Very open spacious design finished bsmt, Reduced to yard, N.G, heat. Only $42,500,, 
Beautiful oak kitchen, 3.pc en- McConnell, then call Suzanne to ,TovlewthisExcluslvellsting, Call $109,900, MLS Phone Gordle Call John at 638.8882, MLS 
suile, t;all ErlKa to view. viow, iou,~uu. M'O ~u#, ~e, mg ;P~UiOUU, ~flenoan lot a qUICK snowing, 
$102,000, EXCL, 
COTE & COZY . . . . . .  , 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 3 brm home for economical living..'" ~. MOVE RIGHT IN CHARMING NEW BUT.OlD LOCATION, LOCATION, plus m~,ny more features'i for 
Twin seal windows & n.g. heat & Enjoy' mountain views from this This 1 ly r  old home located In the 
hot water. Yard landscaped & executive,hOme located on Moun. Horseshoe has antique tdm, hard- . "LOCATION ~,  . $92,00Q,4 brmS~ family room, 2 
fenced. This cute little home Is lain Vista.You'Oflnd21aroebrms woedifloors in livingand dining Topnotch4brmfuflhsmthomein fimplsces, 1,323 sq. It. ~parport 
ready to move into or redecorate upv 1 down & laroe family room area, 3 brrns up,,marble fireplace r tho HorseshoeL 2 baths, large rec and nalural gas heat,.iTdp condi. 
to your personal needs. Listed in perfect for entertaining. Call and full boml. To view this anti- room, recent upgrading. Call Gor~ I tlonl Call John at 638,8882, MLS 
the 70's. EXCL. Call Edka. Suzanne today. $119,000. MLS quo lock home, call Joy, Asking die Shoridan for an appt. te vtaw; 
NEW TO THE MARKET $89,900 MLS Asking $82 DO0, MLS. : / ' ~.,'.~ '~ '~: '.' 
Love to entertain? This is the' GREAT FAMILY HOME ' , '  . . .  '~ '~ 
house for you, Whether it's Located on one of the bast streets CHOICE LOT ' LOW PAYMEHTS FOae~'rnEmlNSl < "i 
For $14,000 you can live In this 2 associates from the office or your in the Horseshoe m'ea, 3 brms el In Thornhelghts Subdivision. One Cute 2 brm cottage, walking brm mobile home of your own Set 
children's bldhday perty, 'The malnas well as huge rec room of the largerlota which Is situated distance to town. New e,g. fur, up' In Pine Park. Oood condition, 
open spaces of thls 4 brm home ideal fo~ teenagero. Lots of in the Balsam St, cul.de.sac, nace&hotwatartank, 6OxlO0 N,G, heat. Call John Evans at 
has all the baneflts an actlve faml. Istorage throughout, Call Suzarme Reasonably pdced.. Call Joy for ft. lot, garage. Asking $39,000 635;6142. MLS 
needsl $139,000 MLS, Call for pdvate viewing. $134,900, details, ML8 
l lEYdka Io view, MLS ML8 Give Gordle Sheridan a calll 
II 
- .  , 4650 LAKELSEAVE, 635-6!42 
~lke Richardson Suzanne Gleason, 
. i.l jO ; G i l l i e  ..... 
i 
I 
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Iocabon Feature home by 
A large family home, this 
1800 sq. ft. home includes 4 : , . !  - ' .~: :  
bedrooms, the master bedroom -
has a walk-in closet and an en- 
suite, 2 bathrooms, one 
upstairs, one down, living room 
with a fireplace, dining room, 
kitchen which has oak cabinets, . 
pantry eating I:iai', buil(-in oven, 
built-in dishwasher and jennaire 
range. 
The basement i cludes arum- 
pus room, sauna, .storage areas, 
a double garage with an electric 
door opener, RSF. stove free 
heat machine. 
Out.~ide features a 84'x100' 
lots which is chain link fenced, a
15'X20" wired and insulated 
workshop, paved driveway. 
All of this in a central, loca- 
tion close• to schools and 
downtown. A home not to.be 
missed.: Listed at $110,000 is a 
must to see. 
For more information or an 
appointment to view call 
Shaunce Kruisselbrink today. 
MLS 




Firewood should be 
seasoned by splitting 
and stacking it at 
least eight months 
before it is burned, 
Your woodpile 
should be covered in 
a way thai keeps rain 
and snow off but 
allows air to circulate 
through il, Dry, 
seasoned wood 
burns best! 
A message from the 
~ BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
LUNG ASSOCIAT ION 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHTPEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the risht person to 
help you find a place in your new 
community. 
Karen  638-0707 
Katharln 635-7504 
Brenda-Lee  635-2605 
TERRAC E STANDARD  
! II,w~o n~l ttHa¢! AlIA i 
• ' is a member  of 
• :. ::Canadian Community:; 
Newspapers Association 
• • ~ for wh ich  more  than  
: ; 670 ' , 
members  qua l i fy  under  the  de f ln i t ionof  the i r  
provincial  assoc iat ion  to be a 
. . . . . . . . .  communi ty  newspaper .  
: • c~NA' inewspapers  offer max imum 
'local' ident i f icat ion with their  corr imunit les,  
:i p resent ing . the 'news  honest ly  and  fairly. 
More tti *;Smlillon households across Canada 
• read. CCNA newspapers  weekly.. 
CCNAnewspapers 
. . . . .  l oca l  story deliver the 
II I 
' / 
~:,:;t~!,:. ~ ,'~i~== , - . • 
i ,~*~ ~ .. . .  ' .  . 
Remode led  k i tchen 
I ................. 
luxurious home in beautifufly land- 
scaped surroundings and collect in- 
come from the 3 attached 2 bdr. 
suites. Call Verne today for more in- 
formation. Exclusiv e ~900152) 
I I  
Ne ry B tel rOa cRtOvO M5 b~e dOrRo oSmE SheHmOeEin 
modern kitchen, 2 DR1.4 pce. 
ON COUNTRY SITE 
Smart rancher offers fireside glow. 
2 car garage, country kitchen, 3 
bdrm, 4 pce. bath. Near schools, 
large lot. Has guest house wired & 
plumbed. $63,600 (900215) Bren- 
da Erickson 635.1721 
RURAL HOMESTEAD & 
SHOP. ; '  . .  ~ :  
baths, woodburing stove• Well kept 
home, only 10 minutes from town. 
*$55,000* (900182) Gordon 
Hamilton 635.953Z 
HILLSIDE PRIZE 
Pleasant Thornhill 2 storey country 
features mountain views. Newly 
decorated. Kitchen appliances in- 
cluded, washer/dryer included and 
woedbuming stove. Good posses- 
sion. Smokehouse $53,000. MLS 
(900218) Brenda Erickson 
638-1721 ..; 
the Horseshoe. Hardwood floors in 
living room. Home is completely 
redecorated upstairs and down. 
This home is presently used for bed 
& breakfast. Well priced at 
$79,900. Call Gordon. MLS 
(900108) 
3 bed/bsmt homjim,,l~rtly land-  BRIGI~TLY'.'CHARMIHG Cozy home recently renovated:l",~ VIEW-SITE SENSATIOI( 
scaped 2 a.c!e.~n'?~ property in Fireplace glow highlights this entic- Loaded with vaiue. Features - I Club.area executive custom 2 
Kleanza Su~x 40 2 storey ing 2 store~,, Vaulted ceilings, for. famdy rm - landscaping - vinyl ] storey on 2.24 acres only one 
shop. GlDi~lkz4creage for the mat dining room, eat.in kitchen. 'siding - workshop/garage - J owner, mountain views. Formal din. 
owner/opeFtl~r or hobby farm. Very well kept home on no through economical NG heating. CMHC I ing room, foyer, den walk.in 
Minutes from town and affordable at street/large shop, RV storage, financng avaiabfe! Minima downlclosets Country kitchen circular. 
J$67,500. MLS Jackie Collier to *$99,500" (900200) Joyce payment required. See Jackle Col-Jdrive. "$124,500 (900085)Verne 
]view, (900165) Findlay EXC. 635.2697 tier for details MLS (900187) ~Fer(luson 635.3389 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson Jackie Collier Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay Cameron  S imon 
635-3389 638-1721 635.2677 635.9537 635.2697 635-7950 
update. Great family area, quiet 
street, woudburning stove, 3 BR.1-4 
pce. bath. PLUS 'Near schools - 
bus. Natural gas fireptace. 
*$48,500* (900194) Joyce 
Findlay MLS 635-2697 
i 
TRAILER & 2 ACRES 
upkeep. 5 BR/1-4 pce., 1-2 pce. 
baths. PLUS *dalcony *Near 
schools - shops *Carpeting *Gas 
heat. Patio, fruit trees, garden and 
storage sheds. *$79 ,900*  
(900172) Gordon Hamilton• 
635.9537 
4 bedrooms, 1V2 baths, appliances 
included. 12 x 12 storage room. 
(900216) ~ ~  I C a l l  Joyce Findlay. E×C. 635-2697, 
4 BEDROOMS:AT $44,900 
r - , - - - - J  . . . . . . . . . . .  r "  . . . . . . . . . .  u,.u 
comes with a separate pool house. 
Listed at $175,000 and also 
available Is a 2 bay 34' x 70' shop 
at only $75,000. Can be bought as 
a package or separately. Call 
Shaunce for more Information. MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Let the rent pay the mortgage, This 
duplex on t.he 84 x 200 sq. It; lot, 
comes with stove, fddge, washer, 
dp/er in each unit. Natural gas heat 
and hot water and in excellent con. 
dillon,, Call today for more infcrma. 
tlon. $74,000 Shaunce ExcL 
PRIME BUILDING LOTS 
All these lots have all services 
available: 
In town: 
2315 Cramer• 72x264 
2503 Kalum • 78x256 
n Thornhill: 
Lot 25 Mountainview •75x200 
Lot 4 Mountalnvlew •,3f acre 
For more information, call Shaunce, 
MLS 
LARGE FAMILY HOME 
This spacious 1,800 sq. ft. home 
:omes with 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
rumpus room, and a family room. 
~ltchen has oak cabinets, built in 
dishwasher, counter top range and 
wall oven. All this sits on a 84 x 
100 ft, lot, with a double garage and 
L 15 x 20 It. Workshop. It is a must 
to see. Call Shaunce today. Listed 
at $110,000 MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Here is your chance to own your 
spread out, Greenhouse & storage 
shed, Listed at $69,900, Will con- 
sider trade for property of higher 
value, Call Laurie, MLS 
BEAT THE GST 
Very attractive well maintained 
1,045 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home. 
Located In.the Horseshoe featuring 
N/G heat, lull basement, fenced 60 
x 122 lot, storage shed and large 
)orig. Vendor is transferrin o cut of 
town, possession could be before 
the new year, enabling the pur. 
chaser to beat the 7% GST tax 
which will be in effect on Jan. 1, 
1991. For your personal appoint. 
. . . .  i iwuu ~H.  i . . .~  i J ,  ~ . ,u~u , , ,  i . .o  
4 bedroom home which consists of 
a 12 x 68 mobile with two large ad. 
ditions, 12 x 24 family room, 12 x 
30 addition -- large foyer, plus 2 
additional bedrooms situated on 
fenced and landscaped lot on 
Hemlock. New natural gas furnace. 
Great opportunity at $32,000. MLS. 
Call Laurie. 
COUNTRY RETREAT 
27 acres of solitude, with country 
comfort, Includes, a rustic 2 storey 
A.frame cabin, 1,600 ft of highway 
frontage. Wonderful view of Skeena 
River and Mountains. Lots of poten. 
own home and have someone lse 
help pay the mortgage for you, or 
perhaps you are Just interested In an 
investment, Each side rents for 
;550/month, Located in Phase I of 
Thornheights suedlvislon, Call Hans 
for more information or your per. 
sonal appointment to view, 
$84,900. MLS 
ment to view call Hans, Asking tial for further development. Askinl 
$79,900 MLS , $25,000 MLS, Call Lauds for men 
information RURAL ACREAGES I 
Just north of Terrace we have for I CUTE & COZY 
sale 2 acreages, One of them is 16J Attractive 2 bedroom home just 
plus acres in size and thasecond Is I walking distance from schools and 
10 plus acres in size. For maps orl downtown. Good starter home with 
more information, please give Hans ] large separate garage and lensed 
a call. Asking $22,900 each, MLS i yard. Only $31,900 MLS 
~dyl l lU I I L  d l lU  i : l~p lUV~ I f l ld l lC I I lg  
you could OWN this 12' x 72' 
Mobile Home. This mobile has a 12' 
x 53' finished addition, two 
sundecks just built on this summer, 
well maintained and with every pay. 
merit adds to your equity Instead of 
your landlords pocket. Pickup the 
'phone and call Ted newt 635.5619 
MLS 
HEW REMO ACREAGE 
5.74 acreage in New Remo. 315 
feet frontage on Nelson Road. Has a 
well and power off Nelson Road. For 
further information call Ted Garner, 
635-5619 MLS 
PRIVATE ACREAGE 
Attractive 4.4 acres close to town 
with developed driveway and 
building site. Servicnd with water 
and hydro, High assumable mor- 
tgage makes this a Great invest- 
ment with a low down payment, 
ideal for relocating your mobile 
home, Listed at $25,900 
G e 0 A ,~ L.- 
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I Due to  the increased cost of production and 
handling in our classified ad department, The Ter- 
race Standard is compelled to adjust their rates for 
classified advertising effective Sept. 5, 1990.  
NEW CLASSIFIED AD RATES! 
First insertion (20 words or less) $3 .95  plus 
10¢ per word for additional words. 
Additional insertions ~ $2.70 plus 
. . . .  8¢ for additional words 
i I 
PENNYSAVER SPECIAL .-- 4 weeks for $7.95 
(not exceeding 20 words- non commercial) 
THANK YOU 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a atat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all dleplay and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 198 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 werda (first Insertion) $3.99 plus 10¢ for additional words. '(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $2.70 plus 8¢ for additional words. *$7.98 for 4 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-¢ommerclel) 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 
LO; Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 
L1. Recreational 22. Careers 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
f OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
: 2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities : 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sa es 28. Card of Thanks 
7 ~' Foi :Ren't M isc.-"l 8 :  Bdsinb'ss Seh/i~e~ 29 ~T" In ;Mernor a m 
8; Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30; Obituaries 
31; Auction Sales 
32. Legal Notices 
L 33. Travel 
? 
I taN IM Term! 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under apptopriath haedings and to set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the r~oht to revise, edit, 
classify Or reject any ndvertisment and to retain any answers 
directed to the News Box Reply Service. and to repay the 
customer the sum paid fOr the advaresment and box rental, 
8ox replies on "Hold" instrucrl~s not p~cknd up wi~n 10 
days of explfy of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received, Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested nol Io send ~i0i~lls OI dOCuments to 
av~O lose, 
All ctaJms OI errors in advertlsenlents must he recblvod by, 
the publisher within 30 days after the fast publication, 
It is agread by the adverPser req~stJn 9 space that the 
iia~lity of rile Terrace Standar~ in the event el failure to " 
PObltshanadvertisement Orintheevonl o ane rot appOarln 0 : 
in the adverlJsement as published shall he limited to the 
• nount paid by the advertiser for o~fy,one ncorrec nserbon 
for Ihe portion o the advertL~ng sPaCe occuph~l by the thcOr. 
reel ~ omitted nsm ~ly, ~ that here shall he no liability in'1 
any event orealer than the amount pakl for such advertisin 9. 
:.,! ,. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx. 
imateiy 900 sq, ft. available for sale on 4.24 
acres of leased recreational property located 
on Scum Lake, 32 miles south of Hiohway 20 
and 55 miles west of Williams Lake, B.C, C/W 
propane stove/cook stove and propane 
lighting, Finished cupboards and interior water 
system, No field or well. Lake has private air 
• strip, Asking $15,000 for quick safe, Call In- 
dra Grainger at Croaina Realty Ltd, for further 
Info. 392-4422 days or 398.7470 evenings, 
Property of 4.24 acres is on an assumable 
lease or is available for purchase through the 
D.C, Government, 25tin 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE, 18 pads, cen. 
tral location, Owner will consider home in 
trade as pad payment, Call 1-656-9564 29tin 
LARGE SKI CABIN with easy tow access, Hud- 
son Bay Mountain, Smlthers, $10,500, Call 
Ken 964.4449, Prince George. 4p31 
1 ACRE CORNER LOT in New Remo. Clearoc, 
was serviced. Phone Roger 638-1667 or 
Lynette 581-2386. Asking $12,000 6p3f 
OWN FOR LESS THAN RENT. Only $1,900 
down and $390 per month, This 3 bedroom 
condo with 1,100 sq, it. living areas on y 5 
minute walk from downtown core. Nice yard 
with patio and shedl A perfect starter home or 
revenue home, Call after 5 ~,m, 638.1150 
2p33 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, Do you have $6,600 
for a down payment & qualify for the B,C, 
Government MAP guarantee?? If so, we have 
a 4 bdrm., 2 storey family home for sale - 
close to hospital, for only $72,000. We will 
consider carrying the financing. Call Viv or 
Dennis at 635.7282 f~ more info, 2p34 
TRI.PLEX IN 'THORNHILL. $75,000, Carl 
6 3 5 .4  2 O0 4p34 
MODERN 2 YEAR OLD HOUSE, 2 x 6 consfruc. 
1. Real Estate 
3 BEDROOM RANCH STYLE HOME. Large cur- 
ner lot downtown area. $9,000 down. Phone 
638.0508 leave message for appointment to 
view. 4p34 
PRIVATE SALE - Immediate possession on 
this newly renovated 3 bedroom full basement 
home in the Horseshoe, $69,000. 638.1208 
or 635,2357 after 6 p.m. 4p34 
2, Mobile Homes 
14 x 70 1982 MOBILE HOME, 3 br, 
woodstove, finished porch, storage shed, 1st 
choice lot in Timberline Trailer Park, 
638-0771 or 796-9220 4p31 
8 x 28 TRAILER IN TOWN, Propane heat. 28 
gal. efec. hot water tank, Furnished, $2,000 
638.8052 after 6 p,m. 4p33 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq, ft. plus basement, 2 balhs, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tin 
850 SQ, FT. of office space, 4623 Lakelse. 
$525 per month. Call 635-2552. 24tin 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT at Lakelse 
Lake, Avail. early spring, Contact Box 39 clo 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Terraoe, 
8p28 
MOBILE HOME PADS for rent. One for a 
double-wide mobile, Call 1.656-9564 29tin 
THREE BEDROOM HOME & acreage in a tran. 
quil setting cn the Bulkley River at Waicott, 
Excellent water, hydro & telephone, wood & 
oil heater• $400.per month, Phone 846-5223 
after 6 p,m. Occupancy for Jane, at/ 4p31 
1 BEDROOM UNiT rN THORNHILL. $350 per 
month. Call 635.4453 4p31 
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX suite. Fr[dge, stove, 
wall to wall carpet, In town, No pels. Call 
635-5464 4p31 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT, 635,6154. Non 
smoker. Working person preferred, 4p31 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING PERSON. 
Phone 638.8293 4p32 
NEWLY RENOVATED, unfurnished 1 bedroom 
suite, Heat and light, Good location, quiet, 
Suitable for non.smokers, References re- 
quired, $4501month, Call 635•5061 4p32 
AVAIL, DEC, 15190, Spacious 3 bedroom 
brick duplex, lth bafhs, very clean, walking 
distance from town off quiet street. Electric 
heat, no appliances. Looking for quiet 
neighbour. No pets, References required, 
$6751month, Phone 635.7005 (4.7 p.m daily) 
2p33 
'., o . • r 
; 3. For Rent' ; 6. For Sale Misc. 
: 0~" ~ ~ N T :  A'vaiia'bfe Jan, 
111991, No pets, 635-2892 2p34 
ONE BEDROOM FOR RENT for gentlemen, Has 
kitchen facilities, Call 635.5893. lp34 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. New carpet, 
firm, very clean, $350 per/m0nth pluse $150 
deposit, Avail. immediately. Call 635-6115 or 
635-4992 lp34 
woofers, $650; 4 adapter plates for a Dodge 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM HOME in the country for car to fit chevy rims, $100 Call 638-8222 
rent, Must have references. Apply to Box 92 
clo this paper. 2p34 21)34 
BABY BUGGY $40; Crib clw mattress $70, 
FURNISHED TRAILER For gentleman ( New Crib c/w mattress $25, Cosco car seat $35, 
Remo) Call 638•0025, 4p34 Dural car seat $35, change table o/w bath 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom unil in ThomhiR $350, $25, safety tub ring, $500, Asst, Fisher Pdce 
=or month, Call 635.4453. 4p34 toys and baby clothes. Phone 635.9245 2p34 
OFFICE SPACE 
TO LEASE 
245 sq. ft., 525 sq. ft.,•580 sq. 
ft., prime downtown location. Air 
conditioning. Lots of parking. For 




CORNER OF KALUM & Sco'n" 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water in- 
cluded. Carpet throughout. Laundry 
faci l i t ies,  s torage space.  
References required for 1, 2 & 3 
bedroom apartmants. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
if available 
1 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED to rent or lease (with option to per. 
chase) 2 or 3 bedroom house or Iraifer in town 
or Thomhgl. Call 638.8695 after 5:30. fin20 
WANTED TO RENT OR WILLING TO SHARE ac- 
com. by single working person. Preferably 1-2 
bedroom. Close to town. 638•8933. Leave 
message• 4p31 
WANTED TO RENT for Jan. 1/91:3 bedroom 
house in Terrace, Thornhlll or Lakelse area. 
Callcollect aRer 6 p,m. (403)436.2027 2p34 
5. For Sale Misc. 
i.D, 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 O.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500.32 ft, house boat 
DURST RCP2O 8 x 10" color print processor, 
In good condition $550 080, Call 1.624.3449 
' 4p33 
SMALL ELECTRIC FRIDGE 17t/= H, 17t/z D, 
18" W, like new. $100; 4 centerline rims, 2 
arc 15x3%, other pair 15X12 brand new 
radials included, $1,200; Alpine cassette 
deck never out of box, top of the line & 2 sub 
1 MALE AIRLINE TICKET Vancouver to Ter. 
race on January 6, Call 635.3183, lp4 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bedroom duplex suite. 
Ridge/stove w/w carpet,In town. Avail Imm. 
ed. $5001month plus deposit, Call 635.5705 
2p33 
L.W. SEAR8 Auc'noN 
Buy, Sell, Trade or Auction 
Op~m from 6 p.m.-6 p.m, daily 
and 9amlay I a.m, • 4 p,m, 
4106 Hwy. 16 East 
635-7824 
7. For Rent Mlsc, 
HEATED WINTER,STORAGE available. 
Reasonable rates. Space for rent, Set up for 
body shop. Can be used commercial storage. 
635.7707 .4p32 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, lilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638.8654 even. 
ings, tin 
1985 MERCURY TOPAZ. Sports edition, 5 
Speed, fuel Injection, 2 door, non-smokers 
business car. $3,800. 638.0484 alter 7 p,m. 
4p31 
'78 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA, 4 door, 305, GRC. 
$700, 1978 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door, 350, 
EC $1,00. Call 635.4579 4p31 
1979 FORD MUSTANG. 5 Lilre engine. Low 
mileage on rebuilt engine• Offers to $2,800. 
Call 635-3675 4p31 
1988 FORD TAURUS brown station wagon. 
Air con., cruise control, power steering, 
power locks, am/lm cassette, EC. Asking 
$13,500 849.5267 4p31 
1984 CHEVY CAVALIER, Very clean. ERC. No 
rust. $3,500 OBO, Call 635.4272 evenings 
only. 4p31 
BLUE 1981 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER in good 
c'0ndition. $4,000. Call 638-0107 8p32 
1984 TEMPO GL four door; Call 635-7996 for 
more information 4p32 
-lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500, 82 lade 2-door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 it, Tfi-hull speed boat - 50 horse REP~OSS-SSED,~E 
monk, trailer $2801):£1eanokanagan Camperi, 1988 PONTIAC FIREBIRD 
-hyd. jacks, $2000/NoSy K~l~oda ii|e"plant'& "" Opened t6 o'tfdrs.'~/s~al'~l' bid.Contact Bill at 
battery change $550• Ken Allen Box 161 Pr, Rupert Towing 624.4361. Men. Fri 9 a.m. 
- 6p.m, 2c33 
1978 FORD ZEPHYR WAGON. P/S, P/B, auto. 
Call 635-2146 4p33 
1988 PONTIAC TEMPEST, 4 door sedan, auto, 
trans. Asking $7,900. Phone 635-9950 after 
,6 p,m, 2c34 
1983 HONDA ACCORD. Hatchback, 5 speed, 
ERC. $4,500 OBO, Call 635.4272 evoniogs 
only 2p34 
1969 DODGE DART sport. Black in colour wilh 
chrome Cragar rims 440 high lilt cam with 
hydraulic lifters jdst put in. Double toolhnd 
timing gear & chain. 0ual port lunnef ram with 
two Holfey 650 carbs & a Mr. Gasket slreet 
scoop. 727 transmission. No miles. Just 
rebuilt manual shift, 3 stage shift kils & B&M 
shllter. High performance fuel pump, filler & 
regulator. 411 rear end gears, ne~ds drive 
shaft. Must sell. $5,000 firm. 638-8222 2p34 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tin 
AD.LIB MUSIC BOARD with extra songs and 
utilities. Like new. $120. Phone 798.2551 
after 6 p.m. tin17 
IT COSTS NO MORE to oet the best. Over 20 
years in professional taxidermy• For free 
estimate, call Wolfgang at Bus. 1.692-3093, 
Res. 1-692-7682 tin21 
22 - 250 REMINGTON VARMINT SPECIAL. 
Heavy contour bareel. 4 x 12 power scope. 
$500. Call 635,4894 29tin 
DON'T SPEND YOUR VALUABLE TIME shopp. 
inD. Order a gift bag filled with goodies. Bir- 
thdays, Christmas, any occasion, Call Barb 
638.0606. 5p31 
OMEGA MEAT SLICER, near new $495; 
Toledo weigh scales $250; Coldstream dell 
display cooler $1,950; Cash register $250;, 
Pine tables, chairs & benches•. Pie warmer 
$375 996.8622 4p31 
MOVING MUST SELL 1980 GMC crewcab, 
couches, freezer, hlde-a.bed, dresser, 
lawnmower, andlots more! 635-5513 4p31 
930 JONSERED CHAINSAW, used only one 
month. $500; skiltsaw $50. Phone 635.4579 
anytime. Also do moving, 4p31 
A NEWMAC COMBINATION Oil/wood furnace 
and electric hot water tank, Call e,venings 
635,3794 4p3f 
LAZY BOY RECLINER. New $800, sell for 
$400, In excellent condition• Grey in colour. 
Call 635-4247 4p31 
BAKKER'S MODULAR STRUCTURES, Pro, 
fabbed wood construote~ utility sheds for 
safe, 8 and 10 feet wide, from 6' to 20' long, 
Delivered anP assembled, Call 638.1768 
evenings or view at Convoy Supply Ltd. 5p31 
MIRRORED TOP DINING TABLE with extra 
leafl6 chairs, $800, Living room crystal 
chandelier. $50,635.2351 4p32 
200 GAL HOT TANK for cleaning motors and 
parts, will hold ten motor blocks, MaD, hen. 
dgun, 10 5/8 barrel, 30.30 rifle, Antiique 35 
Rein. excellent oond,, RCA 26" colour TV. EC, 
635.2789, Reco 30mm Camera. Zoom lens 
w/case 2p33 
LARGE SIX DRAWER DRESSER with large mir. 
rer. Like new. $200 635-9196 ' 2p33 
SACHS.DOLMAR 120 Super chainsaw. 28" 
bar. Like new. $400 060. Kenmore self. 
cleaning range. Like new. Harvest gold. $300 
OBO. Large easy chair (plaid). New condition. 
$100 OBO. Call 635-4272 evenings 2p34 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1989 GMC SIERRA SLE 4 x 4. Ext cab., =/4 
ton. short l}ox truck. Loaded. C/W new 
canopy, running boards & extended warranty, 
Asking $22,500, 632.4468 4p31 
1982 CHEVY $10 shortbox, new 1990 2.8 
litre V6 engine, new TA radials, Asking 
$6,000 0B0. Phone 645-2540 evenings 4p31 
1977 GMC 5 fen with 18' grain bux and hoist, 
1967 Patrick log loader, dirt blade for TC20 
?-441-3391 4p31 
1988 FORD 350 Crewoab 4 x 4. 351 EF1, 
38,000 kin, new tires, Excellent condition, 
Asking $17,300. Call 635.9121 4p32 
1985 SAFARI VAN with new 327 motor, 
12th to One pistons. =h Dam. Elderbrok Intack 
with new 750 Holly 4 x 4 running gear for 
GMC PU. Roll bar for GMC PU. 635.2789 2p33 
1988 GMC 4 x 4, 305 automatic, gas and pro. 
pane fuel, Rigged for towing, high miles but 
excellent condition. Asking $12,500, 
692.3457 4p33 
1982 SUZUKI 4 x 4. Seats 4, also a 8000 lb. 
Warn winch, Call 845.3265 4p33 
1981 FORD F150 2 Wh, Dr. P/U in good condi- 
tion with canopy. To view phone 635.7890 
after 6 p.m. 4p33 
1981 FORD ONE TON, Dual wheel cube van. 
15', auto, 351, $4,500 COO, 635-5586 4p33 
1985 FORD F150. 6 Cyl. engine, Dual bat- 
teries, overload springs, chains, Call 
638.8891 after 6 p.m. 4p34 
WOODGREEN - 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Fireplaces, Dishwasher6, Frldge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Parsonal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Ensultea 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MaoDonalds 
Large Kltch'ens, beautifully appointed. 
Resident Manager and Security Entrance 
- < 
. Uon, 3 bedrooms, fully furnished basement, SHARED ACCOMMODATION TO NON.SMOKING - Undercover Parking 
Paved driveway, N/G and wood furnace heat, working female, (studentScomforts ofWelc°me)'home, $250KIfchonper :.. :~ i Prloe Ranoe $31,000 to $47~500 ; :' 2 blue. from downto~,, Ca, 635.7563 or: fao,,~os, A ~he ~ r........"u'ep"m" ,.,,,.,,,...--"t'-°m~- 
635,7608 " 4p34 month, 635.7504 after 6 30 p,m. i 4p33 : :~":~: :. :~.-" ~:. " ~ 
'{ '7 ' i ' 
. f : "  
i 
9. Trucks for Said 
FORD TRACER i 
5,ooo O.B.O.C.,I 
635-9714 or I 
1090 ~ Ton 414 Chevrolet 
• • fnfermittent wipers 
• Cruise control ' 
• AMIFM quad etereo 
• Plastic'.box liner 
• Fabric seat cover 
• 26 month left on warranty 
• 13,000 km 
• Aeldng $18,000 
Contact Mike orKmn 
636.6424 
10. Aircraft 
FANTASTIC WINTER PROJECT. Complete last 
=A construction of Avid Hauler, Selling well 
below cosL Relax 5321 c engine, tundra 
wheels, many extras. $15,200 OBO, 
1.692.3026 eves. 4p31 
ULTRALITE -- 1986 Spectrum Beaver 
RX550. 132 hours TT. Full - lotus floats, 
relax 503 47hp engine. All instruments. Ultra. 
com helmet, 720 radio, mounted antennae. 
$16,500 finn. 1.692-3070 eve. Box 258 
Bums Lake.l.692.3070. 4p34 
• 11, Recreagonal 
Vehicles 
8 FT.6 IN. CAMPER. Stove, fridge, porta,potti, 
good condition. 4713 Olson or call 635-5230 
after 6 p,m. 4p31 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS, Excellent condl. 
tion, Asking $3,500 OBO. Call evenings 
635•6205 4p3f 
12, Motorcycles 
1989 KAWASAKI NINJA ZXIO 1000, Ex- 
cellent cued; 6,900 kms. Call Barren 
635.6310 for sPAt, to view. 4p34 
13. Snowmobiles 
SNOWMOBILE - 1989 Yamaha Ovation, Only 
• 18; Business" sJrvice's 
IT COSTS NO MORE.to oet ..the best. Over 20 
years' in ProfesSional:-Takidermy. For free 
estimate call Wolfgang at Bus. 692-3093; 
Res. 692.7662 , ;~; '~ " 
QUALITY RENOVATIONS!.638.1349 4p33 
FXNEST £8CO.RT, SERVICE 
We Pamper &Tease 
., •'Cause We Aim To Please 
635 '5323 ' 
TERRACE 






• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
r -~-CALL- - - . - - ]  
1638-7299/ 
20. Pets & Livestock 
LIVESTOCK FOR SALE. Herefords , four cows, 
twelve beliers, pregnancy lasted, Ph, 
847.2520 or 847-2498 4p31 
WESTERN TRAILER SALES. Charmac stock 
and horse trailers. 24 models,.  
sfoel/aiuminum, many options, custom made. 
Collect 747-3785 cr 992.9293 4p31 
WANTED HAFLINGERS, 846.5858 4p31 
TO GIVE AWAY TO A GOOD HOME a 4 month 
old female shepard cross pup. Has had shots. 
Good with kids. 638.1.187 after 5, 4p32 
LOOKING FOR A, GOOD HOME, 9 me. old 
purebred Springer Spaniel. Free to right home. 
Fully trained• Call 624,5222 or 627.5222 
173 kin; New condiOon, $4,000. 635-3303 :~.. '  . 4p32 
after 6 P'flPi~/~; i.,~! ~!~ ~:,j ¢~-,,:;,4j~ ~.~0,t~l~L~ P~UREBRED MINIATURE Apricot poo- 
'1~]91 Y A ~ R  l l~ '~ l i~  ~ ~onths  olcl: with shots, notspayed. 
cessor ins~l~rA i~d~-r , .U~~.~J~ ll~o~J~i.i.i.i.i.i.i.~ds andi~ompan~,~. $450. Call 
- ". '~-, . . . .  - , , , .  vm'o ,ao ' t _ r~- :~p, ,1 .q '  ~ ,x ' .~ ,dB '~ ' ~P"" i  "" 
• , , • ".~:. u,J~,:<q~¢ .:~,", 4p32 
WANIED ALL TYPES OF LIVESTOCK. Will 
14, Beats & Marne . . . .  buy, trade, order, buy &.pi(:k.up & delivery. 
Licensed and bonded: Dealer and auctioneer. WANTED: 16' FLAT BOTTOM Aluminum boat. 
846.5858 " 4p31 Kcn Rose:l-694,350/elf t,694.3631 eves. 
' 4p33 
FOR SALE KYDAKA 37 ft pleasure boat. 3208 6 YR, OLD MORGAN/Quarter horse gelding, 
Diesel, 1CO0 hrs, Loaded, good electronics, t 5.1 h,h. Well started, 3 yr. old quarter horse 
radar fully sell contained, all weather coastal filly. Well broke, 694.3376 4p33 
cruiser• Ken Huskies 847-3700, 847-9134 
4c31 PRETTY WHITE MALE POODLE. Has shots, 
wormed, trimmed; Ready to make you happy. 
Special price fo(Xmas 692.3722 anytime, 
15. Machinery ': ,'~: 4p34 
BEAUTIFUL SEALP0 NT SIAMESE cats. All 
TWO CAT SKIODERS. Very good running con- ages. Give one for Xmas. Tliey are litter train. 
dition, chains all around etc. $14,000 and ed. 692.3722 anytime ~. : :. 4p34 
$18,000. Mobile H49 3354 or message to 
845.7178 4p31 BLACK AND WlgTE (8 months) cat to give 
MACK SUPERLINER 1984, engine 450 Mack away to a good home. Indoor loveable, comes 
0 hours, 12 speed, 44,000 Mack dills, spring with dish, litter pan. Call 638-8877 lp34 
susp, c/w 5th wheel, cabguard., B.C. certified. 
Asking $37,000. Western Star 1980, engine ili 
B.C. 3 new 1967, RT14515 new March ALL  BREED 
I 
1990, SSHD dills, rubber block susp., clW . . . .  
logging rigging, B.C. certified. Asking DOG GROOMING 
$38,000. Mack 1978, engine 375 rbll 0 Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
hours, 12 speed trans., 44,000 Mach dills, 
Mack susp, B,C. certified. Asking $17,000, JANE TURNER 638-8018 
Peerless Page log rigging clw Iodec scales, Mornlnoe or Evenings 
D.C. certified $11,000. Call Nadina Truck Ser. 
vice Ltd.. Houston, Phone 845-2212 4p31 
1976 FORD DUMP clw trent plow and sander 21 .  Help Wanted 
$f 4,000,1976 GMC 5 ton hopper sander and 
spinner $8,700, Both in good meohanlcal con. PERSON WITH TRACTOR TO CLEAN driveway 
dition, Phone 697-2380 anytime 4p31 on Skeena St. after heavy snowfall. Call 
TRUCK MOUNT ROLLOVER SNOW PLOW. Will 635-3794 evenings 4p31 
plow left or right. Good condition, with spare ELECTROLUX REOUIRES A SALES represen. 
new wearshoes. 847-9278 4p32 taUve for Ihe Terrace area, .Training provided 
50 KW 120.240V single phase continuous du- for the appropriate applicant. Bring resume to 
.ty generator set. Oulet 1,200 RPM diesel 4719Lakelse Ave. " 2p33 
power, Many new components & automatic EARN MORE MONEY THAN,,YO.U COULD possi. 
transfer panel if used forstandby power, All in ble spend. Enjoy all the"tlrn~; free'dora you 
excellent condition. 847.9278 4p32 ever •wanted; Get out of ihe;l~'lrace forever 
1977 MACK, 325 V8,.15 speed direct, 235 Call 632-4450. 24 hr. :recOrded message. 
wheel base, aluminum frame, camel back HD. 4p34 
417 rears, $5,500 636.2860 (Stewart) 4p32 EEDEO RELIABLE and responsible babysitter 
JOHN DEERE 440 skldder, snow wing blad In. clost Io KRi-Kshan school for weekdays, 
eluded, extra wide tires. Excellent condition. Please call mornings befofe'lO a,m, or after. 
$8,500. 695.6568 or 695.6662 4p33 noons alter 4:30 p,m, 635•9338 3p34 
HD THICKNESS PLANER 3 PH 25rh w cut 9"d. EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER needed in Cop. 
$6,000. Makita 12" thlokness joinfer planer porslde area, 3.4 mornings per week, Ex. 
$1,750, Maklta 16" Bandsaw $1,500, Dewar perience and retsrences ~requlred. Duties: 
14" HO 14" Radial Arm Saw $1,500, 1 pair general housekeeping, laundry., windows etc 
15 ton track lacks. $300, 3 only. 12 ton HYD Salary negotiable, 635,6948. . 3t)34 
jacks $I 50, Wadkins HD 12" table saw, 3 PH THOMPSON RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY SER. 
or 220. $3,000. Call for Inlo or viewing VICES is now acoepting applications for on 
635.2533 or 538.1586 4p33 call community support workers. Applicants 
must possess a valid B,C. "drivers' Bcence, 
Starting wage Is $10:00 per beer, 'to have 
16, Farm Produce worked with special Interest individuals would 
bean asset, Fonvard resume to Box 126, Tar. 
HAY 17,000 DALES, Brome, Altalfa.greme, race, B,C, Meg 4A2 2p34 
Alslke,Drome. Also 3,000 bales, 2nd ¢uttiog. 
Alfalfa and Affalle.Frome. Cummins Ranch, OPPORTUNITY WILL" BE AVAILABLE for a 
Hwy. 16 West, South Hazelton. 842.5316 front end alignment and brake specialist In the 
3p32 Prince Rupert area,.GroWlng company expan. 
dine Into this Ileld,'.'Apply with' resume to 
5130A Hwy 16 WesL Meg 4R6 . 4p34 
19. Loll & Found CONTRACT TIRE Is seeking an experienced In. 
side sales person, D~tles and responsibgtles 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and to Include shlpplngr fete vine and Invenfory 
Found Classified, Phone 638,SAVE before 12 control. Please submlL' Resume to 5130 A , 
NOon Saturdays, Hwy 16 Wesl/VOG 4R6 4p34 
"'" WE ARE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE WITH A 
MISSING ADULT FEMALE AIREDALE terrier, vehicle on a call,in basis:(weekends) tocover 
:black and:tan. Lost from Sheraton:: area, newspaper outes.in the Terrace/Thornhlll 
answers tO n~me Rosa,. Phone 692.7491 areas. . . . .  Tei' Please coqtacl ~ ~at ,~38-7283 
i~: :  : ; 4p34 : " '  "~ ' : : " ' " :~  " 34tin 
¢ 
• • ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,%I j ,U  =: :  , -: '+" :+;T:+;+I"~+=,+ ~nlb  
,, I + '  ' -  ' PT , .•+ +~.  
i . **.• +?/. . . ; . ,  
~; ~,,.*, r,: "We require "• 
: SubcOntract 
• Skidders 
for camp work in the 
Stewart area. For fur- 
ther info contact 
: ,  
i i  i 
636-9025, 
- . . . .  - , ::  : 
i 
23. Work Wanted:: ~. 
+ • ,  •<.++ :+;~ +' 
+r p 141114 + 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . .~  +::+, 
+m + +I  m +, I + ++;+++++++++ l I+,:ll" 
. . . . . .  " : BUY: SEI,:L :RENT TRADE 
" ,CAREER PRO.LIFE EOUCATION :available to general public; videos, pamphlets, lending library,. dealing with human life issues such as abor. 
tlon and e'ulhanasla. Student enquiries ~ , 
welc.ome; call 635.5427 or 638.0382. 5tfno 
THE'TERRACE DAY CARE CENTRE, 3425:: 
Kalum .St, has full and l~art tree spaces• 
, available for children 3.7 yrs.lof age. We have'" 
4 JOlly quaflfled staff+ Our hours of operation 
are 7:30 a:m. • 6:30 a.m:+ Mon "- Fd. call , 
635;3424 for more information; 4p31 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN FREE LINGERIE?! 
Have some fun'and, book a party with your 
"UnderCoverWear"agent 632-4908 4p32 : 
wr~te to Box Z6 c/o this paper 3p32 
THE TERRACE STANDARD Xemlnds adver- 25,;,Businesl " '  
tisers that theh'0man dOhts Cede*In 6dUsh " ~ l l~nnd,n i i l a ,  " 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise. :'~ ,~ V~l~m .u.mwu~e , 
;~li~imi~n~: -@ctl.°,h '~)th empl°ymont Whlc ~ OISTRIBUTORREOUIREOforve~p~dfilableon:' 
s;agamst any person oecauSe ov ylronmentaUy friendly MLM business. For In. 
odgln, or req(JIres an job applicant o furnish' formation iDal1403-633-5052 or write Triple 8 
any: information concerning race, religion, col. Enterprises, Box 5510, Whltehorse, Yukon 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief, Y1A 5H4 . 4p32 
Rea~ers- Jn ads ,where 'male' Is referred to, A-"~'~TONI If you are willing to-work har'dT~ 
please read:alsoas 'female' and where- 
'fen~ale' is used, read also as 'male', the next 8 .36 mths you could very well earn 
financial secudty for you and your family. Call 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 24 hrs for recorded.message 1.290-9164 
sure you have the correct box number as 4p33 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Tar. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave,, Terrace,: 26. Perlonals 
B.C., V8G" 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies, ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace, 
Standard: Confidentiality Is assured;': Phone 
WILL DO';.SEWING for- any+ occasion. 638-7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a,m to 5 p.m, 
Chdstmas/~;~veddings, New+ Years. Per more 
informalion, call Kathy 635.5426 8p31 SENIOR RESPECTABLE LAD? loves dancing, 
would like to meet'a dancing partner for 
"HOLIDAY" HOUSECLEANING SPECIAL rate. Christmas, New Year's dinneddance. Please 
$9.50 per hour. Call 635.6537 3p32. 
.WARNINGI It really works. Lose weight now, 
fast, simple, 100% natural nutrition. 100% 
. guaranteed.Callfordetags.638-8134 4p33 
27. Ann~uncemefls 
MONTESSORI PRE-SCHOOL has openings In 
the New Year. For Infatuation or to register 
carl Michelle 635.3087 4p32 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patios, etc. Call 
635.6277 (leave message) 8p33 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME, In Clarence 
Michael area, Have experience and fenced 
yard. 635.3246 4p33 
NEED YOUR ROOF SHOVELLED? Reasonable 
rat~s. Call 638.8891 after 6 p.m. 4p34 
• WORK WANTED. Truck driver with 14 years 
experience seeking aj0b logging or highway 
hauling. Excellent references available. Call 
collect. 378.6235 anytime 4o34 
Do you nee(] an extra hand witlJ your COM- 
PUTER DATA ENTRY JOBS? Experienced with 
spreadsheet, data base management, word 
processing and more. Sound background, 
references avallabl0. Phone 638.0102 2p34 
DOITUP 
 nlOln, ec 
FOOLS 
YOUR LOCAL POLICE ...... - " 
B C ~  sOLICITOR m D CBC 
638-8504 
. D ia l -A -Message  
A message just for.you from the word of God. Call 
anytime.Sunday - Saturday 24•hou.rs a day. There 
is a new messag~ every week. 
If you have any questions or comments, state your 
• message after the sound of the beep with your 
name, numberand address, ~. ' 
The Number  Again to Call: 
638-8504 
Gospel meetings held every Sunday at 7 :00  p.m. 
at the Terrace Gospel  Hall, 4802 Scott Ave. 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
.The ~largest irfiport dealer ~in the Northwest requires an ex- 
• perienced Sales: RepresePttat ve. 
;.'A~pJi~,~nt must be'neat Ii1 appearance rel ab e, must have 
'a~idm/J~"giade++twelve ~ducation and be able to deal ef- 
feCtiVelY, I with:tiie'pLJbllc. ~i~ 
: i~We!~ffer a good benefit~: package and an excellent earn- + 
IngsP'ot~ntial:":: . , ,  :,!':, :! , .'~+ :;~ : 
i,:Resu.~e re.quired::For a n appo ntment contact:~. * : '":~ 
t'. ~. ,~. ,, +,, ',;~ . ~+ :: ),++ 
• THORNHILL MOTORS LTD, 
I i r6S + .` 5-7283°~°  East Terrace' B'C" 7288 i ;"LR NO. 7041 . 6 3 5  m , . " 
CERTIF IED GASF ITTER 
• ICG. PROPANE is 'seeklng an experienced and certified 
Gasfitter to essume a position in the Watson Lake Branch fro- 
mediately. 
Reporting to the Branch Manager, the successful applicant 
will provlde e Wide range of services including In8taltation and 
maintenance of existing propane dispensing systems and 
' equipment, servicing propane appliances and heating equip- 
ment, in branch and at customer locations. 
Individuals possessing a valid B.C., Alberta or Yukon Gasfltter 
Certificate.and a current driver's license supplemented by 4 
to 6 years experience ina propane and/or related industry, 
are invited to submit a resume or application no later than July 
7, 1991 to: 
ICG Propane Inc. 
• llll@@  u,o +oo 
Blue Mountain Street 
Coquitlam, B.C..V3K 4H2 
Attention: 'Mr. S.W. Laffling 
HtJman Resources Manager 
SCHOOL DISTRICT N0. 80 (TERRACE) 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
• : ,',.Y: ;,:UHIVEnSlTY +OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.,.~+~! +.~. if!: 
k: ¢; ' ' '  ""~ ' ~ . . . . . . . .  ' ' '  ' ' '  'r" ~" '11 will be offering , ,  
+- M, Ed in Special Education 
To quality for this program you require: 
EDPSE 482, a 8tefietloa course {will be offered In January 1991). 
A Bachelor's.Degree In EducaUon 
The lu t  the twoyears Of unlver~ty study should be at a 72% average 
, with'6 units.at a, flrat class standing (80%). 
Nine units Of University training In special education acceptable to UBC ' 
(7.6 unite acceptable If the applicant has experience In working with 
special education). 
For specific information regarding eligibility for the program or to register 
contact: 
Pat/Ulin 
educatk)n~ PayoholooY & Special Ed 
UBC,'Facu~] of EdO~alion 
r 2125 Main,Mall, Un~. eralty Campus .... 
Vancou~,er. B.C. VBI" '1 Z5 
(604) 228-e223 " 
For 0eneral Information contact: 
Andrew M. Scruton 
• 01rector of Instruction (Spatial Services) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
i: (804)  635-4931 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December12, 1990 - PageB11 
SERVICE  MANAGER 
• . P 
required for local import car dealership 
Applicant must have excellent customer relations skills 
and writing skills. 
Previous mechanical background a definite asset. 
The successful candidate will berequired to deal directly :~ 
with manufacturers representatives. , •+~ ~ ! 
Excellent salary and benefits package~'i. ? . - ," ~+' :c 
Reply to: Service Manager 
-,Box A-2 '~ :~ +~,'"~' .." ~ :+~:' ~ 
c/o Terrace Standard .................... , .~:+: ,,. ~-~: 
4647 Lazelle Ave. ;+  .;,+" + . . . . .  
, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 +'  
i 
VACANCY ...... 
WORKING FOREMAN - SHOP 
The City of Terrace ie eeeldng a highly motivated individual 
qualified In heavy duty mechanlce to fulfill the duties of Work- 
Ing Foreman (Shop). 
The preferred applicant should possess a Heavy Duty 
Mechanic Trades Qualification certificate, 5 years related ex- 
perience, have exceptional organizational and communication 
skills, and have previous eupervis()ry experience. 
The Working Foreman (Shop) will eupervlse the work of 2-3 
Mechanics and be responsible for, and assist with, the 
upkeep and maintenance of the City's'equipment and vehicle 
fleet. ' 
This Is a Union position, with an hourly salary of $22.33 
(1991 salary) and a 65 - working day probationary period. 
Excellent fringe-benefits available. . 
Applications will be received by the undersigned no later 
than: 
4:30 p.m., December 21, 1990 
Personnel Director 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
Telephone: 635-6311 
We're hiring 
people . . 
Like you . .  






Kentucky Fried Chicken's continued expansion creates 
exciting restaurant management opportunities for ~eople 
who have ambition, a basic knowledge of restaurant 
operations and good interpersonal and supervisory skills• 
Our management training program will put a high polish 
on your skills, and our career paths lead towar¢ 
advancement. An excellent salary and one of the industry's 
best benefit packages are yours. 
Come and See Us.,. 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13 
11 a.m.--7 p.m. at 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
4660 LAKELSE 
Become a part of the Colonel's Tradition Today/ 
BLANKET CLASS IF IED ADVERTIS ING 
Then Ads aRPeSt In Iho more than 100 Newpapers of the B.C. and Yukon Co mmunily Newspapers AssocbUon 
mad1 more than 1,500,000 potential reede~. 
II 
$195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional word) 
I 
MJTOMO1WB I n~llPIl iea OPPORTUNI11E8 
w(llld~7%toyoutup-frontc~st, Dlstrlbutorehipe available 
• zvo. th~ceid~oommllmant, bUY throughout B,¢, No eemng, as- 
mnorOD~l~r31,19gO,  We Ilblbhedaumunta, thdrdngpm- 
II~Ve I full aek¢l]on,of medium vlded, vahldo squired, booms 
. and Ima~ duty tmd~, eMC ~0,000 +. lmmem'mmt 410t+00. ,**,. 
. ¢lflO ~ Ud,, 10G0 Lougheed I ,.~/., ~ (m4)~28.4~, 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS: R Ol=~Omu,m..~,~. e~ =n o,~ u,o00 
. ,N0.~.e of ~ siNl~uifure prescriptions (pumuant o eecgon 3 of the Need a pllce !o sell your jewll- w~ek. , Free acc~nmod~on. 
~.v|cul.lumregulat~.n..~).onthe_foHowingareaathstwlgspl:dyffsppmvaltaolP Oqf, mn~llndgl~hm~awhole- Dam¢oln~uCbn. Yourgolden mla level? Csli Ca.;gary C.~ & q :~n l ty  may be In tNe field. 
I[a81ea ffom.ffie Mlnlo~ry of Poreste, The Propol~ld'proacdp6on Wml be - FIIhlon Acc~ueodee 8how Amateur darers  phone 
• anoV~tab~e forvtawfno.untilJanumy 24, 1991 at the lccatfon noted below, d.r :  (,10~}~13416~. ~(~n~,~11,  Vlfieg. Hotel, 
' .  g regular work~,g hours,,. " • + " ' "' ': ' '" , :+ Ogop40o Rlonwsy Pork Um]ted 
,: . To .en i~ 'o  conMdmtlon, , im~t Wrllten commenle:mUMl l0 ;emsd0"t0"the ',. _P41~IkNpnowlNllllng unifaal 
: ;.o~.. W& Reining Oepmlment, Skeena Cellulcee Inc. Box 3000, Tewace, , 118,000 per unn, mlnb~m S u~s 
• C,, V8O 4C8 by the above date. . . . .  ' ~, , :.~ per l ld~xIMr .  Excellent tax ~JdO=FREEOOF'IWAREfor 
+r: + " + TREEFARMI. ICF.NCENO. I + ~ : : a~ l ld l i l t l om,  Forlninrmlldon BM-PC, Indcempl l~km.  Thou- ,TO +van, cou., 
:, ,C.P. ........ Cut BI0¢k Lo~Uon ~ + . . . .  Area " +,+ Amendment' ~ ~e.o , ,V lXgG4.  Phone ' (604)78&-T/I~6, Offldngmemo- BOFT1NARF.+ S l~_  ~ St., 
+ : ' k ' ~Sh~ ' Yes/No llUlmB1a~hbll. ]llUr~er UIy, CnL, PTC 3N3. 
' 45X•~;  51.2.311 Moly l~mCree  5 ; .o ,++ - i Pm.o  (8o7 j i~ .  Fax 
"64X '  ~ ~:237011 .Gnluluk . . . . . .  +..Q0;~+ * *+NO':~:i': '~  ;!l :" YOUR IM.IIP HAB COME IN. (80"01~Z$tl~e1.g4htWTdW¢ 
,' I~n l  ~ ~miht  at the ahpo¢ 
,64X.  ' 237016+" ' * " ,  Gl~dufuk . . . . . . .  /6  '?',~ ::-'/.'No: ~ ~'~" :+ ':1 Gldl:((kN)14!;-7177for24-tiour 
64Y .,+ 235414 - Kwlntak . 76 : . . . . . . .  I , .= , .M,  , ~ , ,  
" I ~  Pmteaslmul Oamad 
77M ,670063 + . T r l l s 'u~l~k"  43 ~ Yes* . . . . . . .  I lloe~ladMtq~ldfsring ground 
: 77M 070070 Treasure Creek . 40 . -  " Yes , ] floor cppo~nl t ln  In B.O. 8d~x~.; ~ 
+ 77M.•  670060 +," i TnmuroCmk . : -• : : :47  +++~,,,'YIMI+•+++~-++II,, + ; 1111 ,0~0m~.(oo4)~I .7 . I¢o  ~m~ble~'~¢muc~n~B°111~ 
47H"" '712120 ;"'.. , ~ WNtebottom ' : -'46 ':+.+ ~No~':++++~ : :; ,,:/ i ~ '1~(004)7e~2.  01~.1~1.13803::~.~, SomJy, 
47H"  ,+ 712527 '+ '~ Whilo~Itom . ' 34  ' • NO * MOVIIMO~ MuMEElI. EaUabllahed B.C. VSW21,MI. (604)tR7-11O1. 
77E ' 032023 Tm01inl Cr~k ": ' . :3 :+ ,,-" + ::; +, N~),.'~:::i  :.+' ;~ ~/':' ,: ~Itp l l~p.  QnlylieltlnBumalPt, 
q L " + ' " : '  4 " + ' +"  * . . . . .  + r+ ' ' * ' ;4 ' '  ' "+  "~ '4" " : ' ++ ' *  m . ~___ .h l : lU~.  - cry .  H l l~scm CHEF .TRAINING PROGRAM. 
FORE8T UOENCEA-1M3B : i; ' : inloaMIbHou=e=tta~,~ll~ M=l=y~rlUtu~lband~- 
r P r d " teMIdeforpmpedyeleewhsre, cure. JdnCam~'o fu~gmw-  
~ ~  me mdumy, c~olaa rs~..- 
' " ~ , - !~reer .  ~btonN 
~:+~ t * . ' ?  :~  ,: '~ :+ .+(~ ~ YWN0+ ;~,+, :: ,,, , -  •','," T + ~ . . . .  + I "+ + " +'+: ~ Iminln0. ~f lnamla l te rms .  
• EPSiOT'+:'R10007 " KleanaaOrNk . . . . . .  ' . . : . . .+No.  . . . . . . . . . .  ~CLMI I Ig~ eov l  funding; " PIERRE 
r EP8107:""R79207 i : , :  ; . :  Kblna¢tlll~,. - 17 ~: ?:.No-+ . . . . .  jl ji :: ,+ ,  DUBRuLLE CULINARY 
"~,,EP0101 R771}$$ :~, ~:,:';l(l l l i;~0ril~( :+ 7 . . . . .  ~No ,... ,:+.+ +;~:+..,... , SCHOOL. 798~1~. TOLL- 
' ,+ ' : '~S5107 :'• I~020a+:"  : " '  K l l ln l lC l l l k  : '-, • . ' , - :  1+0 :, No"~:#,  , : ; :+  .... -Ml°sv°l'~l~'~llllB~l'P mEEif~e.~. 1 . ,~oo~7. , ,~ 
::+ . . . .  :'•. ,.:+...+•. ...... .+ . . . . .  :.• + . . . .  +:..• " -+*,  ' m.'~+ +.+++L; '+.T•~i+.,+,+~+t;+++ + 
+:=r•: :,ii!i " . . . . . . .  '-, ' r . "  , + ' ' : ' ' i i 
+ . 
EDUCATION 
FOR A HAIR RAISING EXPERt- 
15NOE call 'BCIT's BARBER 
STYLING program. Lois of lob 
oppo l t~s  on graduation or 
1~o0632ur own buslness. Phone 
today. 
EQUIPMEHT & MACHINERY 
TRACKLESS MODEL M.T. 4- 
wheel hydmstallo drlve, attlc~- 
• kdld 8teefmg, front mount.50"2- 
stage snow blower, 50" sldew~k 
V-plow, 60 Indusldal mower 
d+mk, 4..¢ylkx~r C~tlnental gas, 
R.O.P.S. canopy lights, heater, 
ate. N exoellent condition. Re- 
ptaom~mnt $SO,O00+. f;ret Is, SOD 
t~s .  Brian,(e04)~.~8.9886. 
FOR SALE MISO 
SHEEPSKIN PRODUCTS for 
Xma¢ Austregan slfppers, warm 
glove, n~ts, halo, Your chol¢e, 
~rdy tNO. NOD rugs, car seat 
¢owrs from $71). C/C orders tog. 
free 1-800-667-,2261. 
Jo£n thoua~md~ d se~lalled cus- 
~m~ Buy W~m'd Who~mle 
mtafoOse suld save. l-re" I-HuI=I~ 
CALL TOU-FREE 1- 
000-206-777~. 
THE ULTIMATE OARDENER'8 
STORE, 1,000~ ol IXOdUCl~, 
Fn~n. houseak hydmpontm, huge 
fuji d money saving oaupons. 
Wsetem Water Fmm~, 1108, 
20120.641h Ave., IJu~tey, D.C., 
V3A4PT. 
NEWEBT RELEASE, 1991'6 
Businses Opportunity BI3te. 
$1g.1~. Ov!r l~O~ges, llmR~l 
qu~ly. Intemmllon: M&M En- 
leq~dmm, P.O, #1409 Mount For- 
mJt, Ontwto, N0~121.O, Inlo<ma- 
t~ (81~3806;  ext. 1991. 
FOR OAL.i~ M|C  
HUSBANDS WANTED - Due to 
tpe<~..pmAm,-- <tame mmr 
Sewing Madllltm Ill oltedng for 
~e  Io the puMc a I~ed nun.~r 
of new special 1990 heavy duty 
sewing machlnu. "nrese rea- 
chino.s are Industrial slrsngth and 
sew t im denim Io silk even 
LEATHER. I :~  seamm blind 
hem, antontatJ¢ btltlon ho~es, 
monograms, app6quo and more. 
These macl'dnes are r~abla for 
homo, prolasslonal or school 
room sewlno, 25 year extended 
Wa,'T~.ty. Your lxi~e wlththls ad 
$299., pdce after sale IN99, ""  
8ERQERS"" with dfffemnUal 
teed, We are sbo offedng a new 
epe~al 1990 differential feed four 
~vead serge', Sews four thrsads, 
three thread ailed hems, bllnd 
hems, stretch wabt bands, galh- 
ering and more. Yourpdce ~99. 
Price alter sate $~R. Cheque, 
cash or ~ cards welcome. 
Efie¢l~ t i  I~n lher  24 al these 
Singer Sewing Centru only, 
Coqulttam Centre Mall (604)944. 
1119, R]ctlmond, 4580 No.3 
Now cetelngse $1. Over lOO Oa- 
nm~.m or¢t pettem~.. De=nto~ 
$5, p~unger covem ,TPu,'mop do~ 
M.80 ,~"  Santa 1~ mouse, 
gooee 8rid moro. ~w Proud, 




PLI~L The Govenvnent gce.sed 
t~n.tudy c=URca~n l dudee 
Ixochum: I~1-$458 ot ~s ide  ~ r 1-800-668-8339 (g4 
~ , 
LIVESTOCK 
Cows Wantedll M¢Clary Stock- 
yards - AbbotdorcL 16 Pad~zr. 
Buyers - Exoelent Feeder Cow 
Out]el. Send yolx'cows to 8.C.'o 
best cow market. Phone now859- 
2381, Chaffre Nl¢Clary 854,.0908. 
PERSONM.S 
GET A CREDIT CARD - 
$1,500 credO, ca, h advances, 
g ua.ranteed.i~op~oval. ~ oppIk 
couch eeno addressed starl'~od 
envelope, AOVANTAQECA~D . 
718 Mdn 8"1. F.~sl, Hamlhon, On- 
lade. L8M 1Kg. 
CHRISTIAN DATELINE. We 
mVldo reoponsible, oonlldenUal 
rodection sewk~es. Oanoda. 
wide. Wo ate dedlcaledto Chds- 
uox 1682, Station "A" 
KELOWNA, V1YBM3. 
eF..RViCE8 
MAJOR ICBC and Injury dalms. 
Joel A, We i r  trial lawyer for 22 
yea .  Cd  ~ed:_(~4)73e-  
5500. Contingency fees avaik 
able. InlLmed in B.C. only. 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND. 
Call the ~ Pacific speclall~ 
ANZA TraveL Vancou~AucR- 
land, mtum from $979 to $1,404. 
V~uver/Sydnoy return' from 
$1,249 to $1,717. Vsncotwer¢al]: 
784-7725. Toll-free: 1-600-972-.. 
6928. 
" VICTORIA B,O, ""  '[HE 
ADMIRAt. MOTEL - Rne ao0om- 
modalion ovedootdng the beeuti. 
ful HARBOUR. Houeekeep(ng 
units, reasonable mtee, friendly, 
peracmd Wention from hunlly 
canes, CM recommendod, 
257 Baltaville Sl. Vlotoda v B.C., 
vov 1X+, Tal(so4)aee~eT. 
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NO REASONABLE 
OFFER'REFUSED :: 
ON ALL USED 
CARS & TRUCKS. L" : '' 
I I GM 
89 OLDSMOBILE.CUTLASS 
Loaded $ " 
".7;.~ ...... '18 995 
.~ ~.¢. d~d~ll n ~  ~N, ~. . .~M. , "  0 p @ II~ ~ 
07 OAMARO 1RO~ •119 GO. i ;  




86 PONT. SUNBIRO SW 
Auto, red 
.................................... '6~99§ 
CUTLASS Loaded ...... - I  Ui=P=PO 





Air CORd., $,~1 QQR 
cruise, auto .................... -v |vvv  
83 CHEV CAVALIER SW =3 995 
Grey .............................. | 
FORD 
90 FORO ~ 0 
'nterce,'°=~'~"~.l 5,995 
. . . .  , , . .~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , . .  
89 FORD F150 ... 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
........ ~JO 11,99§ 
88 FORD F 150 
2 tone paint 
................................. '14,995 
80 FORD F250 LUST. 4x4 
~..s.~:.~,~.o. ...... .. ...... '14,995 
87 FORD AEROSTAR $1  ~ 00~ 
Blue .......................... l ~r..l ~ ~ 
87 FORD TAURUS 
Loaded *Q QQR 
. . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  , . . , ,  . . . . . . .  , . . . .  v ~ l  qW q~ V 





83 MERCURY MAROUiS 
Pwr. windows & / I  I~'r I u 
lOCkS, aircond ............. UVUl l  III1 
CHRYSLER 
BRAND NEW 1989 
CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 
LANDAU, Fully loaded 
No trade, Must sell 
at dealer $e~7 e)~l  ~ ~11~ 
invoice ..... =.- a |~- -~- -~.~ 
90 SUNDANCE/SHAOOW 
4'~dr,, auto,'alr ~'~"'~:" 
many'tO~hoose- .... $19"QQE 
from. Just Inl ............. = ,,~p vvv  
90 SPIRiT/ACCLAIM 
4 dr,, auto, air, 
tilt, cruise, 0ass. 
6toch0osefrom *15 995 
Just in ...................... | . 
90 CHRYSLER DYNASTY 
4 dr.. auto. air, tilt. cruise 
,wr do0r Ioc~s, mar00nS2 1,99 § 
Just Inl ........................ 
89 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 
.,.~!o.:j,.ack. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *21 ,995  
i 
89 DODGE OMNI 
Only 1500 kin. $8  495  
Like new . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
87 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
5 dr,. h/b 
.................................... =5,495 
85 PLYMOUTH VOYAGERsR QQR 
,Grey .......... , ........ ,.. ......... ~ ;v~v 
79 DODGE ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~..L......DCHEAP 
TOYOTA 
86 TOYOTA 4 X 4 P,U. 
Grey 
...................................... *9,995 
06 TOYOTA TERCEL (~ 0 ~  
Stnwagon, good shape,..~ IB II ~ ~il ~a 
85 TOYOTA MR2 IO'Q~R 
Grey .............................. ~ lv ' , -~  
84 TOYOTA CAMRY * '7  QQ.K 
5spd ............... i ............. t , , . , . .  
TOYOTA COROLLA 
84SR5, ............ 6995 I 
81 TOYO g~°x~1~LC164'995 i 
MISC 
89 VOLKS JETTA 4 dr 
Air, 5 spd., black, * 4 A l~i~i E 
NOW .......................... li~|]]~ 
eSM~J)A'MX-6' I,I~ ~nl¢ 
,FuII~ Ioadod,, ....... - I  I e ~  
88 HONDA CiViC SQ O i~,  
Grey 5 sp..,: ................... U |U ; /~ J  
87 NISSAN SENTRA * '~  QQ.i; 
r~.,:,,.:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,:., e .~. , . . .  
88'NISSAN SENTRA 
YoI,ow, sunroof =6,996 
88 NISSAN 200 SX 
Load~~ s~!., - SO QQ~ 
ore?/,..,', ........ • ...... ......... ~|vvv  
61 HONDA 
ACCORD $ 
........... . ....... ;...... .......... 2,995 
I 
TERRACE cHRYSLER' 
- 4916 HW,j:;l,6West 
Ter r~ !B;C,: '+ 
635,'718.7.,., L ,:$,: ,~.i.D..I,B 5958 
R6. Pe~onals 
i 
From the BAHA'I HOLY Writings " 
"Know ye not Why We created 
you all ~om the same dust? .That 
no oneahouM exalt hlmsefl over 
the ether, Ponder at all times in. 
heads how ye were created," 
To explore these wdtlnos further call 
635-3219 or,636.9012 
. ' : .  f ,  
5 . -  ' 
iON" A 
.. . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  /i" , .... 
[LL -~ RENT ~TRADE 
Did you know that... , 
High saturated 
fat consUrn • ,ptlon 
is assoc,ated 
with increased I 
risk of heart 
attack. 
B,C. Heart  ~ • 
Foundation ~ , 
Dair  Features 
. y , ;  
When the occasion calls for a salad served with a little ex- .~.. - 
tra flair, make this easy TROPICAL CHICKEN SALAD : ,:::~::~ 
and heap it onto decorative tings of cantaloupe. The rectpe " : .... i, 
features tendd chicken chunks and juicy pineapple pieces " : :- 
combined In a creamy smooth yogourt-based ressing,., - ;  
spiked with pineapple juice concentrate and orange r ind. .  ~- ~ •i '= 
The yogourt imparts a special tang to the dressing, at the . . / : : ; , .  
same tlme It' gives the salad a calcium boost. Yogourt is 
a natural when it comes to salad dressings so be sure to' :,~ ~,.~ " : ' .~ ,~, - , :  
keep plenty oh hand this summer, confident of adding ov~" 
300mg of calcium for every ~A cup (175 mL) of plain yo- : .... 
gourt you use.,. ' ~ " we Cover The ' Town! 
In medium bowl combine yogourt, mayonnaise, pineapple 
juice concentrate, honey and orange find; stir well..~u:ld salt 
and pepper to taste. Cover and refrigerate I to 2 hours to 
blend fiavours. In large bowl combine chicken, pineapple 
chunks and celery; toss well. Cut decorative edge on 
cantaloupe rings if desired. Spoon chicken mixture onto 
c~nt~loupe rings. Serve with yogourt dressing SpfinkJe ~th" 
almonds. ~akes 4 sewings. 
Week after week, people in-the-know turn 
to ourpages for the latest coverage of 
community  news and events. 
@ 
We're I a great resource for finding sales and 
• services, things to do and things to see. 
• . , f: 
 TERRACE STANDART  I 
" 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
"~"  638-7283 
I 5 " . :  : ,  
iY  
I i 
TROPICAL CHICKEN SALAD ~.~,~ . . . .  ~I~ 
'~ cup mayonnaise or salad 50 mL 
dressing 
'A cup frozen pineapple juice 50 mL 
concentrate, thawed 
1 Tbsp liquid honey 15 mL ' ' ' ' ' ' 
1 tsp grated orange find 5 mL 
Salt and pepper 
4 cups cooked cut-up chicken 1 L 
1 can (19 ozs/540 mL) 1 
pineapple chunks, drained 
1 cup thinly-sliced celery 250 mL ' 
4 rings (-~-inch/18mm thick) 4 I 
cantaloupe, peeled, seeded 
'/z cup sliced toasted almonds 125 mL 
New! 
a 60,000 peop le  
each week!  
- . ' , . 
• Terrace ' ' , -OUes f ie l _ ' . i .  . . . .  ~i •~i~ HOustdn ..... : i i ; ] _ . i .  
• Smithers; -:~ • 1,00 Mde: House~s~-;Eraser;~L~ake,~ 
: • Burns Lake/ • L~0gdn:L~l~e ~!: r!;~":!e;VandePhbOfi:?:~i/:i! 
' • Ft. st.•.James • Hazelt0n ' . . . . .  :~ ';Ashci:~fi;;~):]~;~i,)~;:; 
,, .Cache Creek • Williams;Lake . , - ,  ~,.~ , 
complete ;cable & broadcast hst, n0si 
crossword puzzle, sports •highlights,.soap.?iiJ ii 
horOscopes and much,much morel ' '~ i / : : : i ; : ' ,~ ,~:~: :~ ~:~ , 
i , : or:at/ ;  :any at deal sta ' " ' = ' ~ t , "  
,,'. The Terrace, Sta r nda" rd  
' For advertising  ' " rates, Call a 
. . . .  sa le  representabve at,.. ' 
I'd like to be e TERRACE STANDARD/SKEENA MARKETPLACE'Carrier 
M:- - .  
ADDRESS:---_ 
~O,E: ~__ - -  AGE ~. 
• . " P~e~opeflors~dlei, ' ; ' :! /  ' 
. TERRACE 8?ANDARD (Aflentlon Te~ry), :.~ [ 
, "4647 Lazelle Avenue ' ~ ~ ' . . . . .  
• : . TarrieR, B.C. VOG 188 .'~'~ .',,,: ' 
. . , . - . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . 
- ' - - - . . ' , r  - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Or . ,C ,a rk  :  E'!STAN RD ] 136~i~ 4700OiSon, 3400/35001 ii ' :"""XWednesday CmamunHyNmi~ : ~ . 4647 Lazeile Ave.,.: . . : 
l 
. . . . . . . .  .~.,,~.,...~=~o.J~'lP'.~,-~.,a~:.~"~..~.~ ~:~t . .~ .  o ~. -~ - . , ,  : . , - ,~ j~ , . , :~  
• ,, , ,  , ~ • - ' : ,~ /~, J ,~ .  L ,  ~"  -~: . -  " .~ , ,  . . . . . . . .  .~  . . . . . .  ~ . .  ,~ , .  ~ ~.~, ~ ~, . ,  • • 
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NE!D ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
:,. ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
'" RUNN'NG BOARDS -- BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
~ . I . . .  + ~ _ ~  JIM NE'I~ 
Y i l  I [ 11 . ' ~ /  4S7SLOWRIEAVENUE 
~. . -~ ' l /  I" J .  .......... TERRACE B.C VBG 3YB 
Th isspace•ava i lab le  to advert ise  
Your business or service centre!  
:,; Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
• ,a l l  
• " 'BAL'LOON DECOR'ATINGV,~I , ' : " - 
- -  FOR CHRISTMAS PARTIES - ~ `~ " . . . . . .  , .~  • - 
Novelty BaJloon O Grams 
i i :  Santa Fun packs 
Christmas Window Displays ,):" i': '" : i  i 
" ::/!':.i:i; :: :" Much much more. 
(rnin 24 hour notice) : : . . ; :} 
- .  , CHRISTMAS BALLOON WRAPPING .. , , :  
~ , ~  LIVEN UP YOUR NEXT 
• "- ~" 0CCASSI011 WITH USI 
~" ~I~Z =, ,  ~I I  "~ I "  '~  No. 1-3237 Kalum Ave. 
- -  . . . . . . . . .  "'TERRACE STANDARr) , v .w, .~ V . .W.aL~ Terrace, B.C. 
SERVING THE TERRACE AREA :" 
+~.7 ~a~el,e Avenue 638-SAVE 
~ ~ ~  Full Floral and Balloon Service" , .~ ' ,~"  "BAi~LOI}," DECOI~JffiNP,~ . 
, * Silk - -  Fresh Flowers I ~ _~. @T~.  • FOR CHRISTMAS PAR'nES ~/~. '+" ".', .~ 
• Unique Floral Designs , Original Delivery Service I ' * ~ Novelty Balloon 0 Grams ," 
RECKING * Balloon Gift Wrapping ,Tropical Plants. G fts, Ba,oons I + I~..'~" ~ • Santa Fun packs ~." J~l~. * 
rtAeUts°-/~artS;m~: ce " * Tuxedo deliveries available upon request I . _~1~ + + * Christmas Window Displays r ~IFA" ~ '~" 
CHRISTMAS IDEAS IN FLORAL,BALLOONS AND GIFTS NOW AVAILABLE l ")( ~ " • Much much more. ~ ~i~ll~ .. • A~; ' (rain 24 hour notice) " f i~-  a ss°-dMS;oGr:n~ao~;Sparfs gOMl= AND SEE US TODA,I I "~: tire. ° CHRISTMAS BALLOON WRAPPING + '~l'=?.-M& 
. HEATHER GRAYDON - JOAHNE WILYMAN . I ~. IBI~I  LIVEN UP YOU, NEXT • J~ ~,-~ 
• Fax. 638.0603 Ter race ,  B.c. yea +Ha I b3r ,~; .b$ IZ  ,o.,p~p:o:.,.~,,.. 
'_ ., Weddings. 
Portraits Bateman - Branders 
. Family Portraits Bama - Doolittle 
5 Min. Passports Lester - Danby 
i I Dry Mounting Kennedy- I saac•  
Custom Framing Frederick - Parker $ ~ A 9 5  ANY3ROOMS 
I ~1~ ~ ANY SIZE I MatpostersCUtting ~ ~ , 
Limited Edition Prints Jo[l<~ P~OtO Check our rates for other furniture and carpels I Laminating +eoeL~.,.Avm~ [ 
J + 
Te~'e lZ lH l2U , 
NORTHERN CARPET.,&-UPHOLSTERY CLEANING •. • . . . . . .  ~ ..... . . . . . . . . .  ,1  + . . . .  
. 635-3944 . . . . . . . . . . .  
---_ .h- 
• NORTHLAND COMMUNICAT IONS 
( i i . i~  * V.H.F. & U.H.F. Radios • Portable Radio's 
, * Marine Radio's 
• Mountain Top Repeaters 
• .Scales 
I I~ l . . .AN 
LAND MOBILE  R A D I O  I - ]L JUUL JL J  
CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
~o .-~O0~Po.le 638"0261 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.,~ Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETrE DE FRANE 
Bronze pteques e, me.urns"re 24 HOUR 
• Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smi thers  635"2444 &Pdnce Ruped Funera l  Serv ice  Assoc ia t ion  
TERRACE TRUCK RENTALS 
*Moving vans 
=passenger vans 
*pick-up trucks : 
635-3127 
Main office 
Fed St, John 
785-2629 
T IARA "S  
F INEST ESCORT SERVICE  
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
635-5323 
TERRACE 
GRAND OPENING Look for 
Dawson Creek 
SPECIAL  782-1132 
AUtO Glass ,~ Windshields 
• . ,,, Glass, Medic Repairs 
Specialists ~ I.C.B.C. claims 
. . . . . . .  HAIR sTYL I  : 
This space  avai lable to advert ise 
your bus iness  or service centre!  
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
  TERRACE STANDAR~ I I SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS~y Jan 
~6+4Lake~oAvo,Ter.,co BC 635"5727 or 635-4555 
:::::: " : . . :  LOG:BUILDINGS 
D .41 1 I~II t'~P'll) & 
TRA NSPORTA T ION 
=- .SYSTEMS LTD.----_ 
Dally freight service ex Vancouver 
I TEL:(604)635.2728 I 
FAX. ' (604)635.7197 . • . . . . . . .  # 1 ~  
3111BLAKEBURN ST.. TERRACE, B.C. VB.G3J1 I "  
& ESTHETIC SERVICES +~!:~ "::ii~ii~:T ~ ,.:~ :" ~ ~ / ~ ~  ~!iL+:!i!('::(i~!i~ 
" !  : .  BODY~ FAClALHAJf~REMO~/A~:/:' ::i ['. 'i;!:: "; }':[!+:, " ~ ..... ""  : = ';' LOG W O R K S  +~'~" ~ Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries 
' i L ¢~/~L~/~- -  - Oml/+PaeB./k+n0s . ~ , .~ , . '~  and other memorable occasions 
Any~o trom l~y eam~, c~r l~tt~, W~t  ~ , ,  ./ ~ W - Z " ~  Real Estate, Insurance - Inventory, 
• , ~ J l~ l~ l l~  ao~ vi~eo ~. Inm : '+'/: i IoPtcnicShel~v~, PlayHouseaandGazetm+. 
II + ,::: +,~FI.'S ~OX 15 KalumLk. l~'. Terl~C~ B.O. VBG41~. ROn Clark . 
| :++.[ + .++J; :i.+;:i. " 8+H§00 ~ Terrace, B,C, Phone 6352061 m + ' ' 
• i [i ' I i " 
. . . . . . . . .  , ' ¢ ' .  ~ ' :  . ~ ~ : ,~+' , '  , ,~  . ,  .~+ PL ," ,~ +' . t ' 
, : + : , ' . . : .  
. + . . . .  , 
,) . ' . " . , ' • ! 
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FEEBREAK, a women's com- 
munity bible study begins its 
new season. We meet 'Wed. 
9:30 -!1 a.m. We offer free 
child care. a story hour pro- 
gram for 3,4 & 5 yr. olds, an 
opportunity to meet new 
friends, small group discus- 
sions over a cup of doffee. 
There's aplace for you with us 
- -  join usl Terrace Christian 
:;+ 
'.'KITIMAT" & TERRACE 
Blind & Visually impaired per- 
sons. We have a white cane 
club in Terrace. When in town 
come and have coffee with us. 
We would be happy to welcome 
you, Located at Women's 
Resource Centre 4542 Park 
Ave. Thursday, 1:30 p.m. Info. 
contact Phyllis 638-0412 or 
Felix 638-1285, 
Reformed Church on the cor- * * * * * 
CCB/TERRACE AND 
ner of Sparks & Straume. DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
. . . . .  CLUB needs 'volunteers to 
assist he blind and visually im- 
NOBODY'S PERFECT, a free paired with crafts and recrea- 
tive week parenting program tions (bowling etc.) Also need- 
for low-income parents with ed drivers to take members in 
children from birth to age five and around town. We would 
is now taking registration for really appreciate it. Please con- 
October classes. Please call tact Felix 638.1285 or Phyllis 
Candice 635-2116 or Carol 638-0412. 
635-3459 to register. . . . . .  
. . . . .  VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
FOR INFORMATION ON 
THE Girl Guide of Canada, 
Tall Totem Division, contact 
Kathy Davies 638-1245 or Marg 
Cooper 638-0609. 
AWANA CLUBS for boys and 
girls runs at Thornhill Com- 
munity Centre every Wed. 
evening at 6:30 p.m. for info. 
call 635-3624 or 635-2761. 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT 
GROUP will be meeting every 
Thursday from 1-3 p.m. in the 
Conference Room at the Psych 
Unit, For further info. call 
Benita at 635-4906.(Mon, - Fri. 
8:30 - 4:30 p.m.) 
ANYONE INTERESTED in 
becoming a leader & teaching a
self-help program relating to 
arthritis please phone Mary at 
635-2577 or Joyce at 635-5024. 
"Child Health Clinics" Im- 
munization Clinics Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m.-noon and 1-4 p.m. 
Weighing and measuring 
children, no liRing necessary. 
For more info. phone the 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 
ANYONE INTERESTED in 
joining a support group for 
step and blended families, call 
Lee at 635-9055. 
qr air qr ~ ~r 
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun, nite 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Haughland, Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m, Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Ave. Tuesday nite 8:30 p.m. 
Catholic Church, 4830 Straume 
Ave. Wed. nite Beginners 7:30 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. Fri- 
day nite 8:30 p.m. Kermode 








Q: I'm thinking of buying a new car in 1991. 
How will the proposed GST affect prices? 
A: The outgoing Federal Sales Tax (FST) is 
now part of the price of new cars. So, while 
they will be fully taxed at 7% in 1991, 
the expected effect of replacing the FST 
with the GST on the average $22,000 
mid-size car is a reduction of around $850. 
Q: My son has figured out it will cost $500 in 
lumber to build a dock at our cottage ifhe 
bought it now. How much will that lumber 
cost with the proposed GST? 
A: You can expect o pay about $512 for 
that same amount of lumber for personal 
use based solely on the changeover from 
the FST to the GST. 
Q: I know the proposed GST won't apply to city 
bus fares but I take the commuter t ain to work. 
Will I have to .pay GST? 
A: No. Daily commuter trains are considered 
a municipal transit service, so fares are 
exempt from GST. 
We're here to answer your questions about how the 
GST will affect prices. Call us toll-free Monday 
to Friday 9am-9pm. Ask for your free copy of the 
"Consumeds Guide to the GST and Prices'., 
' : The answer is:to call 
, your GST Consumer Information Office.: 
1-800-668-2122 
Hearing Impaiaed 1-800-465-7735 
• Government of Canada Gouvernement du Canada 
, ~ i  ~ ~ CanadR 
. : . . -  
I 
. ~, , ~  ~ : 
CHRISTMAS 
' 'DISCOU NT TO 
MEMBERS SALE'' 



















9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 













Also FeaturingA FRIDA t' NIGHT 
FAMILY DINNER 
=6 .49 5 p.m..-- 7 p.m.. , :, ,: Seniors and ' :*3.80 children 1 2 & under 
TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT ~STORE 
aaP ' ® ,461 7 Greig Ave. I Mon. toWed,, ...................... :9 a.m,-6p.m. Sundays 
~ 635-6347 I ' Thurs .&Fr lh ,  . . . . . .  :; . . . .  : ; . , . , . . . : . .9  a .m.  , :g  p .m.  11 alto,, 6 p.m,  ~ y ,  . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  :9  a . rn .  - 6 p,m. . . . .  
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mine to ,ayll off w rt • ' / -  
i . i '  "' ' , / " i  "•. . ". :. : : / :  . . . .  , .  ' 
TERRACE Westmin  company press release said. Wasn't the ~ Case,"  Said operating life expectations to. keep Who are more versatile '~:~, ~i:i~' : . . . . . .  One such body is the~nearby~ 
,Resources i laying off65 of the The mine opened in spring Bornemani,,,, " ' less than oneyear to more thari than others - -  those that can Tenajohn" . . . . . .  property !:m~,wh!ch " '>: :~:~ ' ..... 
:165 workersat its Premier gold. 1989 with a 10-year .operating At  the same time, Borneman five years, operate three pieces of equip, Premier has a 5O: :per~. t  
'mine in.Stewart by next March life expectation but was reduced said the amount of gold in the A worst-case scenario could ment, for example," said ownersh ip  s take i ,  sated 
Borneman. i " ' i : : - ,  because'the~;eisn!t as much ore  :to,f ive years early on when ore. ore i/is processing isn'tmecting seemining shutdown in the spr- Borneman. 
• as first thought: ~ ~ : ~:. ~ i rese~es didn't meet initial pro,!: original projections. !~ !. ing with milling to continue un- "We'll be treating them That  pr0spect ~: won't  ~ :be 
. Those employees Who: will L:je~tio~s, ' aid Borneman. i., ": i , some:  of/,th'e::stuff we're til stockpiles run out later in the (those that will he laid off) with known until March, he  said, 
lose their jobs wil ! be told this ,~ : That  situation has continued;:: mining inow :iSn't w0fitable at summer, said Borneman, dignity and respect. It won't be and there is also the chance of 
month  once a severance leadingto the deciSion to reduce l. all/'besald~'.::/. ' i ~ ,'Personally l don'tsee that atap, on the shoulder and saying the same contract mi l l ing iake 
package is in place, ~c0mpany theaniount ofore milledand to ~ ~ We.¢imin :will be doing more happening," he said. ~ ' you re ou~, ne sam. place with ore from the Scottie 
spokesman, Elmer Borneman cutthe workf0rce, he added, drillingl earl~/: n~xt :year tO im- Layoffs will be conducted on * * * * * * Gold property that is also near- 
Said lastweek; / : ' "We h[td diamond drill hole~i~: prove' its: reser.'ves but those the basis of employees, being And as Westmin prepares to by. • i . . . .  
~ The mine now mills 2,300 25 metres apart and whenwe hit resU!tsll won ' t  be known' until able to perform more than One drill to find more'ore, it is also "We have the mill and we 
:tonneS a day but is reducing the (ore bearing) intersections we sprin~,:Borneman continued.• type of job and not on seniority, considering milling ore from have the only licensed'railings 
amount to 1,500 tonnes:a.day ' thought so much Was there'. But : - ,  La tes t  pro ject ions  by Borneman cont inued. ,  other bodies to keep its opera- disposal pond in the area,', said 
by mid-March of next year, a when we got to the body, thai: Westmin have reduce the mine "We'll be Selecting people tO tion going, Borneman. " , • .. . .  
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~ed In,ne~ 
have a. 
,~. as.ShamesMountdin o~ned much ~ 20 feet at th~ ,~,  ,~r" the ski area...,,-. , , . 
:~,!i6,h6r~h~eSt skiers'without a t l~eT2~ siloW aua'ntit~,~'an'd  " " rskeena ' M'LA . Dave 
~.~t~l~..: ', • .  ,~ : " '  ;:  " . afi~ii~/.'~as ne~,er ~',.ne~tiO" r:Parker, in snippi0g the road- 
'~/~:.:Sham,es' sk;i ' service.s with./'Sh, ames,-~uni]ice'-i~ • .}°~Z~a ~ ~btbo°~]~saldecSohnoamm~cS 
mn ~vt o e l a sger T im Foster Said the  snoW-starved ~'-predecessor', ~ , .  ~ . . _= 
/nlountaln .drew m0re,than KitSiih~kaldm, I .... ~:~. ,•. .:~: ..!~/i~.mvers_izs.eation anu quality oz 
• L . ,  . . • ' . . . . . . . .  ,,,.:,., ~,"~ . . . . .  - . ~ life Of the area . 
• ~50 skserson openmg day.: F¢)st . . . .  a d ..... n i "  . . . . . . .  "' . . . . . . .  ,"~, . ~. " ' .. . , .  ~. .... er~.,'s t ,~:a t czpated :' ~;•, He!called the development 
[ ~ . i: " It  was beaetfifu.l - -  we proble~'/witli:, inSufficient', i ~ a ,coh~iug of age", for Ter- 
! :"had no problems .With any of i)~kin~ !,"~cld't i materialize;-:~ ~,, race ~ and area.' ' 
. the i equlpmenti":!he said. "The" padding situation was ?' ,"'. The ,  more than 350 lift 
- ~/~,,- :i•-/:~i~i/.-•.:~;,.~ I  
• "Mitsus ~"seven.-./de~gr~e ;'~,:~ realiy go0dtoday," he.s~d[,: i icket buyers!'~i¢i~!addiiioh~l ~ i  
W .', ' "  " . '  '~-  " - ,  , ,  : • , • "' " " '4  : - , ,~  . . .  . • • eather,.sunshme, and new.:. W.e stall had room for about., season, pass,: ~ holders was ~ 
_ Snow - - i t  wasperfect . , . .~i~ ~ an6ther 700r 80vehicles.'"' "pretty muci~ What.~ve.~e~-i. 
'/ iWithmo~e than eiaht f~q~i :'''I'~:'I~ Saturdayyls* '- opening:,,~ >pected.'for. bpening !daYi, ": 
of" snow at:tile ~ base'of  the I .!:~ "followed by tWO days the:0f,- said Foster.!! ':. - . .- <,!:!: ' 
m~u~t~:'i~-,~i.;0~ ~pening:"i~ f iciai/ ,  opening o f .  the " The old i~dge fr0zn Kit' ,.,:- 
~&kend :~!~d : ~ss ib ly  as "~I~ highways ministry, road ~to sumkalUm w0n t be opera-:i.. 
" " -  ' ' ' tionaluntil the,new year,but .,: 
Shames managers aid skiers 
were able to/rest up in Atco . 
trailers betweentackling runs - 
down the m0~ntain. 
The- runs - -  with names 
like KermodeiKut, Rainbow ' ~. 
R idge,  Stern~vheeler :and. .~[ 
Potline =-were so, namedio ~;,~ ] 
refl~t., the m0untain'.s in. ~i 
tended~regional market I i!.] 
Lo,g expor,ts to help locals 
:TERRACE - -  An increase in essential to north coast:!ogging, into effect. 
i the amount of  wood that.can be 
exported on the north coast Will 
help, employment in Terrace, 
says a spokesman for a logging 
company. 
• Andy Aman0vich o fTomp-  
son lndustries aid most of its 
• I088in8 operations closed in the 
said Amanovich. " • • , That happened in June of this 
" Ieanunde~standthepubi lc .  year, replacing regulations 
concern but export'logging has which limited exports to a max- 
always been~a factor on the imum 10,000 cubic metres. 
north coast. It's essentialfor the The new export limits were 
survival of the industry,"•he contained in a provincial 
said . . . .  cabinetl order-in-council ap- 
Revenue from expo~s helps prov, ed the end of November. 
It also provides a two-year 
period under which the exports 
can take place. 
This will help companies 
stabilize their operations and 
give them a chance to plan their 
activities, said forest service of. 
ficials. 
Gov't seeks way 
for others to 
join claim talks- 
TERRACE - -  The provincial 
government wants to settle the 
issue of how to involve outside 
interests in Nisga'a land claims 
negotiations by next month, 
says a government official. 
Eric Denhoff, native affairs 
ministry deputy minister, said it 
wants a resolution on the matter 
in advance of an agreement on 
what will be negotiated. 
He made the comments last 
week after talks between the 
Nisga'a, the provincial govern- 
ment and the, federal govern- 
ment. 
It's the second time the three 
parties have met since the fall 
when the prov~nce announced it 
would join land claims negotia- 
tmns alr ea~l~d~q~ ~etwee n 
the federal govemmeiltand the 
Nisga'a to settle the latter's 
claim to 5,000 square miles 
centering on the Nass Valley. 
The issue of outside interests, 
commonly defined as third par- 
ty interests which are companies 
and other bodies that use or 
have tenure on resources that 
could be affected by a claims 
settlement, is one brought o the 
negotiations by the province. 
"It's not to the Nisga'a 




TERRACE - -  Skeena Cellulose 
will close its sawmill section 
here for four days between 
Christmas and New Years, com- 
pany officials said last week. 
The closure, to affect 160 full 
time employees, is to reduce log 
inventory that has accumulated, 
said mill manager Rand 
Menhinick. 
He said the planer section of 
the mill will still be operating. 
He and company vice presi- 
dent Reg Lightfoot said the 
closure will also ease an over- 
supply: of chips that has grown 
sinCe~breakdown of one of 
t~vo pulp lines at its Port Ed- 
ward pulp lines affected opera- 
tions there. 
Skeena Cellulose also closed 
its logging operations, an an- 
nual occurrence, one week 
earlier than expected. 
should be )rotected, whether 
they are legal or involve 
tenure," said Denhoff. 
"We've proposed a number 
of mechanisms to accomplish 
that generally," he said. 
Any resolution on the subject 
of third party interests will like- 
ly be folded into the framework 
agreement on what will be 
negotiated and how that will 
take place. 
A framework agreement bet- 
ween the federal government 
and Nisga'a had already been 
worked out but a new one to 
reflect provincial jurisdiction in 
areas such as resources, land, 
self government and taxation is 
needed. 
The three .parties exi)ect a. 
framework agreement o be 
ready, when they meet again 
next month in Prince Rupert. 
Also discussed last week were 
interim measures the Nisga'a 
want to protect resources until 
their claim is negotiated. 
Denhoff said that while the 
province feels there are already 
sufficient environmental and 
other review mechanisms in 
place to study new resource pro- 
jeers, it doesn't find the Nisga'a 
position all that unreasonable. 
"This may be a bad analogy, 
but as we understand it the 
Nisga'a don't want the bank ac- 
count emptied while negotia- 
tions are going on. We say we 
need to withdraw some money 
from the account to pay for 
ongoing services on the part of 
the province," he said. 
fall because Of an existing policy 
i.which cut the amount o f  whole 
~logs that could be sold overseas~ ~ 
That poli.cy,, limiting exports 
by  Companies to  a maximum 
'$,000 cubic metres a year. ends 
,.in February when new provi- 
. Sions increasing L the amount o  
20,000 cubic metres come into 
effect. 
Amanovich estimated.half o ,I 
the- 300 people ~ that• worked 
subsidize the  high ..costs. of 
coastal :logging operations and 
provides,• a buffer against 
dgmestic log sales, Amanovich 
,c0i~tinued. i, .'L " 
~r~:That's impo~ant in today's 
d~mestic forest products in- 
dustry hecause prices for pulp 
agedlogs have dropped, he said. 
, I t  just killed us, it was so 
bad)" said Amanovlch of a 
declining domestic market. 
i<directly or indirectly for Tomp- " The inteinational market. 
~, s0n Industries,come ifrom the mainly !n i  .the". Orient, may 
'I: ~ :"It;If certalnly.help,"ihe said i~ahis'i.str¢hger, than domestic 
~i of the new ~rt  amounts, ~k  ets/,ina decline, he said, 
'/; ~' Although theexport 0fwhole *. ~6~!¢1/ :~~d ~' lo~ersi-on' 
• ~i~:Itmeans~e~W~Ish i~f led  in: ,e~e~ii~f6~L/the?~zent $,000 
• '*•'- . . . . .  ~ ..... / / " .  ' /  ": .... / * . /  '~i ' • '  /@•" i  ' ~i 
. , . • . .:!~ i~. '' '. / .•  i'; .•.--~ ,, , 
,"PRINCE,.RUPERT- A i'Y~6Ucangetamassage. We:sh'ouid start with Luke man.  ".'" ~! 
~' local alderman has question- fro m~gphyslotherapist or ,u oureeives,," said alderman Ron Larable is also Ineligi. 
edi' the •proposed 52,000 ¢h l~prector .  Are we 8oi,! 8 ~rter .~ • bl e for 'parole for 25 yefursin 
[ - r b ~  gcenee fee for a new ~i~e them $2,000, too? .. : ,T~ ProPO,Sa! to Increase the death of JoeyT0m,21~.i,,, 
I e -o.ee.4ee. ' ,~u ld .  " l~tyby20~euteamefrom , :Tom,  who is bea~3m~ ~' 
| i-•',/41m~ceonecalledthemg .~ '.:i~:~/"/.'i-i a .  lo{~di i :reoi l l~i l~LSa~ou slruck ~. paired, dimppeaned I ~ i  
/gested ~ fi iure a "money S~HEBS - -  Council here , ~trln'the.yearto examine ~' 1989 in educe Georgei"ihd! 
. fl~. tb ~,. i.,,~..' : -  , ~ ~  plans to Increase thebue,  ' "  .... , ~ Was the sub|eet of' a ~ve  :~ 
.~;: qt  ~m we're the t int IW~'bY20pereent ,  s~vinj ."/i~.~/*/~i.:, ' ; i~ i.. :~ , ~ msrch. 
i~ '  In!HUe to profit f rom / i t~todemonst ra te f im~ B ~ S ~  ~ A fo rmer  I : 'A  second man bm mbo~ ~ 
/~) ' .~ i~;~ In addlug the ~'~t ;~ ' ; -~  " ~ " ''":'~ . Pf i~ . ,~"res ident  ~nsl . b~n charged in conne~oK'~!!ii!. 
~ :~! ( i~!~n$ the luue of': ~ : '~ '~.So in8  through the'  ,; t~ea~Veu'a'llfe sentence mr  : ~iwlthTOm,s death ,amlfl~i.~!i~ 
the Shames Mountain ski area 
have driven the price up to $4.9 
million, nearly twice the $2.6 
million first budgeted. 
Highways regional director 
Jon Buckle attributed the cost 
to a change in original construc- 
tion plans, environmental 
guidelines about he removal of 
waste material and the need to 
blast more rock than was first 
thought. * . . . . . . .  
As well, said Buckle, the 
ministry built an additional 
two-tenths of a kilometre on the 
top end of the 5kin road leading 
to the Shames ski area. That 
cost an extra $250,000. 
The construction figure 
follows earlier ministry reports 
that the construction cost would 
be close to what was budgeted. 
Although the final figure is 
high, Buckle said it matched 
other oad projects that require 
a lot of blasting through rock. 
"It's very competitive with 
construction contracts at $1 
million for lkm of road," he 
said. 
The $4.9 million figure 
doesn't include $250,000 spent 
to improve 9km of Skeena 
Cellulose logging road leading 
off of Hwyl6 to the 5km ski 
road and the cost of turning 
lanes on the highway to provide 
access to the logging road. 
It also doesn't include what it 
would cost to reduce the grade 
on the ski road's one major 
switchback, said Buckle. 
The turn on the switchback is
tighter than first planned but is 
sufficient for cars, he said. 
Buckle said the amount of 
rock and work needed to con- 
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Ski road costs hit twice 
what was first projected 
TERRACE--Cost overruns on struct the switchback to what with hired equipment and winter's opening of the ski 
the highways ministry road to was first planned became too modified the design as we development. 
i 
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A taste of Greece right in your: 
Barton on board 
expensive. 
It could be added to the list of 
highways projects in the next 
budget year, he continued, but 
didn't see it becoming a top 
priority. 
Buckle said extra money for 
the project was diverted from 
other projects but that those did 
not suffer to cover the Shames 
road hill. 
The main reason for the extra 
cost was a change in contstruc- 
tion to what Buckle called a full 
bench cut. 
That's when a road is built 
directly into a mountainside as 
opposed to wedge cuts which in- 
volve supporting a road bed 
from below its base. 
In turn, that meant more 
blasting and more waste rock to 
ren~ove, Buckle continued. 
The waste had to be trucked 
away because environmental 
guidelines precluded it from be- 
ing dumped where it would af- 
fect water drainages, he said. 
"There was 50 per cent more 
rock volume (created) by going 
to the full bench cut," said 
Buckle• 
He said the full bench cut was 
needed because of the kind of 
terrain the road passes through. 
The full bench cut wasn't en- 
visioned when construction of 
the road at its original budget of 
$2.6 million first began in the 
fall of 1989. 
"We never did have a design. 
This job was different than a 
normal highways (ministry) job 
where you get a design, identify 
the quantities (of material) and 
go to tender," said Buckle. 
"On this job we flew at it 
TERRACE - -  A local writer 
has been named to the board of 
the Shames Mountain Ski Cor- 
poration. 
.... : Betty Barton, a staff writer 
with The Terrace Review, and a 
shareholder in the corporation, 
was placed on the board at the 
corporation's Dec. 13 annual 
general meeting. 
"It's a wonderful thing for 
the people of the northwest o 
have a first class ski area at their 
door step," said Barton. 
Gerry Martin remains as 
president of the corporation 
while Barrie Phillips remains as 
vice president. Tom Gingles 
continues as secretary-treasurer. 
Other Shames directors are 
Greg Hansen, Larry Krause, 
Roy Long, George Munson and 
Grant Piffer. • 
Martin said there is one va- 
cant spot on the board for a 
representative from the Shames 
Mountain (VCC) Ski Corpora- 
tion. 
The corporation (VCC stands 
for venture capital corporation) 
offers tax deductions under pro- 
vincial aw equivalent to 30 per 
cent of an investment. 
It's selling $5,000 shares 
which will then bring a rebate of 
$I ,~00. 
J " l  p romised  myse l f  !'d l ose  30  Ibs .  
by  my 30th  b , r thday . .  
Thanks  to  Nutn /System,  I d id"  
"My friends thought that turning 30 
would upset me. So on my birthday, 
they called up to extend their 
condolences. To their surprise, I 
was busy celebrating. I had just 
reached my weight loss goal. 
Losing 301bs. was the best present 
I could have given myself. And I11 
always be thankful to Nutri/System 
for making this birthday easier to 
handle. 
I look and feel young now. In fact, 
when I tell people I'm 30, they 
don't believe me, What a thrill." 
R 
went," he said. 
Buckle said this system of 
construction meant an earlier 
start than would otherwise have 
been the case if design and 
engineering work was first con- 
ducted. 
Construction of the road in 
the fall of 1989 followed an 
August 1989 announcement by
Premier Bill Vander Zalm and 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker that 
a road would be built to Shames 
Mountain. 
This came after lobbying by 
the Shames Mountain Ski Cor- 
poration and others who said a 
road was needed leading to this 
The ski corporation has 
agreed to plow back any profits 
from its first five years of 
operation back into the 
development in return for the 
province building the road. 
Plans for aroad to Shames 
Mountain were first • made five 
years ago when the corporation 
was formed. 
Construction by private com- 
panies did start but ended when 
money ran out. 
Money owed by the corP0r~ 
tion to the contractors w~i~r ! 
verted into shares in the~i~0i~ 
poration as part of a i'~,et 
restructuring. ..* ~;.~,~, 
-.-. own nelghbourhoodl . . . .  
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Still a chance 
tO spread cheer 
There,s still time to give 
donat ions  of canned food, 
foodstuffs and money to 
various community efforts 
for those less fortunate dur- 
ing the Christmas eason. 
. 'k" 'k" "A" ~t Or Or 
TheSalvation. Army ex- 
pects-to deliver more than 
300:Christmas hampers, an 
increase over the approx- 
imately. 300 given last 
• yearyear, says Lieutenant 
Mike Hoeft. 
Hoeft estimated that each 
h~pei~, depending on size of 
family,'willaverage $70 for a 
Christmas andother meals. 
He's'expecting last minute 
request~ ~ f~r hampers as 
Christmas approaches. 
Donations of money, can- 
ned and dry foods can be 
dropped off at the Salvation 
Army office, located beside 
its thrift store at 4438 
Lakelse, from 1 to 4 p.m. 
The phone number is 
635-4368. 
~ Food hampers are now be- 
|ng assembled and donations 
are ~velcome until tomorrow 
afternoon. •They will be 
distributed Dec. 20-22. 
• The army's Christmas ket- 
tle collection campaign con- 
tinues until Dec. 24. They are 
located at the Skeena Mall 
~and at  the liquor store and 
,monies go to the hamper pro- 
gram and to the Army's year 
'rbund local relief efforts. 
SSurplus foods will be kept 
-~0r emergencies and will also 
iJe going to the Terrace Chur- 
ches' Food Bank, the Salva- 
tion Army is a participant, 
for its distribution efforts in 
the new year. 
A, ~--t, ,A, t- 
The Golden Rule Society 
distributes goody bags of 
food on Christmas Eve. 
i: They're for the "people 
Who fall through the 
Cracks," says organizer 
Juanita Hatton who expects 
200 deliveries in this, her 
22nd year of running the pro- 
gram. 
She's selling tickets in the 
date of Dec. 21. Donations 
can also be made to the 
Golden Rule Christmas 
Goody Bag account at the 
Royal Bank. 
"Everything's going all 
"right, but everything costs 
more than last year," Said 
Hatton last week. 
She added that donations 
made at the Royal Bank are 
tax deductible ands.that a 
receipt is issued by the bank. 
Hatton said the number of 
distributions could climb 
over 200 because some peo- 
ple don't come forward until 
the last minute. 
..... ~- .k~. . ,  
Skeena Broadcasters is 
once again accepting gifts 
under its Christmas tree in 
the lobby of its building. 
Gift distribution is being 
handled by the Salvation Ar- 
my for its hamper program 
and for the transition house 
and group homes run by the 
Ksan House Society. 
This year, organizers hope 
for more giftS for teens and 
for senior citizens. Gift sug- 
gestions can be picked up at 
the front desk or can be view- 
ed on Channel 10. 
Residents are asked to br- 
ing gifts by the close of 
business hours tomorrow 
afternoon. They needn't be 
wrapped but i f  they are, a tag 
indicating the sex and age of 
the person for whom it is in- 
tended is appreciated. 
Organizer Sandy Glenden- 
ning said there is a special 
need this year for gifts of 
clothing and toys for 
newborn babies. 
The Terrace and District 
Credit Union is also accep- 
ting monetary and canned 
food donations for the Salva- 
tion Army hamper program. 
They can be dropped off at 
the credit union, on Lazelle 
Ave., during its regular 
business hours. 
Manager Dennis Brewer., Li~ 
said donations of food and t 
ca~ne~ego ~ will ~ ac- .... 
ce. te l° ml e.a th'  
mOntlt~ ~g~ ,~~ :~,, ~.,~, ,~. 
i 
.,fourBlaz i ogca I • 
TERRACE - -  A fire which is 
believed to have started on or 
near an electric stove consumed 
a four-plex between The Motel 
and Riverside Park Dec. 12. 
No one was injured in the 
blaze which started just before 1 
p.m. that date, says fire chief 
Bob Beckett. 
The fire took off rapidly once 
it reached the tar roof of the 
four-plex, he said. 
Beckett estimated replace- 
ment value of  the four-plex at 
$135,000. 
The fire has resulted in 
several relief efforts to help 
those burned out. 
A private ffort resulted in 
donations of clothes, towels and 
shoes while the legion auxiliary 
will be helpi~ one of its 
members whc lived in the four- 
plex. 
The fire is one of several to 
occur in the city in the past 
several weeks. 
A mobile home f'ure at the 
North Kalum Trailer Court 
recently heavily damaged the 
residence. The mobile home 
wasn't insured. 
As well, an electrical fire 
heavily damaged a freight ruck 
Dec. 4 on the 4900-block of 
Halliwell. 
In one of his last acts before 
retiring, former fire chief Cliff 
Best said the mobile home fire 
should be a strong reminder to- 
everyone to be careful during 
the holiday season. 
The fire chief said a green tree 
that isn't losing its needles 
should be chosen. It should also 
have sufficient supply of water 
in the stand. 
Christmas tree lights should 
be approved, and lights should 
be turned off as much as possi- 
ble - -  particularly at night or 
when the house is empty. 
B p t  said the tree should he 
~pla~ed so it does not block exits 
or  fire escape routes. 
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FIREFIGHTER LEANS into the pressure of a fire hose as two others provide anchors while fighting 
a fire on Marsh Crescent near The Motel Dec. ].2. There were no injuries. The blaze destroyed a 
four-plex that has an estimated replacement value of $135,000, 
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Edouard Crodoeur l 
Not so long ago the job of being a con- 
servation officer seemed relatively un- 
complicated. The main task was policing 
hunting regulations. But things have 
changed greatly. Conservation officers 
are now administrators and environmen- 
tal policemen in addition to making sure 
people only shoot the right animal in the 
right season. 
Yet as complicated as the job has 
become, the number of  conservation of- 
ricers falls behind what is needed. Every 
new logging road opens up a new area of 
hunting. Increased industrial activity in 
the north creates new work. Every new 
regulation for enforcement adds to the 
work load. 
In Terrace there are two conservation 
officers. They cover a large territory. It's 
fairly widely known that two isn't 
enough. The single matter of policing the 
Plug that hole 
new fishing regulations on the Skeena 
River and its tributaries is more than 
enough work for the two officers already 
here. 
Beginning two years ago the provincial 
government made much of its commit- 
ment to increasing the strength of its 
conservation officer section. There were 
more people hired in other environment 
sections that are part of the regulatory 
process but not much happened in this 
area in terms of putting more bodies in 
the field. 
And now one officer is being ffansfer- 
red. The vacant position seems to be 
caught in the spending squeeze recently 
imposed by the province. Former en- 
viromnent minister John Reynolds said 
he would make sure the position here is 
filled quickly. Let's hope he left a note 
about that on the desk of his successor. 
Dave strikes again 
That statement may not win Mr. 
Parker much support but it does make 
sense. It's a variation of the old joke 
about a servant rushing in to the king's 
court. "Sire, the peasants are 
revoltingI" says the servant. "They cer- 
The one charming thing about Skeena 
MLA Dave Parker is that he says what 
he thinks. Unlike other politicians who 
spew pablum or who make pro- 
nouncements as difficult to pin down as 
stepping on jell., Mr. Parker boldly yen- 
~t~res[orth,  . . . . . . .  ,, .. : .. ta in lyare,"  replies the k ing . . . .  i , .  :.:., 
~.W<Rnesslhis comments ' lastWeek on ,~, .  ..... ,~i.,.,, /-.:": ..... L ... : .  
,.."':.. ~-, . . . .  ~." . ' . .  ' ' .  what  a numoer Ot ~ocreds T6tget"is :local AM raolo,  the  suojec~ was the on 
that politics is a matter o f  rhythm. again,of f  again rebell ion within the 
Things change. So what if cabinet 
ministers quit. Turnover is a natural 
aspect of any occupation. So what if the 
Premier takes a thrashing now and 
again. It comes with the job. 
Socreds should remember that they 
elected the Premier as leader in the first 
place. He's their guy whether they like it 
or not. You pay your money and take 
your chances. It's simple. Just like Mr. 
Parker says. 
Social Credit party against Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm. 
When asked for his opinion, Mr. 
Parker said it was time for all good 
Socred members to back the govern- 
ment. Those against the Premier, Mr. 
Parker continued, were from constituen- 
cies that have failed to elect Socredsto 
the legislature. So why, Mr. Parker add- 
ed, should the party listen to a "bunch 
of losers?" 
Domestic chairman 
Whether it 's baby's gh 
highchalr, Mom's rocker, or 
father's recliner, deciding when Throu  
tO reupholster someone's IS  I 1 1 = ~ I  f 
favourite chair means weighing B l fo~ 
considerations as crucial and byC lc IudOHo~lndook l l~ l l l i l~  ~, /  
complex as Vander Zalm calling 
a provincial election. Often 
Lner table. A favourite spot for 
TV  watching, Leaving only a 
dent in the living room carpet 
can  disorient a family member. 
Besides the ,practical con- 
s iderat ions-  first winning the 
6/49 to offset he cost, catching 
• the upholsterer with a gap in his 
father is less amenable to 
change than a baby cutting 
teeth. 
Generally, reupholstering is 
elective surgery. For unless fur- 
niture sustains sudden major 
damage such as a broken spring 
when Morn stands on the sofa 
to :hang draperies, or a cracked 
structural board when a teen 
party grows out of hand, 
• upholstery deteriorates so 
gradually as to be almost im- 
perceptible if seen dally. 
• The decision to reupholster is 
often triggered by one of several 
i events. You are expecting 
visitors whom you hope to im- 
press. You're changing the 
room's entire color scheme; or 
thelchalr' s springs have become 
; So misshapen your home owner 
insurance policy has a specific 
clause requiring the chair to be 
Secured by a seat belt. 
In most families, everyone 
has a stall. A bed of one's own. 
An accustomed place at the din. 
calendar, and arranging for 
trucking -- there's a crux of 
substitute seating while repairs 
are underway. 
If Dad's a sports nut, his 
chair must be available to him 
particularly during finals of 
team sports, from hockey, foot- 
ball, and baseball to bowling, 
swimming, and relay racing. 
If Pop catches every site.m, 
Road to Avonlea, or WWF 
wrestling, upholstering will 
have to wait for re-run season. 
Fortunately that's a short walt. 
To cause father the least 
trauma, spirit the chair off to an 
upholsterer's shop well across 
town. That way father will have 
to endure only a swift amputa- 
tion from his'habitual support. 
He'll be happier not knowing 
whether the upholsterer is poun- 
ding tacks or baking Christmas 
cookies. 
Repairing his favourite chair 
in his home puts a man through 
agonies imilar to being present 
while his wife is giving birth. He 
will hover solicitously, wincing 
as each tack is pried loose, 
frowning as each spring is re- 
tied. And he'll stil lbe there 
when the chair is finally lifted 
down from the sawhorses and 
set upright upon the floor. 
While he makes do with a 
replacement, turn a blind eye to 
his squirmings and a deaf ear to 
his carpings. He'll celebrate his 
chair's homecoming all the 
more for having been deprived 
of its familiar comfort, however 
briefly. 
Witnessing father's discom- 
fiture as he wrestles to snuggle 
into a chair he's not used to, 
you may be tempted to speed 
the return of his own chair by 
paring the reupholstering job to 
bare essentials. 
Don't be. Better to disturb 
him with one thorough restora- 
tion every seven years than to 
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Make punishment 
fit the offence 
VICTORIA --  A rare breed of 
press release came out of the 
provincial environment 
ministry the other day. Neither 
the list of the province's top 
130 industrial and municipal 
polluters nor the press release 
listing the companies and in- 
dividuals charged under en- 
vironmental legislation con- 
!ained any political rhetoric. 
.:L There was none 0f thelusuall 
ministerial claim to near. ' 
sainthood; there was no men- 
tion of the government's com- 
mitment to turn this province 
into a green paradise within 
the next 48 hours; none of the 
paragraphs ended with the 
familiar press release phrase 
"the minister said." 
Deprived of political direc- 
tion and or pressure - -  Jolln 
Reynolds had resigned from 
his job as environment 
minister two days earlier - -  the 
ministry did the unthinkable: it 
desseminated information 
without political content. 
Unfortunately, the absence 
of political accountability has 
drawbacks. It was impossible 
to get any information out of 
the bureaucracy that Wasn't 
contained in the press releases. 
Nobody knew whether or not 
they should or could release 
any additional information, 
and there was no minister 
reporters could turn to. 
Not that the information the 
ministry released was inconse- 
quential. I assume that no  
company or municipality 
cherishes being named as a top 
industrial polluter. 
' The list of polluters who are 
"harmful or potentially harm- 
ful to the environment" con- 
tains the names of 29 com- 
panies, three municipalities 
and one regional district. 
The district of Chilliwack is 
named for exceeding sewage 
effluent permit limits, and the 
city of Fernie for not ade-  
quately covering its garbage 
dump with soil. 
The Peace River regional 
district was caught not com- 
pacting and covering its gar- 
bage dump often enough, and 
the city of Penti~on is cited 
for exceeding permitted sewage 
From the  ' 
Capital 
effluent flows. 
The ministry's ~ report says .... 
that ChfllivCac~: h~s llired '.d~ :'' ~-'~ 
consultant to mal{e reco~unen~ 
dations to correct the problem. 
Fernie and the Peace River 
regional distdct have not yet 
begun to solve their respective 
problems, but a waste-water 
treatment plant in Penticton, 
jointly financed by the city and 
the province, is nearing com- 
pletion. 
The list also names 97 com- 
panies, corporations, 
municipalities and regional 
districts which are" a pollu- 
tion concern" to the ministry. 
The ministry's reasons for con- 
cern range from B.C. Hydro's 
PCB-contaminated site in Vic- 
toria to inadequate s wage •
discharge facilites Operated by 
the Capital Regional District, 
the Duncan-North Cowichan 
Joint Utilities Board, and the 
town of Gold River. 
Nothing wrong with making 
this list public. Maybe the 
publicity doesn't bother 
municipalities and regional 
districts, but most companies 
are very sensitive to bad 
publicity. And i f  the e~l~ar- 
rassment of making the 
polluter hit parade doesn't 
convince them to clean up 
their act, the environment 
ministry has the option of tak- 
ing them to court. 
In the six-month period 
from April I to September 30, 
the ministry laid 262 charges 
against operations and in- 
dividuals under environment 
legislation. During that same 
period, 105 operations andin, 
dividuals were convicted for 
contrayening environmental 
laws. 
That would be an impressive 
record, provided the fines are 
stiff enough to cause the of- 
fenders ome discomfort. And 
that's where the information 
14u~l"e~S o~ WF.. CouL~ Oil VF.AI~. 
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system seems to breakdown. 
--When I phoned the ministry 
far. On~ person thought that 
this information wasn't public; 
otherwise it would have been 
included in the press release. 
Most others I contacted didn't 
think they have the authority. 
to give me the information I 
wanted. 
A minister could have taken 
care of the matter in no time 
flat, and if he had refused the 
request, I at least would have 
known whom to attack for 
suppressing public informa- 
tion. That's a little more dif- 
ficult when you're dealing with 
public servants. 
sooner .tinter, I'll get the 
information I want. After all, 
it concerns court d'-;+;,,ns and 
they are public. In the mean- 
time, I can only speculate why 
the ministry is so shy about 
releasing details of the convic- 
tions. . . 
Whenever the ministry 
.charges omeone under the : 
British Columbia's en- • ~'~ 
vironmental legislation loit 
makes pointed referMEceto the 
maximum fine which is often 
$1 million. The highest fine 
imposed by a judge to date, 
has been $275,000. / 
The reason the environment 
ministry isn't crowing abodt 
the fines is that they •are m- ! 
barrassingiy low, The courts, 
didn't seem to takelthe matter 
of pollution aS seriously as, for 
example, drunk rdrivingt lind ,~. 
publicizing that ~ fact w0~ld/ ~ 
considerably l~s.~en' the ~ 'aCt  
oftaking polluters tO c~i~i;' ~/ 
On the other hand, k~p~ ~ 
silent aboutit, won't imp~e 
things either, ouLe 'nvR~en.  
tel laws are adequate e;n;l~ o is  
their enforcement.~ N0wl i t~ 
time to make the, punisl~' nt 
fit the crime. . .. ,, 
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Nativeland claims have not The  Gitksan and , . . , . ,  " " 
only kept lawyers and polticlans Wet'suwet'en are now waiting ] : : : : .  : 
busy, they've also inspired a for  a B.C. Supreme Court decb ] , 
number of books, sion over their claim, filed as ] . : .. :: 
And  since the great majority Deigam Uukw versus The ] : ~ : : . . . .  
Of  unresolved claims are within Queen, to 54,000 square ' : , "  ' : .  :. " : :  * .... ' :  : ~ ""  ~ ' 
B.C., a signOqcant number oJ kilometres of  northwest. B.C. 
the'books are about the situa- That!decision is expected early ::: • : ]~, 
: released A ~ Death Feasti in  
DimlahamM about ihe Gitksan 
:and Wet'suwetr'en who live in 
the Hazelto n area,. ~ 
It recounts native stories oJ 
~' the ancient City o f  Dimlahamid, 
i which Oh'~,'exlsted in the 
.i Hazelton arab, in the context ojf 
• a 1989 blockade to prevent Iogg- 
'.ing in areas, claimed by the 
Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en. 
tton in the province, in. the new year. 
Th is  fall, Terry Glavin, a UBC pofitical science pro. 
Vancouver  Sun repor ter  fessor Paul Tennant's book, 
specializing ': m native affairs, • Aborl&inal Peoples and Politics 
is about the history of land 
claims in B.C,, beginning in 
1849. 
Bill Clancey was once the ex- 
ecutive assistant to B.C. 
Premier WIA.C. Bennett. In his 
. The. New Ddthinibn o f  BHtish 
• Columbia, Clancey says there is 
a place for natives in a B.C. that 
is separate from the rest'oJ 
Canada. 
The coming fall 
of Dimlahamid 
By TERRY GLAVIN 
Delgam Uukw would be 
there, but it would not be the 
i Delgam Uukw who stood beside 
Oisday Wa when the chiefs first 
filed their statement ofclaim in 
the Smithers court registry on 
Oct~'23, 1984. 
Back then, Delgam Uukw 
was Albert Tait. By .the time 
Delgainl Uukw arrived in the 
smithers courthouse for the 
ol~ning of the trail in May 
1987, Deglam Uukw was Kenny 
Muldoe.: When closing 
arguments got underway in the 
same Alfred Ave. courthouse in
the spring of 1990, the ascen- 
dancy was about o pass again. 
• on April 8, while the lawyers 
summarized their respective 
cases, Muldoe was dead, and his 
body was being carried in a long 
procession of cars and pickup 
trucks and four-by-fours back 
to Kispiox for the beginning of 
the round of feasts that would 
conclude with a new Delgam 
Uukw. The chiefs wou!d~ call 
h',,m~.;b.Y ;hJ~ b,a,b.Y:~nam, e,,aP~ ~- 
vite4heir peers~to his cremation. 
Whatever happened in the 
court case, the constantly circl- 
ing whirlpool of Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet,en ames would 
curry on.  Life for some people 
in l ~i the  Gitksan and 
Wet'suwvt'en territories would 
continue to proceed in the 
western, linear fashion. 
• BUt for the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en, time would also 
continue to move in cycles. 
Maybe even long after people 
had forgotten what the Supreme 
Court of Canada was, the peo- 
ple in these mountains would 
know Delgam Uukw, Mas Gak, 
Wii~ Seeks, 'Noola, Sgenna, 
Yagosip, Wit Muugaisxw, 
Haa'Lsw and the others• 
The. roadblocks that came 
down would come up again, 
and~by the final days of July 
1990, during the time of a par- 
tial eclipse of the sun in B.C.'s 
vast northwest, there were 
blockades and highway check- 
points at Gitwangah, Kispiox 
and Moricetown. • 
Ottawa's comprehensive 
claimsl policy would come and 
go. B.C.'s refusal to negotiate 
land claims settlements would MORICETOWN THIS past summer was the scene of just one of several blockades put up by the 
one day go, too. .. Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en. The blockades appeared after Oka and concentrated on stopping logging 
Dimlahamid rises and fails. It trucks and handing out information to motorists. 
was a very real place in linear 
time, but it was clearly about 
much more than that. 
The first mistake was to use 
the stomach of a bear as a toy. 
The first warning was a feather 
than fell from the sky. The first 
punishment was the dismember- 
ment of the peopl e of the city. 
Then they are forgiven, and 
made whole again. 
Again, the people are 
careless. They abuse the 
animals, offend the mountain 
goats. Strange visitors arrive on 
the outskirts of the city, they 
lea~)the,l~..ople~.t9~a~ feast on 
sues~ ;One o~the:goats ~spares 
one: of the young, goat hunters, 
and he returns with a new cove- 
nant. Dimlahamid is reborn. 
The next punishment begins 
with the rain. It fills the streets 
of the city, and only those who 
have remembered the sky peo- 
ple's instructions are save. Their 
houses become like ships, and 
when the waters subside, the 
people rebuild Dimlahamid. 
Then comes the Medeek, the 
vengeance of the trout spirits 
who were offended when the 
women made headdresses from 
their.bones at the Lake of the 
Summer Pavi l ions. The 
Medeek, like a great bear, arises 
from the waters of the lake and 
a terrible war follws. The bear is 
at last driven off, and it returns 
to the bottom of the lake. 
Then there is the great 
Again, the people are careless. They abuse the 
animals, offend the mountain goats. Strange 
visitors arrive on the outskirts of the city, they lead 
the people to a feast, on Stegyawden, and a 
massacre ensues. 
Mas Gak Don Ryan 
snowfall, provoked by a 
diplomatic affront to the na- 
tions of salmon. 
The final dispersal and the 
last of the great migrations 
begin when 'Noola, the last 
chief to leave Dimlahamid, 
finds Kwiskwas at the edge of 
the smokehole of his' house. 
I remembered the early days 
of the Suskwa blockade, after it 
had been moved out closer to 
the bridge, when Mas Gak talk- 
ed about Dimlahamid. People 
just couldn't sustain such big in- 
frastructures and bureaucracies. 
But it had been there, with one 
end somewhere near the Suskwa 
camp and the other end several 
miles away somewhere down by 
Gitsegukla. Maybe two glacia- 
tion periods ago. 
"One of the greatest crimes is 
the extinction of these great 
species that have evolved here, 
like the fish. We try to develop 
these exotic species, and we do 
• the same thing with forestry." 
The fact that people hadn't "The ministry .of  forests 
found it Was agood thing, Mas.. doesn't have the knowledge or 
Gak had said~o6'b'dy  i~d~ t tffd autho~ty. So we r~ ~ing to, 
how oldit really wasfor what it ~,~ decentralize thin~,,~? "~P'~ho|e: 
really meant. But:it was ad-  
~justing to life after 
Dimlahamaid that was in- 
teresting, returning to the house 
territories, becoming part of the 
spiritual andscape. That's what 
really matters. 
What it meant for Mas Gak 
was a lesson, and among many 
othe things, the lesson was that 
the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
don't need to tolerate institu- 
tions that deny them their 
rightful power. 
He was sitting beside the bir- 
chpole tripod at the roadblock 
fire, carving a circle in the 
ground between his hoots. The 
sun was out. 
So that's what's happening," 
he said. "That's what it is." 
He carved a second circle 
around the first. 
bureaucracy is going to change. 
The unions, work, everything." 
"We're seeing that here. We 
have seasonal type of employ- 
ment, different professions, 
multi-professionai people. It's a 
slow decline. Modem states are 
on the decline." 
"Dimlahamid is a physical 
thing, but it didn't occur just 
once or twice. The constant 
thing that goes through it for us 
is the clan system. That's the 
ongoing tension throughout our 
history. So there's a second or a 
third or a fourth Dimlahamid, 
happening right now." 
"It's happening right now." 
A Death Feast in Dimlahamid 
by Terry Glavin is published in 
Vancouver by New Star Books. 






For most British Colum- 
bians, the issue of native land 
claims appears as large 
headlines in newspapers' and 
glaring scenes of blockades 
on television. 
University of British Col- 
umbia political science pro- 
fessor Paul Tennant's 
Aboriginal Peoples and 
Politics changes that by trac- 
ing the history of land claims 
in B.C. 
"The Indian land question 
is as old as British Columbia 
itself. The question remains 
as critical as it has ever been, 
and it is today more con- 
troversiai than it has been for 
over a century," says Ten- 
nant in a preface to the book. 
Tennant begins in the mid- 
dle of the last century, wfih 
the arrival of the British and 
the establishment by them of 
colonial.government. 
James Douglas, at first the 
Hudson Bay Company chief 
factor for Vancouver Island 
and then the governor of the 
colony of Vancouver Island, 
signed treaties and bought 
land from the natives. 
This process was only par-' 
tinily completed, says Ten- 
hunt, and never started on 
the mainland when colonial 
government there took hold.' 
It was this failure, Tennant 
continues, that has lead to 
the situation in B.C. today. 
He explainst i~t h~ou~i~t~| 
documents and tlie h i~t9~ | 
:record that~ pfbvinci~-~i3b.~ffcy [ 
toward native claims upto  '| 
1990 remained the same as it | 
was in the past century. I 
Tennant also provides an 
interesting history of the 
myriad of native organiza- 
tions formed to promote 
their cause of land claims. 
That in itself is just cause 
for reading the book for it 
demonstrates that whites in 
B.C. aren't alone in their 
habit of creating a colourful 
and confusing system of 
politics. 
Aboriginal Peoples and 
Politics is published by the 
University of British Colum- 
bia Press. It's now in its se- 
cond printing and is available 
in local bookstores. 
There's a place for natives in "New" B.C. 
• •During the second ecade of 
his administration, i  the mid to 
late),1960s, Premier W.A.C. 
Bennett and his municipal af- 
fairs, minister,, Dan Campbell, 
proposed the setting up of local 
goye.r~nments by and for the In, 
finns,themselves. 
In.leffect these would have 
beefi.i'indian municipalities, run 
by Indian administrators elected 
by indian residents. It was the 
first'lime recognition by any 
leve!','bf government, anywhere 
m Canada of Indians' right to 
govef/~' themselves within the 
frmeW0rk of the larger provin- 
Cial'~d federal structures, 
; Tli~ proposal was never 
reallzdd, possibly because) as 
some:snggested at the time, the 
Indians were not ready or were 
i .... . 
, ;o  .~  
settled, but no one has sug- 
gested yet that Indians who 
semblance of validity for pur- 
poses of purely philosophical 
discussion. 
But that's as far as it goes, or 
should go. The same white men 
not only improved and 
cultivated and developed those 
lands and their resources, but 
returned much to Indians in the 
form of roads, schools, 
hospitals and social benefits 
which, in many cases, outstrip 
those extended to other Cana- 
dians and British Columbians. 
The land claims issue is an ex- 
ample of first and Second class 
citizen proposition. However, 
the Indians reap the benefit 
since all productive Canadian 
taxpayers foot the bill for legal 
and court costs of claims cases 
as well as for the high costs of 
As an aside, the average 
hourly rate paid to lawyers 
working on such cases inciden- 
t/qly is $125 or $150, so may be 
it is not just the Indians who are 
to blame. 
Another farcical aspect of 
land claim cases is that Indian 
land claimants are not deman- 
roads or halting development 
projects and logging operations 
without being held financially 
responsible for their actions. 
The illegal activites are usual- 
ly disguised under the label of 
"protecting traditional Indian 
lands", or "protecting the en- 
vironment", but can best be 
Stripped of all the bureaucratic gobbledygook 
and deliberately confusing legalese, having the best 
of both worlds is precisely what land claims cases 
boil down to. 
ding compensation based on 
what he lands were originally 
worth, but on their present day 
worth and potential. 
Most of the land claimed by 
described as media attention- 
getting ploys. 
In many such cases the 
businesses or industries involv- 
ed are very much aware of en- 
unwilling to shoulder such receive lands should lose their the Department of Indian Af- Indians in these cases is today vironmentai considerations, 
res~nsibilities.' i special status and become or- fairs, worth many, many times what i t  and governments at all levels are 
~H~ever ,  perhaps there was dina~y citizens like the rest of .  It rmight well be described as was when non-lndians first developing stringent laws gover- 
~0[her'reas0n~whch ha s show n us• : i paying the fox to raid the came to develop and build on it. ning such matters, 
~tse~.~y iiiree.entyears. Land i S t r ipped  . o f  ~ a l l  the i,i'chicken coop. These legal costs Where is the compensation ~ . . . . .  
clal~i~!,.~. ~ii.~. ,i:,~ r ' i l bureaucratic gobbledygookand !iiwili c6ntinue to mount at our for those• who improved the .Furthermore, not all Indians 
: T~i~'l~dians: filay ~have 'lost deliberately Confusing:legalese; i expense:: ". r land? I t  wpuld seem some In- are in tune with somewho purp 
soni~!~attles, but "they, are still having the best of both worlds i s  In British Columbia, for ex- dians have learned to bargain port to  speak for their tribal 
out:itplwin!the w~.Those who precisely whatland claims cases ample, :when the Gitksan and welll brethren, as many are workers 
rea/diiithus,, . : make~the, . , . -  ,P°int, bolldOwnto. • : !  Wet'suwet,en launched their Added to the cost burden on employed in .productive nter- 
i.Why have: l~U~:~ of the cake ThePoint upon which Indian, :land:claim~test case before the taxpayers for underwriting land prises. 
wh nyou could~'.with t e f'man- land clalms~ proponents,iland ;B.C, SU~:reme Court, the  claims:~es are the additional . the nraamatists 
:danl~ ¢i o f  those you'd take it their,hired, legal and p01it[ca/ federal ~' ~J~rnment at aside Costs t0individual businessmen, amono the Indian . ,~"  the,, 
:fro~i~have ,the ~hole damned guns base thdr~ argument (that! $4.75 million of our money to  workers ,.and other, tax pa..yerq, recognise the necessity as wellas 
.:~.~,, .~: i:~i:i:,~,: .: ~ the white men tOOK away their ?: heln, nay r,,, Ioo,! work and when roman groups rake illegal the inevitability of resource 
~.::,~:ia ~ ' "~d~ ~vebeen , , lands) may, .have ~:solne~iilies~¢rh": ..~. ,~e- ,, act[o~sr~: such as blockading development an~d the buildint 
of towns and cities. 
Often they are referred to by 
others of their race as "apple 
Indians" - -  red on the outside 
and white underneath -- an un- 
fair designation. 
Therein lies the hub of the 
whole Indian issue. Those who 
are prepared to strive for that 
"good life" in a Dominion of 
British Columbia will be extend- 
ed all the courtesies, help and 
benefits they deserve, together 
with the chance to compete for 
their fair share of the "good 
life" being worked for by other 
British Columbians. 
In the Dominion of British 
Columbia, Indians would be ac- 
corded all the benefits: of full 
citizenship and be required to 
shoulder all its attendant 
responsibilities, in exactly the 
same manner as all other British 
Columbians. No more and no 
less. 
" If native people wished to 
maintain aseparate and distinct 
society within a Dominion of 
British Columbia, the Bennett: 
Campbell plan could possible be 
revived to accommodate tho~ 
wishing to go that route. ~ :ii 
The New Dominion of  Britbh 
Columbia, subtitled "'Goodbye 
Canada' ; is  published ins0ft: : 
cover by Melinda HoldingsLtdi •
'in Vancouver. ~ .:.::. : :i!:i : 
. . . .  L" 
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TERRACE-  A company 
which wants to build a $310 
mil!ion pulp and paper mill near 
Meziadin is makirig two changes 
to a document:it has to submit 
as part of the provincial govern- 
ment approval process. 
Orenda Forest Products vice 
president Frank Foster said last 
week that a preliminary review 
of the document containing in- 
formation about its plans was 
well received from the provin- 
cial government. 
But  what is needed is addi- 
tionai information on transpor- 
tation of goods and material 
and on the site the company has 
selected, he said. 
"We're trying to get it done 
before Christmas," said Foster. 
When accepted, the docu- 
ment becomes the company's 
prospectus for the development. 
That's the start ~f the provin- 
cial approval process and is 
followed up by more detailed 
studies and plans. 
The prospectus i distributed 
to  various groups and is 
available to the public for com- 
ment. 
Any comments are to be in- 
cluded in later submissions by 
Orenda. 
Foster said the issue of site 
selection is a difficult one to ex- 
plain because of the many fac- 
tors involved. 
t t~The.~te, south of Meziadin, 
i was chosen as the best one after 
i wfiat~F°'ster called a "blend" of 
factors  ranging from en- 
vironmental considerations to 
proximity to fibre to power sup- 
ply were examined. 
i Orenda's plan is for a chemi- 
pressurized mill that grinds 
whole pulp logs between large 
ceramic rollers to create fibre. 
The  company says it'll use 
hydrogen peroxide as a 
bleaching agent and not 
chlorine commonly associated 
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HOURS: 
Monday 
, to Saturday 
7 a,m, - 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday & 
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8 a.m. - 3 p,m, 
ROOD FAMILY DINING AT 
, REASONABLE PRICES.-• 
' ~' 4 ~L ~0 U a'~nr~ impaired after even one ":~[i/~ii:! 
drink, So why take the chance on ~ |l  ~1:: "' 
belngchargedwfthacdminaloflence? ~ ~ 
• After all, you're the one who has to ~ .. 
_ _  draw the line. 
~nada's sav ng place 
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~' INCLUDES ALL SALE ~ ] ~  06, 26, 26 
MERCHANDISE IN THE 
ENTIRE SELECTION OF CHRISTMAS 
TREES, UGHTS, DECORATIONS, 
CARDS, WRAP, PARTY GOODS, 
CANDY, GROCERIES INCLUDING 
GIFT BASKETS & MORE1 
z.,,,.__ . ._ .~..  n~nt 03, 09, 10, 16, 50 
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ALL OUR ENTIRE 
SELECTION OF 
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Marked Dept. 37 
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Marked Dept. 1 r __... 
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rf'~, VIDEO TAPES 
AND LATEST MIOVIE S
Marked Dept. 
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export logging limlts, 
Id help troubled ~r ~  '"+COU ' i  
-+ 
+3"EBRACE - -  A financially. 
• :i:trodbled :logging and sawmill 
company: in Prince Rupert 
~'stands to benefit from new 
government regulations on the 
:exportof  whole logs. 
~:~ Wedeene River Contracting 
>:Ltd.,~ which has the only 
~sawmill!:~n the north coast, 
:!~vent :iii~6:receivership the end 
:of September. 
~:! At the time, ~ company of. 
ificials said government refusal 
!to~ail0w it to export cut 
/rev~nues it ~d to subsidize its ,, ~,,~;, 
mtlJ and cad~E~cl losses. 
~:;,i But that could change Feb. 1, 
/i991 whennew government ex- 
~port reguiations come into 
place. 
:: The new regulations under a 
provincial cabinet order-in- 
~¢ouqcil Will + allow logging com- 
panies 0n:the north coast o ex- 
port up to 20,000 cubic metres 
of whole logs a year for two 
years. 
That's four times the amount 
flogging companies can now ex- 
.port under an existing order-in- 
council. 
And there's a change from 
the old order to the new one in 
what kindof companies can ap, 
ply for export permits. 
The old order said a company 
could export only if it "does not 
directly or indirectly own (a) 
timber manufacturing facility 
| ,  
The new order changes that 
to a:company which "does not 
directly or indirectly operate a
timber manufacturing facility 
i ,  
This change, said forest ser- 
vice official Verne Strain last 
week, is meant for Wedeene as a 
way of supplying income to help 
it become more financially 
stable. 
"Itas a chance for Wedeene to 
bring its debt load down and for 
it to do something," said 
Strain. 
This change follows a 
November statement from pro- 
deene officials said the com- 
• pany was exporting until earlier 
this year when government 
regulations ch~mged. 
That export consisted of logs 
of more than 30 inches in 
diameter, a size too big for We- 
deene to cut at its mill. 
vincial forests minister Claude 
Richmond in which he turned 
down a Wedeene request for 
specific permission to export 
and for financial help in restruc- 
turing its debts. 
But Richmond did say he 
would give Wedeene a two-year 
At the time of receivership in 
September and last month when 
Wedeene said it will close its 
mill, company officialsi~Kelly 
and Clayton Williams said ex- 
port revenue helped pay for the 
costs of logging and helped buy 
smaller logs from other corn- 
Company officials have said they want permission 
to export logs they can't cut for one year. That'//pro- 
vide revenue to buy other logs they can run through 
the mill and to stabilize its financial situation. 
exemption - -  the time period 
matches that of export provi- 
sions in the new order-in- 
council - -  from the obligation it
has to operate a sawmill. 
That obligation was a condi- 
tion of Wedeene receiving a 
forest licence to cut 172,000 
cubic metres of wood a year on 
the north coast. 
As well, Richmond said that 
while Wedeene wouldn't receive 
special export concessions, it 
would be able to take advantage 
of government regulations 
• available to other logging com- 
p.anies. 
The 20,000 cubic metres c0m- 
panies can export under the new 
order-in-council is approx- 
imately the same amount We- 
panies to run through its mill. 
Although Wedeene does have 
a forest licence, the amount of 
smaller logs it cut wasn't suffi- 
cient to provide a profit and so 
it needed to purchase additional 
wood. 
Kelly and Clayton Williams 
also said they had perhaps built 
the wrong kind of mill for the 
north coast and that they 
couldn't trust government 
policy decisions. 
And, they said they only 
wanted permission to export for 
one year to clear up some debts, 
seek an equity partner and help 
provide money to put in equip- 
ment so they could mill the large 
logs. 
Company receiver Colin 
Rogers said lastweek there has 
been no determination from the 
creditors yet to sell the mill. 
He said that while export 
revenues could help, the com- 
pany suffers from a very large 
debt load and a lack of a secure 
wood supply to provide a pro- 
fit. 
"Our objective is to make 
money at logging and to look 
for potential purchasers," said 
Rogers. 
He estimated that equipment 
to mill large logs would cost bet- 
ween $3 and $4 million and that 
export revenues alone couldn't 
provide enough for that invest- 
ment and to satisfy the other 
debts. 
The company owes more than 
$15 million to creditors, chiefly 
the Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce and the federal 
government's Federal Business 
Development Bank, back stum- 
page to the provincial govern- 
ment and money to a provincial 
crown corporation from which 
it bought land at Prince Rupert 
for its mill site. 
Wedeene opened its sawmill 
in 1988, five years after receiv- 
ing its forest ficence. 
The company started as a log- 
ging venture in the Terrace area 
under the ownership of John 
Williams, father to Kelly and 
C.layton. It employs about 150 
people in its logging and mill 
operation. 
The company estimates its 
ecopomic impact o Terrace last 
year was $4.3 million based on 
employees living here and on 
purchases of goods and ser- 
vices. 
i FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21 ONLY! STORES OPEN 'TiL 11:00 pm 
SORRY, NO RAINCHECKS DURING THIS EVENT 
SHOP FROM THESE OUTSTANDING BUYS, PLUS MANY MORE IN-STORE 'BLUE UGH'r' SPECIALS 
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LADIES' SLEEPWEAR 
Soft brushed gowns in 
acetate/nylon blends, some with 
embroidery trim. Reg. $12.96 
s5es 
• 1/2 PRICE 
i SAVE 50% OFF OUR REG. ,, - ] 
! i PRICES ON ALL CHRISTMAS CARDS! 
:~i:•! +¸:, • 
30% OFF 
I!SAVE 30%, OFF OUR REG. 
~:  ~;i:~ 
:~::~ :~-:~,:.: PRICE ON ALL IN-STOCK 
~ CEILING FANS 
I 
~ 9:00 - 10:00 pare. 
CHIPS 
i~260g Asst Flavours 
SAVE 60% OFF OUR 
REG. PRICES ON ALL IN-STOCK 
GIFTWRAP! 
1/2 PRICE 
SAVE 50% OFF OUR REG. 
PRICES ON ALL MITTS 
; AND GLOVES! 
6 PC. CORNING 
coo w,.  s17.  
SET Reg. $25.97 
10:00 - 11:00 P.M. 
+ SPECIAL 
Coke, Dlot Coke, 
Limit 6 Sprite, Diet Sprite 
Canadats saving p lo~ 
p+-.,-~ 
M<::zs fe~cmd . 
Sorry No Rain©hacks. 
. 
Limit 1 2 6 9 ~  
CHRISTMAS HOURS: 
Man, ,Sql. Q a.m.-11 p.m. 
Sunday 10 a,m.. 6 p.m. 
II I. I I I  
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~ ~  Grand Am 
=14,995 
1990 Chev 4X4 ~ ~  i 
Pickup ~ ~ i  
.oo 9o5,o ..... " - i /  
1 ~ ~ 9 9 0  c"hev Van" 
I , :_~+:_ ~ _ NO. 901 
= 2 0 9 9-q 
This is just a sample of some of the 
saving to be had on 1990 inventory 
still in stock Prices in effect until Dec. 31/90 
The year is coming to an end and so are the great savings of 
10.9% financing and up to r '~  TIME MAGAZINE 
$1,ooo cash back. Ask one of ~ QUALITY DEALER 
our sales consultants for details AWARD WINNER 
GET MUGGED 
FREE thermal 




any test drive! 
So come on in to McEwan GM 
and pickup~on:t:his:offer that'~s 
g u a ra'~(~ d~ ~t0 'k~p 'y  ou w~Fi~ +? 
all winter long. 
Offer expires December 31/90 or while quantities fast 
McEwan's Weekly 
Special 
1984 Olds Cutlass Supreme 
* 2 door =6995o  • Front wheel drive ( • V6 w/automatic 
transmission 
* Fully loaded 
BLOW OUT PRICE 
1986 HYUNDAI 
EXCEL GLS 
55,000 ~,  5 door 
~hback, clean car 
$5,95000 
87 CAVALIER STN, 
WAGON 
T'dt steering, ~ ciss., auto 
b l~,  great family car 
$6,99500 
89 GMC SHORT.BOX 
4 X 4"P/U 
Com~te Otcuml etrocts pkg. 
Slsmt SLE pkg., 350 autO. step 
sl@, olalt spat ruck 
$19,99500 
88 BUICK SKYLARK 
LIMITED 
4 d~', sedan, lilt & cruise, pwr, 
locks & windows. 23L quad 4 
auto• trans. Good Iookln 0car 
*13,995 °° 
88 ISUZU I.MARK 
Turbo model. 4 dr+ sedan, m/lm 
cass. wleq., alum. wheels, low 
kms, 50,000 kms of factory war, 
ranly, lsuzu is a division of GM 
M0t0fs Ca~da 
=9,995 o° 
88 CHEV ASTRO 
VAN 
8 pass., fully loaded, only 
24,000 kms. Red/sliver 
s20,995 °° 
1990 FORD RANGEF 
4 X 4 STX PKG. 
5 sN,, am/ira cm., tilt & 




2 dr. coupe, sic COCO., t~lt & 
cruise, pwr, min~ & locks. 
34,000 kn~ 
;10,995 o° 
85 FORD BRONCO I 
4X4 
New tires, 5 slxl. trans. 
groat coalition 
=9,975 o° 
Great Selection of New and Used Vehicles 
10% Flnsncingo.A.c. or Up to $1,000 Cash 
Back Still in Effect 
l McEwan • Please Call Collect : 
Terrace 635-4941 
"The Bright SpOt on Highway 16W" 
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When "you d rin'k.,and', 
drive any road could ! 
lead to a D'EAD END '] 
. . . . .  DRINKING DRIVING CounterAttack begins December 8, 1990 D.W'I. CHARGES ' 
and ends January 3, 1991. Driving while Impaired is a ..- 
S T A T I S T I C S :  i criminal offence, but the best reason for not drinking and drlv- AND CONVICTIONS 
. : i .  :, ' i no  is to protect all the others using B.C. roads. Every drink . . . .  
In an average year ill B .C . ,  Ing driver puts everyone at dsk. , ; -  Upon conviction for a first ()fiance (summary c0nvlction), you will~ 
• lose .your ddv ng pdvlleges for one year and could be fined up to 
is the cause of about: . , , . : Call the police when you see a drinking driver, It is the : $2,000. You could also be jailed for up to 6 months. If the Crown 
• 4500 property damage ~accidents i i responsible thing t0 do. ~.~ : i proceeds on an indictable offence, the maximum jail term . i s .  
5 years. 
3500 personal Injury acc idents  - A second conviction carries in addition a mandatory jail sen- . 
200 fatal accidents , . 1988 ALCOHOL RELATED ACCIDENTS tenceof 14 days to orie year~, if the Crown proceeds on an l~lctable ' 
BY DAY OF WEEK : offence; the maximum jail term Is 5 years. 
in wh ich :  ~ An Impaired Driving Causing Bodily Harm conviction carries a 
. . . . .  maximum 10 year jail sentence and up to 10 years pro- 
5700 people are in jured .h lb l t ion  from driving. ~ 
215 people are killed • An Impaired Driving Causing Death conviction carries a maximum 
:/,~::i: i j;zil term of 14 years and up to 10 years prohibition from 
From January 1990 to November 1990 • driving. ' • 
i .  Any of these convictions results In a permanent criminal record, which • 
' • NUMBER OF ~ ! In turn can affect entrance into some countries and professions. 
in Terrace there were: ACCIDENTS 161 ! Every year In B.C., about 15,000 drivers are charged under the 
216 Driving While Impaired ,~oo. ~ ~ i ~  - • • 985 ~ : ==.. Criminal Code of Canada with Driving While Impaired. In all, about one 
charges lalo = I 739 .,,, ~ ~  : in 20 British Columbian @Ivers has been charged at some time. 
214 24 h",,- " , , " """""" ' "  ~"0°? 6oo '"----  ' ~  One out of every flve crlminal court c~ses heard in edtlsh Columbla is ' 
About  $60 epairing the ~b~u~P:or~ddr~hi0n:edrivers charged are convicted, and 20% ofadmls- 
Hom~,- , , -  a,-~n,= v,,, ,~,-;,~..'n,-, ,~,.; . . . . . . . .  ~, , , ' - - "  I . . . .  " ; sions to B.C. jails stem from these charges. The average jail stay is 50 
, . , , , , ,~ ,~ , . ,v , ,~ ,~y ~,, , , r~,, ,~ u , ,vc ; /o  ~o~.,~u y~u.  : o : : : : : : ' : ' days ' " : 
MeN TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN Over $130 mil l ion  is spent on enforcement, . . . . . . .  : On tie average, it costs the justice system $i,200 to lay a DWI 
court, medical services and other costs, sourcE: MOTOR VEHICLE BRANCH TRAFFIC ACCIDENT STATISTICS charge, resulting in a cost of about $18 million per year. 
.>" 
., . . : . :~ ,  
The follownng communnty=~!:h~d ~usu.nes~es 
• • ~ ~ . , ; '  , .  ,;~:... , ,  ~ , ;~ ,  : .  . .  : . 
and organnzatnons urge you..."PleaSo, ~on't Drin k and Drive!':' 
Have a safe and happy holiday! Please don't drink &drive 
/ 
. I  
A Sobering Thought... 
Don't drink.& drive Please don't drink and drive 
~.- ~, hHng it all logdher~, 
w 
If you drink, please don't drive! 
Make it a safe holiday season 
for everyone! 
~ 1 iS  ~ TIMEMAGAZINE i McEwan / _~ Ir:Jl0u~'~ou~n 
' *"  = I ~m ~ AWARD WINNER 
"The Bright Spot on Hwy, 16" 635-4941 
Play it safe! 
Relax and enjoy the holidays in the 
comfort of your home. Don't drink and drive 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. -~-- 
Since J~53 
4501 LAKELSE AVE,, TERRACE, B,C ,  , PHONE 638-1188 
Keep the road safe for everyone, 
Don't Drink & Drive 
n u  mi l . , l l  i ~ u 
TRANSPOR TA TION 
=..SYSTEMS LTD' -  
TEl" (604) 635-2732 FAX: (604)635-71.97M~MeEROFqJ  
Keep the season "fun" 
Don't drink & drive 
. c0on s urn  
• 4740 Lakelse Avenue, 
• Terrace, B.C., V8G 1R6. 
Havea Safe & Sober 
:Christmas Season 
Terrace Equipment Sales 
4441 Lekelse Ave 
-'quipment • 636-6364 I 
• Enj r oy the. season 
But please ~.:" , • ,  
/ 
/ 
Overwa, tea  Foods  
Skeena Mall ' 635-5950.  
J 
- -  q l, 
HOME OF THE 
. HAVE A HAPPY AND SAFE HOUDAYI 6380066 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 
i 
r.. GREYHOUND 
~ COURIER EXPRESS 
Don't Take Chances ~ 
Take The Bus ~" 
• osr aUSo • ': ] "  r , /  " [ ]  '- 4620Keith ,.' 
• . • . . ,...,~ J .. . . . , ..,~',!::, -,~ 
• ~ S '~ F i~M'B . '  Trucks 
, : .  * .  E==W~MIMi l IB  ~ ~ H w y ~ .  1 T I~ ICQ,  O.C~VSOI  4Vt (SO4) (~,,L411~, . j l  
:~ : Make this holiday season " ~ii i : Don't drink I drive i '~ a happy, and: ~: 
.... safe one 
BUSINESS MACHINES ' ,.]~3: .,.:I NerthernComputer /i., . . . . . . . . . . . .  o.oo"t Or lnk  & Orlvo , , , . ,  ::  
' 630-8565 , ,4627 Lakelse Terrace = 638-0331.., 5400 H~'1 '6  Wis t  ;:. , ' 
d~ 
t 
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Io  . . . . . . . .  PEN CHANNEL 
I READINGS 
I I ~ J f  I AT NIRVANA 
, ! -800-6~3-1441 IL Pho"ll Llm1651i,7776 
~.  ,: : : , :  ~ . . . . . .  , - lU~l i~ i~ • l i# i i  t l l~  l l / , IL i¢ l l l~f  I l l  1~; | "  
: ' , , ,  m : Irace during fire Second 
• ::i: I ! : IMP '  N ~ V V  I '  m ~ • ~ ~ ~ ~  | Le~cy , ,  it is stated;that 
~: : _ , : hway to Prince . ,~ 
,'i , :m~. . .  : '  I I  " I I  I I .  .: • ' was built by  tor _¢r_r m_r i t ,he  armyengioecrs," : ' : : : ' i  ::; . : . ,.:~::~:~: ,ms ]s not true. Canadian 
~ : '~ V ~  l V V ~ ' I ~ I V ~ ~, :' ~: ' '  : :~ : ~: ~ ~L l ctvtlnan contractors built that ' ~:I 
D e~'. Siri:!:::~!: ' , ' .  , " There are more problems for is the anti'poVerty Sode~y!{~; :: : I f i t  shou~ also be •noted ' i' 
". ~neyoungpPopteti~ataredv" the older peoplethan for the It helpsyou' f inda'pl~ and [ that me ~anaaian govern- i ~ 
ing 'on tl~e; street don't have a ,vounuer neonle . tn ,~t vn,, heln fmmlViifiisirv of I ment dia not  move :on i 
proper heine life; i ' Y~ung~People can get placed So~ial'S~c'es andlHo~us]ng. [ overseas consyription•~until : .  
->i What we mean about not in :foster homes or group We'd like to thank.you-very after a rexerenoum, comeen- 
having a proper home life is homes. But, the older people get 
where one og both parents shipped all over the coun2 
dflnk, do drugs or beat on the i tryside " 
children. " • _ : .  . . . . .  For example, the men get 
:::. The parents or tl~ese children !shipped;it0 Prince Rupert, The 
don't set :good examples fo r  women get pl~ced in the Ksan 
:iheir children. • •house here in town. 
. ~ Then,there are the older peo- But, there is one group that iS 
ple that live on the streets, here to help people in trouble. It 
iS, bout recycling 
Dear Sir: :: then'that's good enough for me; 
.. This is in response to the arti- I think it's part of what 
cle (Dec. 12) on the tourism and recycling is all about, anyway. 
economic development conunit' After all, how much money is 
tee's report on recycling in Ter, made filling up a landfill site? 
race. Sincerely, 
:*If all we can hope for is'to Joanne Ratchford 
"save space in our landfill site" Terrace 
and "with luck break even", 
, . . . . .  It's Our 
: BRIGHTEST 
:: Sale Of The Year! 
,o 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
" i , ! . 
U R D E C O R 
.... ........ Terrace Carpet Centre 
, . • .... . '3202 Munroe Street at Hwy.L16 W.TERRACE ~. : 
,:!i,: ::~ 635-2976 '~ ' .  . 
much for~the help.' . . ,  .. '  . : .  
We've had lots of youngpeo- 
pie come up and talk to us 
about heir problems. : ' 
We don't even know half of 
the kidsthat talk to us, But, 
there is nothing we can do, ex- 
cept l i s t~ and listen some 
more. We, d like to help the 
young and older street people 
but we just can't. ~: 
We'd just Hke to see the peo- 
ple get an edueation. ,And to see 
them eat right. We'd like to do 
more than just listen. 
• Yours truly, 
Mr. & Mrs. Myles 
Nisyok, 
Terrace, B.C. 
tire population of Canada 
had been sent out.: 
This gave them theextra 
push they needed. 
The referendum was word- 
ed in a very wishy-washy 
manner. It asked i f  the pre- 
sent method of conscription 
was satisfactory. 
If they would have put in 
in a direct way and asked, 
"Are you in favour of con- 
scription for overseas er- 
vice?", it would have saved a 





B R O u.r  , >' 
~ tMt New Cmll~m Fk  ~ ~. t  M PaONI Rm~d. 0 t NO &1,~t i'd Oai~ I~.k~mt~ Pd~l  I~ne ~dm ~ Rghs I;,l~m~ 
! i i i i i i !  ¸ • 
NO 1~01~41~a~ !' ' i '  Ave, ! No,V~d~32~Stq, , 
' Terrace, B.C. 635.6121 Thomhlll, B.C; 635.4841 
Open 10:00 a,m. to Midnight " Open 10:30 to 9:00 Sun.Thur 
7 Days A Week 10:30- 9:30 Friday & Saturday 
; '4' 
What are you doing on New Years Eve? 
New Year 's  Eve 
Monday, December 31 
Skeena Ballroom 
New Year's Eve Gala Celebration 
Bring in the New Year in traditional style. Enjoy a deluxe Prime 
Rib Dinner with piano stylings by Glenn Fossum and then danc- 
ing till 2:00 a,m. to music by Dan's Musical Varieties. 
Party Favours - Champagne at midnight Late Night Snack 
are all included. Each guest will receive $5.00 in Terrace 
Bucks for future use at the Inn. Many prizes will be given 
away. 
6:30 p.m. - Cocktails 
7:30 p.m. - Deluxe Prime Rib Dinner 
9:00 p.m. - Dancing with music by"Dan's Musical Varieties" 
$60.00 per couple $30.00 single 
Dance Only 
$40.00 per couple $20.00 single 
New Year 's  Eve 
. . . .  Monday, December 31 
.:: : Glgl's Pub 
Go Wild New Year's Eve in Gigi's Pub. Enjoy a ,'Baron of Beef" 
~. Buffet and then dance ti 3:00,a m.~to'themusic of,~ Di~ ~ 
B~k" ,~ , i~: ; .  : :  ;: ~ ":... , ', ~;, , ~ 
7:3Op.m. -- Doors Open ' " ': '.:' ~;: '":~/~':; ~ 
9:00 p.m. - Baron of Beef Buffet 
10:00 p.m. - 3:00 a,m. - Music by the live band "Diamond 
• .  ~;•. : Back" 
$20.00 per person • 
Tickets available at Gigi's Pub or at the front desk of the Ter- 
race Inn. 
"S tay  Out  A l l  N ight"  Deal  
Take in the Skeena Ballroom Gala Celebration and 
then stay in a comfortable room at the Terrace Inn, 
plus receive a super Buffet Brunch on New Year's 
Day. 
The complete package is only $99 .00  per couple. • 
Reserve now for New Year's Eve. Tickets available at 
the Front Desk of the Terrace Inn. 
4551 Grelg, Terrace 635-6630 
k 
IN 1991....DO IT WITH LOGS!! 
:i ' ' • WITH' 
IER ,LOG HOMES LTD. 
42 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS SINCE 1980 
HOMES 
HOMES, CABINS for the lake or ski hill, 
GARDEN :SHEDS, GAZEBOS, beautiful 
LOG TRUSSES...even PICNIC TABLES. 
INVES~ IN YOUR FUTURE:,::,LOG HOMES.; HAVE A 
HIGH RESALE VALUE,;.tOi000 , 
BUSINESSMEN CAN'T BE WRONGll 
, ,  : ,  , 
• 'iL :,':':~i,:: ' :. : . : . . '~  
• :/: ,:~:::,; : :You can contract with us... :::;;:' 
CABINS 
'ROM PREFAB SHELLS ~:~ i:i!:i I !TOTALLY FINISHED 
!~:iiii:FOR MORE INFORMATIOI~ 
!i ICALL PIERRE~:635-7400 . .:~ ;'~~ )r : : 
' : ' : I I J l I I 
: i }  
n 
VITt '~W I : :k l  
III 
/ 
GAZEBOS : I  
I I  
_ _"•2 
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Public fuzzy on schOol 
board role, says chairman ' 
• TERRACE ~ The public needs are out to make political point~, and "what a large organization 
to get a clearer picture of what she said. we have," Cooper added, i , 
the school board ~does, says "There are certai~ functions ) ,'There's also ~i~perception 
board chairman Edna Cooper,. of the school Ostrict hat must that the board is ilzac~ssible to 
• Cooper --  re-elected i~y tl~e be covered in the budget. We many people," she.said, "and 
board to the post of chairman 9t can't eliminate, for  instance, that really!concerns me." 
the b0ard!s Dec. 4 inaugural administration i  order to get "The board should be ac -  
meeting - -  said there are many more teachers. That is not a , cessible to the people, because' 
problems and challenges to be reasonableexpectation." we are their representatives. I f  
tackled, : "Our budget is mainly that's the case, then there's 
Many residents don't realize' payroll and benefits for something wrong," 
the trustees aren't supposed to teachers. We have the second- Cooper said considerable 
have a finger on the smallest : largest payroll in this whole area changes are needed in the ways 
details:of the system, she said. after Alcan," she said. We the school district deals with 
• "We don't have the expertise spend $20 million in this district both residents and teachers. 
for ali thesejobs," Cooper said. on wages and payroll. That "The Year 2000 program ~/~ ~ ~_ , ,a~l  ~ ' J  m - 
';The board is a wide and must be properly adminstered." Edna Cooper  that's coming forward is going ~ ' -  ImP .- I~  ~ ~ ' ! 
d,v~segroup of people chosen Cooper said the city's ad- to be a completely different wpe p ~ l C l ~ l ~ l ~  , 
front the community to oversee ministration goes unchallenged, of the municipality. And yet the. of educational System than we ' )' 
the ;running of our school yet the public: reacts far more perception in the public eye is have now. But we are still work- 
system. :It i s  our bt/siness to critically to the school district's that we do not need an assistant ing in the old ways. We -- the ' : ' "  
monitor the job -- it is not our similar system of administra- secretary-treasurer to deal with teachers, the board and the ad- .... 
business to do the job." tion. ! that amount of money.', ministration --  are not coming : ~/!i 
She : referred' to recent "I don't think they unders- The public doesn't seem to to grips with ways to adjust o 
crificism that no tr(~stee has par. tand what it's all about. We understand the jobs :o f  the what wewi ] ]bedo ing in the  A L L  
ticipated in the contract talks have a budget five times the size trustees, the administrators, future." ..... 
for the past several months. ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~  - j . . . . . . . . . . .  I I . C E R A M I C  " I t  is no more proper for us ~ " 
to negotiate the contract than it 
TRIM roTIDINGS is for us to go into the I t J  ' ] classroom and teach," she said. I[ ! I "Wehave to see to it that it's : : ' 
done in a proper way, but not , . • f '" , ! 
" TILES 
do it ourselves." tt~ 
To immerse the entire board 
in the contract negotiation pro- k.~ 
cess would be counterproduc- ~' 
tire, she said. "We wouldn't J 
have an objective view of it," !~  ~ ~  ~ ] [N STOCK!  Coopersaid. "To b  objective ~: 
and see that there's a balance is ' 
our most important role." 
Teachers' union organizers ( ) 
who call for belt-tightening in " 638  800  !:; ' " 
theschool district's administra- 3 "1 ~ rilE WORLD 
ti°n bee°re budget cuts are i [<°~ ~ i . : !!~ i 
made anywhere lse either don't II , WEEKS Terrace e IS YOURS . I F  ~ ' 
understand the whole picture or ~ ~.  ' :i: 
Teach , "S~¢lal 0freT ,0~ n0t Incl. ¢0st of .xcluMw ~]{° ~YOU " : : -  '~i~-- ers  c,  , 
ready (~, RIGHT PEOPLE...  , > _ _ _ :~  :: 
strike YO ECOR r~ Wherever you move the Welcome . : Wagon hostess is the right person to ; . i :.- . - ' ~1~1~ help you find a place in your new • 
• commun~. , ' ' Ter race  CarperCent re  
p J 
scenar,o . . , . . . , ,  3202 Munroe Street at .wy .  16W, 
ry Queen ,  . . . .  Salutes , i TERRACE ~ School District : ' .: ,'~!- " ' " ~,~" ' '* ~ ~.,~"~i',~ i 88 teachers unanimously ap  , :i::::@<" ,~.~-":~:'~::~.:;'=,:~~ ~:- : .~ ~::, ~'.:: ~:..~::Brenda4.ee-685-2605 ~ ../. ......... .~.~.~-'-' " 635,2978_::~:~..i~. . ,~.~.-:". . . . . .  
, proved a plan last week that stage for  eachers s rike Games ri: ~ ' '  ' '  ;l:~::' 'i " :1 ' ' : ' :~   q . . . . ;  " & ' '' . . . .  ~ t ' " ' ' . . . . .  . . . .  ' ' 
here if a contract settlement 
isn't reached. DalryQueensalutesNorthem THE ULTIMATE CHRISTMAS GIFT 
Terrace District Teachers' B.C. Winter Games volunteer, 
Association (TDTA) president Shondell Myram who is now 
Robert Brown said the plan selling souvenirs in the 
presented by the union's ex- Skeena Mall, She also ean- 
ecutive received 100 per cent vassed for billets last summer. 
support in meetings of teachers She earns a 
in Terrace, Stewart, Kitwanga FREE Single Full Meal Deal " ~  ' 
and the Hazeltons. 
The Dec. 10 vote came as from Dairy Queen. If you 
both sides agreed to resume would like to be a volunteer, 
talks Jan. 11-14. please call 
Brown said the four-phase 635-1991 
plan leading to a strike begins 
now with a public relations 
campaign and "pol it ical  SHONOELL MYRAM Just say "wrap it up" and we will deliver your new car to you Christmas Eve, complete with a big 
action." Souvenir Sales ,, bow. This year give the ultimate gift. 
At phase two, he said local ~ 
teachers would hold rallies, con- - . . ,~  . . . . . .  - Terrace Motors Toyota 
duct a sanctioned strike vote, Z /~.~ ~..~I ~ 
serve 72-hour strike notice, and 4912 Hwy 16 dlr no. 5957 635-6558 
have SchoolDistrict 88 declared ," @ T e r r a c e  Chrysler 
a "hot district." NORTHERN BC~WINTER GAMES 
Rotating walkouts would 
begin at phase three, Brown l iD l~111~i l l r~[~ l~ i  4532 Lakelse Ave. 4916 Hwy 16 dlr no. 5958 635"7187 
said. and phase four would be a --'- 
full strike. 
He said the strongapproval This Christmas Check the Fine Print of loc l eachers ives the
bargaining committee the man- 
date tocarryoutastrikevoteat a~ Northern Computer  ,t, e. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  - - ,4  
Brown said there is no set 
time frame for escalating the 
plan to direct job action, adding ,~ ~,  ....... - . . . . . .  
that the bargaining committee ;~ 
will remain at the initial stage of $429 
the plan at least until talks with PR 9101 5249 
the district resume in mid- " i I60 
January. 9 pin, 192 cps, 80 col 
"It's dynamic -- it's just like PR 2417 :'"" 
negotiations. It's an open-ended " i i  , ,  
kind of fluid thing," Brown 24pin, 192q)s,80c01 
said. "You can't really put : , ' , :  ' ,, f i :  , . 
timelines on when you imple- ' All dot matdx wlntm come complete wlth  500  ahem of  PaW <. :~.,. i ' i ! i  - " ment phase two or phase three 
'% i 
or whatever. It can happen in a 
week, or it can happen in two  L I1U I l= l l  lU  ~' "~ 
months." . . . .  1 
The teachers have been LP,800 :LaserPrint without a contract since July 1. I I r 
Both sides :remain far apart on '~ 
the issue.of Wage increases, as 11=l .~.KO~;~~g'ma~m~i~l~im"  ~ " 
wel l  as:.,~rdOzen$ of  other Idlhmel~0f~04tt,~=l|,ls~lti, l~e, lllPta=detn '/ ..... 
unresoivedi~:!~articles st mming m~Im mll~~i~ , ~  m am mad~ .~ 
from th~old'cbntract.. , ( , ,,, ,, , .  : -  ~:;,,, 
"This iS:the strongest man. A /l<,i~.~ i~ : ~ ~  . ',L ;! 
-date ever Oven a negotiating ILl ~' ~ 13~-51h-,~- li-0"/-B~terSt. !\~:; 
team,', said Frank Rowe, the i ~__~"~ 563.2263 ,~ -426-2775 
union's chief~negotiator. "The ~ ~- -~ Kelow~-- ~ ~ ' / /~  ~ i .  ~'~;!~'::'~" 
board:shouid :now have a Clear ......... - ~ ~_.~ ~ k . .~16 Leon SL " ,~I~A eli ' : !~  " ; " iiii, i 
idea0f/how,our,teachcrs view ' ' ' ;  : ~ ~ ; ; ~  ?~; ;n~3~: / ! :~  } : ; '  .~ : ! 
: theunwg~eSs 'o f theboatd 's  , • ' . . . . . . .  ' A d Q  'i~' I : 
:,egotiator, to get down.:,,to .,-<: :-:.~I ~ ' ~  I ":: " ; " :~<~3~"""  ~,T ,~ , ~: 
': ~)eml ,  tl i i  m)o  " It' ,b ` ~ "' ° '" ~ >; ,:~rtous business at the bar"~. .  I , I ' . . . . . . . .  '":':~!~; :'"::~' ': . . . .  :~;'~ " : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  " r ' ~ - - * - - ~ - - i -  ~ - F - - ~ , - q r  ~ 
,, 
Empty bus. 
"roUte c ut 
TERRACE - -  School district "Effectively immediately, 
officials have cancelled a bus that whole run w i l l  be 
that for more than a month has ca=fcelled," Harry Eberts; the 
driven empty back and forth school district's busing and 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 19, 1990 - '  Paoe ,All 
FOX PROFESSIONAL DRIVING CENTER 
Terrace, B.C. 
• GOVERNMEIqT CERTIFIED 
• LICENCE CLA~.~ 1.2,3,4,6 ' 
• AIR BRAKE COURSE8 1 
• DRNER EVALUATION8 ; 
• DRIVER ABgE88MENTB 
• HEAVY EQUIPMENT ' "... 
• DANGEROUS GOOD~ COURSE8 i~ " . 
Glenn IIIIngworth Phone 798-2250 or 664-0607. 
from Rosewood. maintenance superintendent, 
The bus used to drive out to said last week, 
the tiny community at the north Eberts checked and confirm- 
end of Kaium Lake at lunch ed Rosewood residents' reports 
time to pick up a ,single that the bus was running empty. 
kindergarten student here and "That's right - -  we go all the 
bring her to school in Terrace. way out there empty and there 
The student and her mother are no students to pick up," he 
moved into town more than a said. "So we have paid money 
month ago but the bus con- for nothing." 
tinued to drive back and forth Eberts said he  hadn't yet 
along the nearly 50km route to determined how much money 
Rosewood. was spent running the bus emp- 
School district officials ty to Rosewood for several 
quickly cut the bus run last weeks, but said the school 
week when they learned of the ' district does pay for busing on 
situation, an amount-per'kilometre basis. 
, I '-~'" "~' . . am.  . .~ - __ • 
'Tis the season V 
CUBS AND SCOUTS are out again selling Christmas trees. I IMcDOnald's with NPC and Tuf  "Activewear" 
James Crawford, George Johnson and Ryan Boyle from the BB ~,  from Ironworkl 
6th Terrace cub pack were doing their duty Saturday at ~ I I  
norm's Petrocan. they'll be sold tonight until 9 p.m., bet- .~' --I:A.ql41nM.i:ITMI:_~.R nnlmnlil:_ 
i ween 4 and 9 p.m. Thursday and Friday, from 10 a.m. to 5 . . . . . . . . .  C A R R I E R  p.m. Saturday, from 1i a.m.. to 5 p.m. Sunday and, if de, Stocking Stuffers & Unique GIlt Ideas mand and supply warrants it, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Dec. 24. • Sportswear • Bells 
Ferry support given 
TERRACE - -  Council has 
decided to join the city of 
Prince Rupert in calling for the 
introduction of a once-weekly 
ferry service between the coast 
City and the Tsawassen terminal 
• during the winter months. 
"We really could use an extra 
sa i l ing , "  alderman Ruth 
Hallock agreed, noting ferries 
out of  Prince Rupert had been 
booked solid for the past two 
months. 
While supporting the lobby 
effort, alderman Bob Cooper 
queried whether it was possible 
for B.C. Ferries to put on the 
ferry run even if it wanted to. 
" I 'm not sure whether there are 
enough ferries to add this run," 
he explained. 
At present, there is only one 
sailing a week out of Prince 
Rupert - -  on Fridays - -  and 
that goes to Port Hardy on Van- 
couver Island. The coastal city 
has been lobbying for some 
years now for the return of runs 
to Tsawassen on the lower 
mainland. 
This Festive Season, : 
don't let your .gil  
packages get t ed 
up in security 
For your l)e|'sonal safely, all 
parcels (',arrie(I on boar(I aircrafL 
II1~1y I)( ~, Ol)Cn(:(i {it the security 
S(TC('IIIIIg t',lleckl)OillL. 
This I'(',sLive SC~lgOll, (lon"L leL your 
gift packages gel tied up in security. 
Wrap all carry-on presents at your 
destination. 
"t ' I  I t "1 ~ ) I I t  ! t' " SI',/|SON S (,1~1,,1', HAGS 
O'om )'o1#' airport, Slral'[ 
iii!i i:i:iiiiiiiii l;
:::::-..,; . . . .  . . . . . .  ..... , , , , : . , : '  ::.,;.:. ,,::'.:f;:::;',::'.';:::;'.:::.:::.'.':::f;'"~::.:;:.;;';,::.,::::;~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  
~.:.:.:::.~:.~.:;..~:.:. :. ,',' ~,  . . . . . . . .  • . , . .  > : : . . , . : '~  . : . . , .  ~ ' • ~:: , . . : , :g.  :~ .~:~:~: . :~ . : : . : :  '~q lB  
~.:L :..':':L"::,::.::::. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
I+,1 c..a,aTra"=" CanadaTransp°rts Canad~ 
OF THE.  
WEEK 
JE$$1CA MAHONEY 
- Quarter Cheese or ~ Mac 
- Large Rbs  
" -  Rigullr Soft Drink 
, -  Sundae 
Compliments ofMcDonald's 
In a clear record of 
delivery and a job well 
done you've earned a 
FREE McHappy Meal. 
TERRACE STANDARDj 
SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
4847 Lazelle'Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
. . . - .=  
QUEEN FOR A DAY 
MANICURE, PEDICURE & FACIAL Only 65 ,00  
SAVE 10,00 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS 
OPEN FRIDAYS TIL 9 P.M. 
• Accessodes 
• Supplements 
• Weight Uftlng Gloves 
• Much Much Morel 
Limited Quantity Available 
_a_ Offer available to New Members Only 
m 
IROnWORH5 
=--'-- "CENTRE - - - - -  GYM & FITNESS . . .B==,  




Clean, quiet rooms. Free 
movies & morning coffee. 
Most with pools, saunas 
& restaurants...starting at 
$39.95 a night, plus tax* 
Slumber Lodge Inns and Motels 
14 Locations across B.C. 
Call 1-800-663-2831 
"Offer good through December 31,1990. Not valid In Terrace, Kamloops 
or Nelson. Some locations may sell for less. 
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i Councl notes , : ?+ 
Apartment rezonmng pn 
goes to PstuUb)nlC hearicnug : ili+ 
drawn opposition from more again be the city's represen- 
than 20. ne ighbourhood 
residents. 
In their petition to council, 
the objectors maintained rezon- 
,ing from single and two-family 
residential to multi-family 
dwelling would result in increas- 
ed traffic and lower property 
values. 
Applicant Ray Lovstad wants 
to construct a building contain- 
ing what he describes as middle 
to upper range apartments of 
two and three bedrooms. "This 
would not be another low rent 
unit to be left to deteriorate," 
he emphasizes. 
He also agreed to cede a strip 
of the lot to the city to meet its 
preferred road width re- 
quirements provided he incurs 
no cost in the transfer. 
Council accepted a committee 
recommendation to take the 
rezoning by-law to second 
reading but will hold a public 
hearing before proceeding any 
further. That hearing will take 
place Monday, Jan. 7 at 7 p.m. 
in council chambers. 
After further discussions with 
local medical personnel, the 
Hand iDART bus system 
operator and home support ser- 
vices, the city has decided to 
provide unloading- loading 
zones outside three downtown 
health care offices on a trial 
basis. 
The zones will be established 
at the Greig Ave. and Emerson 
St. medical clinics and the Ker- 
modei Physiotherapy building 
on Park Ave. 
The city will monitor the 
situation to see if this meets the 
needs of patients using the 
~illti6s':' and " whether other 
~l~Sdtt'~hS m-the downtown core 
F~h-/Sfild'be similarly designated. 
** 'k*  'k 
Aldermen have agreed to 
issue a permit o George Siddall 
of Knife Creek Holdings to haul 
togs along Halliwell Ave. this 
winter. 
In his application, Siddall ex- 
plained the company had pur- 
chased district lot 1744 - -  it's 
on the Kitselas road just outside 
the city boundary --  and 
wanted to clear it for  
agricultural purposes. 
He anticipated a total of 200 
:i loads would be involved to be 
! moved at a rate of 10-12 per 
i day. 
i When issued, the permit will 
include the usual restrictions to 
ensure logging trucks do not use 
Hall iwel l  when Uplands 
J 




TERRACE - -  Although he has 
promised local government 
"views and concerns" will be 
taken into account during 
negotiation of the Nisga'a land 
claim, Premier Bill Vander 
Zalm has sidestepped a city re- 
quest to be part of Victoria's 
negotiating team. 
Council has argued that the 
'!~ city Should have a represenative 
.at the negotiating table given 
the proximity of the Nisga'a 
• claim and because local mills 
u~e w0od from the claimed ter- 
ritory, 
With the Nisga'a, Ottawa and 
Victor ia a l ready  involved, 
mayor Jack Talstra explained 
membership of  the government 
team was considered preferable 
to "muddying the waters" by 
having the city become a fourth 
party,+ ~ ~ 
In a lengthy r+ply to council's 
request,' Vander Zalm said "the 
composition of a land claims 
negotiating team will be con- 
sidered as the  government of  
British Columbia continues its 
consultation :process." 
Although Talstra suggested 
that  meant a final decision had  
tatives on the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district board. Alder- 
man Danny Sheridan will be 
Cooper's alternate while alder- 
man Ruth Hallock will fill in for 
Talstra when necessary. 
Taistra has postponed all 
other appointments pending the 
outcome of the aldermanic 
ballot judicial recount schedul- 
ed for today. 
A council committee has been 
asked to look at a request from 
local school district staff that a 
sidewalk be laid along the side 
of Straume Ave. between Eby 
and Thomas Sts. 
Pointing out the many 
students - -  including those 
from elementary and primary 
schools - -  attending shows at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre now 
had to walk along Straume to 
get there, Caledonia Senior 
Secondary vice-principal Marc 
Frey suggested "a sidewalk 
would provide a much safer 
route." 
That view was echoed by 
School District 88 maintenance 
supervisor Harry Eberts who 
also suggested the project 
should not be an expensive one. 
Two local companies have 
been awarded contract renewals 
after they emerged from the 
tender process as low bidders. 
Vinoco Oil Inc. quoted $8,032 
to supply the city's 1991 lubri- 
cant product requirements - -  
that was $500 less than the next 
lowest bid - -  while 
PetroCanada Inc. got the 1991 
petroleum products contract 
with a quote of  $75,774, low bid 
by $2,400. 
Sing yourway 
tothe top ofthe 
FOOLS 
I RUSH IN.l 
YOURLOG~L~U(E EICBC J 
Join us over the 
Chdstmas season for an 8 
evening of real entertainment 
Karaoke every Thursday & Sunday 
3086 Hwy. 1 6 E. 
Terrace, B.C. motor 
RESD.URANI. LOUNGE 
PUB. COLD BEER STORE 
635-0375 
j•j• ) r} /) May the love of r ,.~j~/,,ir/ home and family be 'J(~'l*J')... yours to cherish at 
~ '  ''"r~ ~'~'" the miracle Of 
/,, ', t'l,~rl . Christmas. 
. l ) _X  , ,  + 
+ yb+rru   ,:. 
/~~ \ Centenn ia l  ..+., 
i ~  U Christian 
School 
 TRAVEL + ' "+.+ 
*iravol agent 111 the city ~.,v: 
TAKE A 7 DAY CRUISE DOWN THE MEXICAN RIVERA 
From us 995.00 including air out of Vancouver. Valid from 
January 20- March 10191 
JANUARY HI MAPLE LEAF MONTH IN PALM SPRINGS 
Ask about discounts between January 5 and January 19/91 
TAKE A TRANSATLANTIC CRUISE 
At Incredible 2 for 1 cruise only rates. Must book before 
January 31. 
SIOING IN VERNON THIS YEAR? 
Village Green Hotel has 54,00/night rates including a 3.00 
breakfast voucher per person per day, shuttle bus to ski 
area, and ski lockers. Take advantage of this great rate. 
SOUTH PACIFIC: VANCOUVER. AUKLAND FROM 879.00 
Valid May 91 • Auoust 91, Plus one stopover in Honolulu 
Included. 
VANCOUVER. HONOLULU ON 8ALE: 
January 1 - February 19 for only 369.00. Travel must be on Tuesdays. 
only, Travel must be completed by February 26/91. 
'TIS THE SEASON • FOR A NEW HOLIDAY "HUE" 
Shades EQ provides incredible color, condition and 
chine to any hair type...any time. It's an exclusive non- 
~ alkaline haircolor system that gently washes In 
excitement...even if hair has been freshly 
parsed. You can choose from 10 shades or 
custom blend to create an Infinite array of 
colors from subtle to 
I [] U i m,J • [] V ibrant. 
4711 D Kelth Ave., Terrace 
635-3729 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
Wishing the very best of the holiday season. All the best tO 
you and yours on this Joyous occasion. 
From everyone st 
 FAVCO 
F INANCIAL  SERVICES 
Our people make the difference 
4609 Laze,e 635-2826 
BUILT TO BEAT THE 
WINTER WEATHER 
, 1991 Seda~Of The Year Subaru Legacy 
CATCH THE~Pfi~iT AT 
• not  yet: been made+ .alderman i . , - 
Ruth  hallock suggested the 
premier,s response sounded like 
"Thanks, but no:thanks,', 
I l l  ~ / /  .! ~ , .  Our Best Selling Subaru Loyale I 
LI l l ¢ lq  11 
i O 3 TT l  
Our Lowest Priced 4WD Subaru Justy ! 
 +12 495 . ,o J ! 
• I + UBARU ?++ 
~'~ :SkHn +11 Mil l :  : Eyou think about it, you'll drive one. 
THORNHILL  SUBARU 
. . . .  +' " i +! : :~;i, 3026+Hwy. 16 Terrace i I  ¢I 
~41 ~L ~mb ~ + ~ 635-7286 
• • , , /  • 
r t ,  
+Local people ppointed a 
vacant school seats 
:: : ,S tew Christensen 
... 
Terry Brown 
TERRACE -- A local lawyer will be held next November. 
and a city official are among the The province was called on to 
three provincial government ap- fill the three seats by appoint- 
pointees named to the School ment after elections in 
District 88 board Saturday. November failed to draw suffi- 
Stew Christensen, the city's cient candidates tofill the entire 
director of engineering, will board. 
serve as a trustee for Terrace- School board officials had 
Thornhill. Terry Brown, thestafflawyer asked for interested parties to 
submit names of possible ap-  
at the local Lax Ghels corn- pointeeswhen not enough peo- 
munity law centre, fills the pie were nominated to even fill 
trustee vacancy for  the 
Hazelton-area villages of Git- 
wangak, Kitwanco01 and 
Gitsegukla. 
He's from the Hazeltons and 
once had a practice in that area. 
And Haze l tons -area  
homemaker Mary Spooner was 
the positions by acclamation. 
The other six trustees on the 
board were elected by .acclama- 
tion. 
Wayne Braid, Edna Cooper, 
John Pousette and Laurie Mit: 
chell represent the Terrace and 
Thornhill areas while Kris 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 19, 1990 - -  Page Ale 
/ 
• ministry are to serve one-year previous experience as a trustee, 
elect~ons for those three seats board in 1985-86. 
,..--.._, City to tight named tofilltheotherempty Chapman represents S tewar t  / t~~"-~,~.~J~UUNULJ  
: seat in the Hazeltons. and Gordon Sebastian is from ~ A ~ ~  OF'  e n s0,oo board chairman Edna the Hazeltons, 
• Cooper said the three trustees Christensen is the only ap- X , "~ '~ nd lea king appointed by the education pointee among the three with ,~X~~#~ ~..//~=~,~.~/,~ 
S O U  termsonly. Shesaidby-  serving on the Terrace school ,: / JOY 
• . 
. . .  / (~# ,. 
. . . /  ,~,~: i "i 
SeWs Name: Andrea Jayne Pedro 
Dato a Time el Blfllz: October 23, 1990 at 5:34 pm 
Wqht: 7 Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Female 
Panmb: Victor & Kathleon Pedro 
SeWs Name: Matthew Alexander 
Datl a Tirol i f  limb: October 24, 1990 at 3:24 pm 
WqM: 7 Ibs, 3 oz. sex: Male 
Panlnb;: Michael & Barbara Lelsinger 
Badge Nlme: Kndl & Kassl Hoback 
gatl & TIw ef m~: November 6. 1990 at 07:4518:20 
WelIM: 6 Ibs. 4 oz.14 Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Male/Female 
Prom: Kelfl & Pare H0back 
selrfs Nam: Charity Leanne CIIne 
Nell & Tlmll I f  Brlh: November 13, 1990 at 3:29 pm 
WolOht: 6 Ibs. 13 oz. sex: Female 
Pamntl: Nathalle & Russell C;Ine 
MERRY CHRISTMA: 
TO ALL OUR 
CUSTOMERS 
BIG AND SMALL 
, j  
:TERRACE - -  The city is spen- 
:ding $25,000 to improve sound- 
:proofing in one RCMP detach- 
ment interview room because 
Conversations can be overheard' 
in an adjoining cell. 
City administrator  Bob 
Halls0r, in summarizing infor- 
mation from tbe RCMP, said it 
and  crown counsels fear court 
'cases could be lost due to a 
breach;, of lawyer-cl ient 
+ l~rivilege. 
The city has agreed to do the 
' work because there won't be 
money available to the RCMP 
: until its 1991-92 budget year. 
i:' Identified two years ago, the 
: sound problem means the oc- 
cupants of the juvenile/female 
cell can hear conversations tak- 
ing place in the adjoining inter- 
view rooms and vice versa. 
i There is a similar problem with 
" the monitor oom. 
Corrective action has been 
delayed by wrangling over Who 
should pay for the work. The 
RCMP had suggested the cost 
out that assumed the RCMP 
would receive its capital alloca- 
tion on April '1, alderman Dar- 
ryl Laurent added, "I suspect 
they won't." 
Agreeing the city could well 
find itself waiting much longer 
for the money, alderman Ruth 
HaUock said "The feds are 
notoriously late in meeting their 
commitments." 
Therefore, while the city will 
carry out the work and delay 
billing the RCMP until April 1, 
alderman also decided interest 
will be charged on any amount 
outstanding after the end of 
that month. 
Asked by alderman Mo 
Takhar if the city had any way 
of i'ecovering the money should 
the RCMP not receive the re- 
quired capital allocation, ad- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor sug- 
gested the cost could be 
deducted from the quarterly 
payments the city remits to the 
force for policing the communi- 
ty. 
• .*:'-*+;,*,,. 
... + l~a,. 4]0+,.,,,.~ 
Presents 
GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT 
GIVING IDEAS! 
* 10OO different balloons to choose from 
. New Years party palm for 2 - 200 ,people 
. Unique Idea's for Christmas balloons 
. Send someone a balloon on a candy cane 
. POINSETTIA IN A BALLOON (Locally Grown) 
PLUS 
Santa And Elf Costumes Available 
Or Have Them Come To Youl 
Christmas and New Years Decorations ,.,. Skeena Mall 
.... 635-6312 635-5236 
TO BE THE 
BEST 
SANT . 
LA-Z-BOY i I 
,',,,,Y ,+++ 
Re t :+ 
Pre-Christmas '"':~:~"~ .... 
special 639 J from $ 9. 
l '°t -7. so they should be. Inspect he 
I quality of LA-Z-BOY c!!struction and you'llt~see why 
, The Avenger (left) , lie' :j,. ,.~~++~ 
An exciting contemporary that s big on ]~. ~ |/ 
f~ i~ comfort. A three.tier bustle back design L[ ~ ~ "~'~= 
~ ' i  with deep plush back pillows, pillow arms i ~h '~ l~L J~ 
~,and  rounded T-cushion seat. ( ~ " ~ ~ ~ 3 ; r t :  
i~ : J  P Strike a note in your ~ . ~ , .  .' ~ l t~ 
"~.+.  ~ search for the perfect 
~. : : .~  h gift with this care- lb~,.':: ...... 
3237 Kalum Terrace be shared with the city, the' 
+iowner of the bu i ld ing.  
!~ Howeve[,~,,council argued the ~ ~ g : ~ * ~ O k x f z c P ~  • ~ k ' k ~  
,~ to l~olice Specifications and ~ - - ' ~ , ~  ~ ~ " ' ~ " ~ ~  ""~, . I~  
~:!therefore any additional Am- ~ i~ ,~ D,-,.-le,~.- " 
~'provements should be paid for ~_  ~uu¢;  • u l  ~¢~, 9 
:! by the RCMP. ]P~I ~l f  I A ~¢t~r . (~oo le ln  0ff/~ 
Although the RCMP has now ~,.~"~r ,-a.-..,., l . . .3v  _. ,...,.,,.-=. -,-j, ~f~,~,,~ 
-~ agreed to pay, it has asked the ~.~),~ or ld  h i s  s tar t  ~¢~ 
city to come up with estimated i+"~'J --~,-~" o~- -  "~-- -~".  , ~ . )  
S25,000 cost so work can begin ]~/.~f IDOUI(~ l i ke  ~0 WlSIZ ~ 
as soon as possible. The city [ (~.  _ _ _ _  .LL . . . . . .  L__z  / /~)~ 
would be repaid once the [IJj# ever~one erie very  ue.m "~/  
RCMP received next year's ~'~[~ ~1,,,.~-... I A I I . I  . . . . . .  ~,,,,,,,~ "rCJ~ 
capita] budget allotment (the ~ +II I+ I IU I IUUy 0¢;¢10Vl l  ~ '1  
, federal fiscal year begins April ~ nn l~ l~ , . I f+~ ril l  
:1, 1991). 
o,vont.0 work wool. l.+ly 
be completed in February, it ~ . .  A 
asked to carry the cost for only ~ Oven House  ~_0 
two months. However, pointing ~ s-~ 4- ,'zn .~, '~n~ 
I WHAT'SYOUR / from 2-4  p.m. at the N 
i HURRY, B,C  / , -Skeena Constituency O/rice ,~\ 
[ "','=::;;;Yo~o~:: I ~ 4663 Lazelle Ave. Terrace. ~d, ICBC and our Iocalpohce 
I remindyoutowatchyourspeed. _ l ~04~.,,,,,~e~l ~ " " - -  " " "~ 
1" +ou,~oc,,,o,.~ "-'~ICBC ,J 
~ff ' , _~_ '  ' _  ' I I  I . . I I  I 
| Ask Santa to shop at i 
[ : Trac & Trail Equipment [ 
/ andTNTHonda ..... I 
] on HIghway l 6 East Servlce Road in Sndthers ~i.,; . . I 
- -  . i " , . : : r le lmezs  I 
I We have . ,o,t~s Gogg les  /~+++~,  I 
i i  i " ,  • .~.S;SoZV, s ~ I '  ' : ,+~'1  : £+ L_ 
i move. Chal"s.ws ~ ~g~l~f  l 
I . . . . . .  sccessor les  ~-~. i+"  And much more li 
Snowmobiles ,- r -~  
Give Santa this toll free number 
for Trac and Trail - .  1400463-4598 
]' (TRACand TRAIL 
! Hwy. 16 E., Frontage Rd., Smithers-- 847.9405 
I ' 
free recliner (right) 
Enhanced with a 
button tufted back 
and kick pleat skirt, 
I ~~'X  [ FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
I ~ [ Since z~3 ' 
[ 4501 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. 638-1158 
i II i i i  i i 
'L 
e, -,, y 
i' 
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I '~"  HOLIDAYS. l 
BRUSSELS TURKEYS to allow our employees  time to en joythe  - i ... 
Christmas holiday with their family and friends. SPROUTS 
All pr ices will be in ef fect  until ! 
• I 
6:00 p.m. Monday, December 24, 1990 
Regular Brands I 17 o 33.B: Frozen, 9 kg, ' i ' From all of Us at Safeway B.C. or U.S. Grown I 
andup " NO. 1 Grade 
2.5S/kg l LB. Have a safe and Happy H lil ly .Ts/kg • 
"WE HONOUR ALL COMPETITORS' COUPONS" 
nlli ~ m  • 
~ CHRISTMAS . .  ' CH INESEMANDARI I  HAMS STORE HOURS ORANGES 
TOuple, Ready to eat 
Whole. Approx. 9 Ibs 
4,37 / kg 1,98 . , .  
MINI 
QUICHE 
12 99=. L Oulche Q , 
DEC. 19, wED. 
DEC. 20, THURS 
DEC. 21, FRI. 
DEC. 22, SAT. 
DEC. 23, SUN. 
DEC. 24, MON. 
CHRISTMAS DAY 
BOXING DAY 
DEC. 27', THURS. 
DEC. 28, FRI. 
DEC. 29, SAT. 
DEC. 30, SUN. 
DEC. 31, MON. 
NEW YEAR'S DAY 
JAN: 2, WED. ~ 
9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M. 
9:00 A,M. TO 9:00 P,M, 
9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M. 
9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. 
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. 
8:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. 
CLOSED 
• CLOSED 
9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M. 
9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M. 
9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. 
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. 
8:00 A.M. TO 6:g0 P.M. 
; ' ; '~ ~: :CLOSEf f ' " ,  '" :co A.~:'To 0'.'~0 P... 
N 
C GES 
? LB. BOX 9i99 
DUTCH 
SHORTBREAD 
Pkg. Of 12 ii ' "O 
"WE HONOUR ALL COMPETITORS' COUPONS" 
DELMONTE 
VEGETABLES 
ASSOrted Varieties. 341-398mL 
Limit 8 with family 
purchase. Over limit 




MOtt'S regular or extra 
spicy 1.36 Lltre tin. 
Limit I with family PU.rchase. 
Over limit price 1.88 each 
1.68 .  
BREAD 
CUBES 
crumbs, Skylark 298-S60 
.99 .  
--STORE HOURS:,-'] 
Sunday: : 10 a.m..6p:m. I 
Monday. Friday 9 a,m.- 9 P.m- i 
Saturday ' 9 a.m.- 6 p.m: i • 
• I Sale Prices EffectiveWed, ;: 






grind. 757 g tin 













Reg. or diet, Coke classic 
and caffeine free 
or Fresca. 2 Lltre 
plus deposit 
EA. 
] r LUCERNE " 
EGGS 








"WE HONOUR ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS'! 
i 
' 7 UP OR 
PEPSI 















i " . . . .  I l i  
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